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ABSTRACT

This reportpresentsthe resalts of the pipe fractureexperiments, analyses, and material
characterizationefforts p_:'formedwithin SubtaskI. 1 of the IPIRGProgram. The objective of
Subutsk1.1 was to experimentallyverify the analysis methodologies for circumferentiallycracked
pipe subjectedprimarilyto inertial stresses. Eight cracked-pipeexperiments were conductedon
6-inch nominal diameterTP304 and A106B pipe. The experimentalprocedurewas developed using
nonlineartime-history finite elementanalyseswhich included the nonlinear behavior due to the crack.
The model did an excellentjob of predicting the displacements, forces, and times to maximum
moment. The comparisonof the experimentalloads to the predictedloads by the Net-Section-
Collapse (NSC), Dimensionless Plastic-ZoneParameter, J-estimationschemes, R6, and ASME
Section XI in-service flaw assessmentcriteria tendedto underpredia the measuredbending moments
except for the NSC analysisof the A106B pipe.

The effects of flaw geometryandloadinghistory on toughness were evaluated by calculatingthe
toughness from the pipe tests and comparing these resultsto C(T) values. These effects were found
to be variable. The surface-crackgeometry tendedto increase the toughness (relative to C(T)
results), whereas a negative load-ratiosignificantly decreasedthe TP304 stainless steel surface,:racked
pipe apparent toughness. The inertial experiments tended to achieve complete failure within a few
cycles after reachingmaximumload in these relatively small diameterpipe experiments. Hence, a
load-controlled fracturemechanics analysis may be more appropriatethan a displacement-controlled
analysis for these tests.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This is a reportof the results from Subtask1.1 of the InternationalPiping Integrity ResearchGroup
0PlRG) program. The IPIRGProgramwas an internationalgroup program coordinatedby the
United States Nuclear RegulatoryCommission andconductedat Battelle. The principalobjectiveof
this programwas to evaluate the mechanicalbehavior of nuclearpiping containingflaws andsubjected
to dynamic loading. Dynamic loading in this reportrefers to loading rates comparableto those for
high amplitudeseismic events.

The design of piping systems in nuclearpower plants recognizes the existence of both
inertial and displacement-controlledloads. Uncertaintiesin the ability to characterizeinertial loads
has, in part, led to a prevailing industrydesign practicethat results in inherentlystiff piping systems.
However, stiff systems are less tolerant of displacement-controlledloads caused by thermal expansion
anddifferential anchor motion. Unfortunately,a vast majorityof dataon the mechanicalbehaviorof
piping has been obtained underdisplacement-controlledconditions. Pipe experimentsconducted
underdisplacementcontrol, unlike inertial control, are relatively straightforwardandrequireonly
conventionaltesting equipment. They also can be conducted without the complicatingaspects of
increased strain rates and cyclic loads that are inherent in inertially loaded experiments conductedby
applying transient loads. A critical need exists to develop a betterunderstandingof inertialstresses in
piping, and, in particular,to improvethe ability to treat inertial stresses in fractureanalysis of flawed
piping.

The IPIRGProgram was formulated to investigate the separateeffects of inertial anddisplacement-
controlled stresses on flawed piping as well as the combined effects on representativepiping systems.
The specific objective of Subtask1.1 was to develop datanecessaryto assess analysis methodologies
for characterizing the fracturebehavior of circumferentially crackedpipe under inertial (time
dependent)stresses. The pipe fractureexperiments conductedwere on nominal 6-inch diameter,
Schedule 120 TP304 stainless andA106 Grade B carbonsteel pipes. Both through-wall-crackedand
surface-cracked-pipeexperiments were conducted. A total of eight cracked-pipeexperimentswere
conductedas partof this effort. Six were inertially loaded experimentsandtwo were displacement-
controlled experiments. An uncracked-pipeexperimentwas also conductedto check out the test
facility. The objective of the two displacement-controlledexperimentswas to assess the effectof
dynamic loading rateon the fracturebehavior of carbon steel surface-crackedpipes and to compare
results obtained using the Subtask 1.1 test facility with those from the Subtask1.2 facility. All pipes
were tested under PWR conditions; all specimens contained subcooled waterat 288 C (550 F) and
under pressure of 15.5 MPa (2,250 psi). The work is applicableto cracked-pipeevaluations for
seismic loading conditions, i.e., leak-before-break(LBB) and in-service flaw evaluation criteriafor
emergency andfaulted conditions.

Due to the unique natureof inertially loaded experiments, it was necessaryto design and fabricate a
special test system for this investigation. The test system uses two computer-controlledservo-
hydraulic actuators. The test pipe is mounted horizontallywith a large mass attachedto each end.
Each specimen had a machined flaw in the center and was shakenvertically by the actuators. The
computercontrolsforced a rapidly increasing amplitudein the centerof the specimen at 3.5 I-Iz. The
inertia of the large end masses provided the loading. Special instrumentationtechniqueswere devised
to obtain the data from these experiments.
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The test system was designedusing the ANSYS finite elementcomputerprogram. A special
nonlineardement was devised to model the cyclic responseofthe flawed piping. While these design
udculations were intendedonly to size the test system components(actuators,servovalves, and
accumulators)an additionalbenefit was that these analyses also provided predictionsof the response
of the flawed piping to inertial loads. This methodologywas essential to the design of the pipe
sys_m experiments in Subtask 1.3 of the IPIRG-I program.

The inertial experiments were analyzedusing a numberof predictivefractureanalysis methods-Net-
Section_llapse analysis, Dimensionless Plastic-Zone Parametercriteria, andvarious J-estimation
schemes, i.e., GE/EPRI andLBF ENG2 for through-wall-cracked-pipeexperiments and SC.TNP for
surface-cracked-pipeexperiments. These analysis procedureswere relatively accurateandgenerally
underpredictedthe maximum bendingstress. The one exception was the Net-Section-Collapse (NSC)
predictions of the carbonsteel experiments. This is to be expectedsince the NSC analysis is a limit-
load analysis which is probably inappropriatefor lower toughness materialssuch as this ,:arbonsteel.
For such materials, an elastic-plasticfracture analysismethod, such as one of the J-estimation
schemes, is probably a more appropriatemethod.

In addition, the results were comparedwith various fracturepreventiondesign criteria, i.e., R6
Revision 3 Option 1 for austeniticandferriticpiping, ASME Section XI 1WB-3640for austenitic
piping, and IWB-3650 for ferriticpiping. For the R6 method the predicatedstresses were compared
with the elastically calculatedstresses insteadof experimentallydeterminedstresses since the R6
analysis uses elastically calculatedstresses for its assessmentof a defect. It was found that the R6
Option 1 method consistently underpredictedthe elastically calculatedstresses.

In comparing the experimentalstresses with the predictionsfrom the ASME Section XI criteria it was
found that the IWB-3640 source equationsslightly underpredi_edthe maximum experimental stresses
of the anstenltic experiments if the ASME Code definitionof flow stress (3Sm)was used. This was
true for a stainless steel pipe materialthat had strengthpropertiesclose to the ASME Section nl
values. This assessment did not include the ASME Code safety factors of 1.39 or 2.78. It was
shown for the ferritic criteria, the IWB-3650 source equations,that the approach significantly
underpredictedthe maximum experimentalstresses.

The pipe experimentsin this subtaskwere conductedon a relativelysmall diameter pipe (6-inch
nominal diameter). The effects of toughnesson failureloads relativeto the limit-load of the pipe are
knownto be more sensitive for large diameterpipe. Hence, the effects of toughness variations on the
crack initiationandmaximum loads in theserelativelysmall diameterpipe experiments were expected
to be small. The toughness was evaluateddirectly from these pipe experiments for the purpose of
assessing if there may be a consistenttrend of toughness from the pipe experiments with different
flaw geometries, loading histories, andmaterialsrelative to the standardCCT)test data that are
typically used for evaluationof larger diameterpipe that wouldbe more sensitive to toughness
changes. The findings showed that the surface-crackgeometrytendedto increase the apparent
toughness, relative to the C(T) specimen toughness, unless the loading had a negative load ratio. The
carbonsteel, quasi-static, su_acked-pipe Ji value was much lower than expected anddid not
follow the anticipatedtrend, possibly because this length of pipe exhibited much more scatter in its
propertiesthan other nuclear pipe tested in the past.

In addition to comparing the experimentalresults with these fractureassessment criteria, the
experimentally determinedstresses were also comparedwith the stresses calculated from a linear-
elastic stress analysis. For the Subtask1.1 experiments, with relatively large cracks andlittle
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nonlinearbehavior, the ratio of the calculatedlinear-elasticstress to the experimentalstress was less
than 2. This was significantlyless than that reportedin the EPRI/NRCPiping and FittingDynamic
ReliabilityProgramfor untrackedpipe. It seems certainthat if smallerflaws, e.g., LBB size
through-wallcracks or smaller surface cracks,had been used in the Subtask 1.1 experiments, then
elastic stress analysis would give much larger values than the experimentalvalues reported in this
effort.

One of the most importantobservations that can be made from these experimentsis that once
maximum load was achieved there were very few additionalcycles before the pipe essentially reached
complete failure. For five of the six cracked-pipeinertial experiments there were only 2 or 3 cycles
after maximum load before a DEGB conditionwas reached. The implicationis that for seismic
applicationsthe stabilityof flawed pipe under pure inertialloading, or inertial with dead-weightand
pressure stresses, should be considered as load-controlledratherthan diaplacement-controUedfor
typical pipe fracture analyses. However, these were relativelysmall diameter pipe tests, and larger
pipe might be able to tolerate more cycles under pureinertial loading.
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II

NOMENCLATURE _,_-

I. SYMBOLS

A Coem¢ients used in ASM_ Section XI ferriticpipe criteria

A' Distance between innerandouter l_ad points in four-pointbending

a Half average cracklensth of through-wallcrack in a pipe which includes ao

ai C(T) specimeninitial crack

ao Originalhalf cracklength of machinedflaw andfatigue precrack if applicable

C' Statistical fit pm'ameter

C Machine compliance

c Distance from neutralaxis to outerfiber

c', c" Comtants in J-R curve power-law curve fit equation

D Nominal pipe diameter

DO Outerpipe diameter

d Surfacecrack depth

E Young's modulus

F Applied force (actuator)

Fi Load at i-th increment of a staticfour-point bend test

Ftnde Force at which a spring-sliderelementslides in a FEM

fp Ratioof bendingmoment in pressurizedversus unpressurizedpipe

Fl, F2, F3 Forces neededto cause sliding in multUinearspring-slider model

FTI,FT2 Total forces in a multUinearspring-slider model

hal GE/EPRIinfluence functionfor through-wall-crackedpipe under pure bending

hT GE/EPRI influencefun_on for through-wall-crackedpipe underpure tension

fi Suggested GE/EPRIinfluence function for through-wall-crackedpipe under
combinedbendingand tension
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bi,h2,h3,h4 Functions tabulatedin GE/EPRImethod

I Momentof inertia

I' Node in spring-slidermodel

J J-integralfractureparameter

J' Node in spring-slidemodel

J-R j-integral resistance (curve)

JD DeformationJ-integral

J, Elastic componentof J

JM ModifiedJ-integral

Ji J=integral at crack initiation but not necessarily a valid Jle by ASTM E813-81

Jp Plastic componentof J-integral

Jie Plane strainJ at crack initiationby ASTM E813

[K] Stiffnessmatrix

Kt Applied linearelastic _,s intensityfactor.

Kr Toughness ratio in R6 method

Kt, K2, Ks Springconstantsin multilinear spring-slidermodel

grl, K_ Total springconstantsin multilinearspring-slidermodel

Ktm,Kre Membraneandbendingstress intensity factors

1 Inner load-pointspan

L Outerload-point span

Lr Load ratio in R6 method

m, m' J-R curve power-law exponents

M Bending moment

Me Elastic moment _
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M_t Equivalentmoment

Mo Limit moment basedon oo

Mtmt Moment from the test

n Ramberg-Osgoodstrain-hardeningexponent

p Pressure

P Total failure stress

Po Limit-load correspondingto referencestress ao

Pm Primarymembranestress in ASME Code

Pine Net.3ection-Collapse predictedtension andbendingstress

q Displacementvector in/'mite elementmodel

R Stress ratio

Ri Inside radius

t_ Meanradius

to Outersurfaceradius

S Pipe length

S' Spanof torquebar/LVDT rotationdevice

Sm ASME design stress

Sr Strew.mio inR6method

T Temperature

t Thickness of pipe; t also denotes timebut content
always makes the use clear

U Direct currentelectricpotential

w Weight of pipe andwaterin pipe

W CCT)specimen width

Z Stress multiplierfor elastic-plasticanalyses
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a ltamberg-Osgoodparameter

a' Dampingfactorin dynamic analyses

_' Dampingfactor in dynamicanalyses

B Angle from bottom of pipe to neutgalaxis

•y Functionin pipe _-fact_r J-integralexpression

,y. Specific weight of pipe steel

Tw Specificweight of water

Time derivativeof the displacement

B Displacementat load-points

A Displacementoutputof LVDT for rotationmeasurements

_a Incrementof crackgrowth

e StrainRate

eo Ramberg-Osgoodreferencestrain

ea Longitudinalstrainat bottom of pipe
J

ef Elasticstrain at flow stress

er Longitudinalstrain at top of pipe

Geometricfunctionused in calculatingJ from load-displacementdata

0 Half crack angle of crack in a pipe

_, Poisson's ratio

Half rotationangle of pipe

c

_p Plastic componentof rotationdue to the crack

o Stress

oa Axial stress

ob Bending stress
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0'bN_ Bendingstress predictedby Net-Section-Collapseanalysis

Ob Longitudinalstress at bottom of pipe

of Flowstress

ame Stress predictedby Net-Section-Collapseanalysis

Oo Ramberg-Osgoodreferencestress

oT Longitudinalstress at top of pipe -

¢'L Limit stress basedon flow stress for combinedbending andtension

¢'T Applied tension stress due to pressure

au Ultimate strength

_y Yield strength

Constantin dynamic forcing function

_o Angularvelocity in radiansper second

2. ACRONYMS AND INITIALISMS

a-c Alternatingcurrent

ASME AmericanSociety of MechanicalEngineers

ASTM American Society of Testing andMaterials

CEGB CentralElectricityGeneratingBoard CU.K.),currentlyNuclear Electric (N.E.)

CTOA Cracktip opening angle

CMO Crackmouth opening

CMOD Crack-mouth-openingdisplacement

C(T) Compact(tension)specimen

CS Carbon steel

d-c EP Direct-current electricpotential

DEGB Double-endedguillotine break
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DSA Dynan_icstrainaging

Dlr2 DegradedPiping Program- Phase II

DPZP Dimensionless Plastic-ZoneParameter

DYN Dynamic

EDM Electricdischargemachine

EP Electric potential

EPRI ElectricPower Research Institute(U.S.)

GE/EPRI CircumferentialTWC pipe J-estimationscheme

GE GenerslElectric

IPIRG InternationalPiping IntegrityResearch Group

ISC Internal,surfacecrack

LBB Loak4_.fore-break

LLD Load-line displacement

LVDT Linear variabledifferentialtransformer

LWR Lightwater reactor

L-C Longitudinal-circumferentialorientation

MEA MaterialsEngineering Associates

MTS Material TestingSystems

NPS Nominal pipe size

NSC Net-Section-C_llapse

OBE OperatingBasis Earthquate

PWR Pressurizedwaterreactor

RVDT Rotaryvariable differential transformer

QS Quasi-static
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SAW Submergedarc weld

SC Surfacecrack

SMAW Shieldedmetal arc weld

SS Stainlesssteel

SSE Safe shut-downearthquake

STA Science andTechnology Agency (Japan)

TWC Through-wallcrack

USNRC Uni1_l States NuclearRegulatoryCommission

XSC Externalsurfacecrack
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1. INTRODUCTION

This reportcovers remdtsfor Subtask i. I of the IntemafiomdPiping IntegrityResearchGroup
OPIRG)Program. The IPIRGProgramwas an internationalgroup programcoordinatedby
the United States Nuclear RegulatoryCommission (USNRC) and conductedat Battelle. The
principalobjective of the IPIRGprogram is to evaluatethe mechanicalbehaviorof nuclear
piping containingflaws andsubjectedto dynamic loading.

The specific results reportedin this documentare for experiments andanalyses of
circumferentiallycrackedpipes that were subjectedto Wedominately inertialloading. This
work is applicableto cracked-pipeevaluationsfor seismic loading conditions,
i.e., leak-before-break(LBB) andin-service flaw evaluationcriteria for operatingbasis
earthquake(OBE) loading as well as for safe shut-downearthquake(SSE) loading conditions.

1.1 Back41roond

In LBB analyses, a postulatedflaw is assumed to exist. In many LBB analyses, it is assumed
that the flaw becomes a through-wallcrack, and that the through-wall crackcan be detected
by leakage at normaloperatingstresses in advance of a large dynamic load rupture. It is also
necessaryto show that the flaw will remainstable under various events causing dynamic
loadings such as a safe-shutdown-earthquake(SSE) condition. Safety factors are applied to
the leakage detectioncapability, loads andflaw size (Ref. 1.1). Consequently, LBB analyses
generally involve assessmentsof the stability of circumferentialthrough-wall-crackedpipe
subjectedto dynamic cyclic loads.

For in-service flaw assessment criteria, the stresses of concerncan be either quasi-static
(normal andtest conditions) or dynamic (emergency or fa_ted conditions). However, the
flaw evaluationproceduresgenerally involve the assessment of surface cracks. These surface
cracks can have either axial, circumferential,or helical flaw orientations. Such assessments
can involve the evaluationof surface-crackedpipe underdynamic cyclic loads. In the United
States, the ASME Section Xl code includesproceduresto assess flaws in anstenitic (Ref. 1.2)
or ferriticpiping 0tel. 1.3). Several other countries use different assessment methods
includingthe R6 method, Ref. 1.4.

Many flawed-pipingresearchprogramshave been conductedin the United States (Refs. 1.5 to
1.9) andinternationally(Refs. 1.10 to 1.14). However, most of these programs involved
quasi-staticloading of crackedpipe, rather than the dynamic seismic loading that is more
realisticfor I.BB and in-service flaw assessments. The IPIRGProgram was createdto make
fractureevaluations of piping under simulatedseismic loading.
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1.2 Overview of IPIRG Program

The IPIRGProgramwas initiatedby the NRC with the objective to develop dm neededto
verify eng_ methods for Msessingthe integrity of nuclearpower plant piping that
contains defects. The work within the IPIROprofpmmis broken down into five tasks:

- Task 1 LBB Verification Under SimulatedSeismic/Dynm_c Loading,

- Task 2 ExperimentalPipe Fractureand MaterielPropertyData Base Development,

- Task3 of High Rts,

- Task 4 Resolution of Unresolved Issues from the Degraded Piping Program and
IPIROResearch Tasks, and

- Task 5 InformationExchangeSeminarsandProgramA4minLqrafion.

Within Task I there are three subtasks. These are:

- Subtssk 1.1 Stabilityof CrackedPipe Under InertialLoading,

- Subtssk 1.2 Stabilityof CrackedPipe Under Seismic/Dynamic
Displacmnent-ControlledStresses, and

- Subtssk 1.3 Crack Stabilityin a RepresentativePiping System Under
CombinedInertialand Seismic/Dynamic Displacement-
ControlledStresses.

This reportdescribes the results obtainedfrom Subtask1.1 of the IPIRGprogram.

1.3 Specific Objective of Inerthdly Loaded Pipe _ Subtnsk

"I'nespecific objective of Subtask 1.1 was to develop datanecessaryto assess analysis method-
ologies for ckcumferentially crackedpipe under _ (time-dependent)stresses. One of the
main questionsis how to treat _ stresses in a fractureanalysis. Currentengineering
fractureanalyses consider the stresses as either displacement-controlledor load-controllad.
Once maximumload is passed, load-controlledstresses cause the crack to be less stable than
displacmnent-controlledstresses. This is illustratedin Figure 1.1 which involves center-
crackedstainless-steel-plateexperimentsin Reference 1.6.

Limited analyticalevaluations were undertakento compare the predictedloads with the
ex_ental results. Of importanceto IPIRGSubtask 1.3 was the verification of a nonlinear
spring concept to conduct dynamicanalysesof the representativecracked-pipesystem
experiments. This analysis, as well as other quasi-staticanalyses such as, the Net-Section-
Collapse analysis and various elastic-plasticfractureanalysesand the ASME code procedures
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were used to predictthe experimentalloads, moments androtations of the pipes in the
cracked-pipeexperiments.

In additionto the pipe fractureexperiments, limited matm_ propmy data were also
devdopedat quasi-static and dynamic rates for temile tests andCO') tests used to calculate
the mtedal's fractureresistanceusing the J-integralpmtmet_.

Finally, it is also important to note that the results of these apedmeats involve two extra
parameters,higher strainrates andcyclic loading inta-actiomwith ductile tearing, that were
not comidered in the quasi-staticpipe fracture_ inch u throe b Ref&eaces 1.5 to
1.14. These two parameterswere evaluated as separateeffects in IPIRGSubtask 1.2,
Refit. 1.15 and 1.16.

1.4 ltefermcm

1.1 "Evaluationof Potentialfor Pipe Breaks', preparedby NRC Pipe BreakTask Group,
ReportNUREG-1061, Vol. 3, November 1984.

1.2 AmericanSociety of MechanicalEngineers Boiler andPressure Vessel Code, See
Section XI Article 1WB-3640, EditionJuly 1989.

1.3 American Society of MechanicalEngineers Boiler andPressure Vessel Code, See Code
Case N-463, Edition July 1989.

1.4 Milne, I., Ainsworth, R. A., Dowling, A. R., and Stewart,A. T., "Assessmem of the
Integrity of StructuresContainingDefects', R/H/R6-Rev. 3, Published by Central
Electric GeneratingBoard,England, May 1986.

1.5 Wilkowski, O. M., and others, "DegradedPiping Progrmn- Phase H', Summaryof
Technical Results midTheir Significance to Leak-Before-Breakand In-Service Flaw
AcceptanceCriteria,March 1984-January1989, by Battelle Columbus Division,
NUREG/CR-4082, Vol. 8, March 1989.

1.6 Kanninen,M. F., andothecs, "InstabilityPredictions for Circumferentially Cracked
Type 304 StainlessSteel Pipes Under Dynamic Loadings', Final Report on EPRI
Project T118-2, by BattelleColumbus Laboratories,EPRI Report Number N'P-2347,
April 1982.

1.7 Eiber, R. J., Maxey, W. A., and Duffey, A. R., "Investigationof the Initiationand
Extent of Ductile Pipe Rupture', BattelleMemorial InstituteReport, BMI-1908, 1971.

1.8 Vassilaros, M. G., Hays, R. A., Gudas, J. P., andJoyce, J. A., "J-IntegralTesting
InstabilityAnalysis for 8-Inch Diameter ASTM A106 Steel Pipe', U.S. David W.
Taylor Naval Ship Researchand Development Laboratory,IqUREG/CR-2347, April
1984.
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2. MATElUALCHARACTIRIZATIONm_OitTS

sectionof the reportaddremtmthemateflalNlecdon, quasi-staticanddynamictensiletest
results,the qmmi-mticenddynamicfracturetou_ teatremitswing C(T)specimens,and
dtscusm theeffectof quasi-staticversusdynamictestingratesonthematerialsevaluatedin
Subtask1.1. Thedynamictestingratmusedin throeeffortscorreqxmdto highamplitude,
low frequency,seismicrates.

2.1 Mata4al SdeWoa

_bureecdteflawm employedfor the selectionof materialsto be usedfortheIPIRGpipe
expedmemm.The firstwasthattwomateflalsof differenttoughnessbe rJu)sen,one of
sufficientlyhightoughmu to came limit4osdconditionsto prevail., thepipe expm'lmmB,
andtheotherof sufficientlylow toull_ to causetheoccurrenceof elastic-plasticfracture.
TheNcond criterionwasto choosematerialsthatwerepedigreedin theDegradedPiping
Program,so thatdatafromquasi-staticmonotonically-loadedpipeexperimentswereavailable
for compadmnwiththe databeingdevelopedin thisprotq'am.Tee thirdcriterionwasto
selectrelativelysmalldiameterpipeso asnotto significantlyincreasethe expetlmentalpipe
fracturetest cost.

A stainlesssteelpipewas selectedforthehightoullhnessmat_.al. Thiswas a nominal
6-inch-directs, Schedele120,TP304stainlesssteelpipethatwaspmceredin the Degraded
PipingProgramfroma cancelledneckerplant. Severalpipeswereavailablefromthesame
heatof material. "J['nesepipeshaveBattelledesignationnumbectDP2-A23to DP2-A27. "I'ne
materialpropertydatawere determinedfromPipeDP2-A23. TheIPIRGpipetest specimem
were madefromPipeDP2-A27. (A tensiletestfromPipeDP2-A27wasconductedat288 C
(550F) andfoundto bevirtuallyidenticalto PipeDP2-A23data. TheDP2-A27tensiletest
dataarenotgivenin this report.) l"nesepipesweremanufacturedbyBabcockandWilcox
(heatnumberM2783). Thesepipeswereused inthefollowingDegradedPipingProgram
circumferentially-cracked-pipeexperimentsat 288 C (5_ F):

Exeerhmat No. Crack Tvo¢ l.,o_line

4131-$ ThroujIh-waU Pour..pointbemliNi
4121-1 Tluoullh-wtll Pressure to failure
4131-i Throesh-w,n Pn=,,re,,d fo,r-po_tbaxnaS
4121-3 internalsurfs_ Pressure to &ilum

411:-s _ _ Four-po_t_una
41154 Internals_fscc Compliut four-]po_ beading
4115-9 Lmm_ .ur&_ ComplJsmfo_ beading
4131-6 lntem_ surts_ POUPl_iatbeadial_
4131-2 latemsl Surface Pn_m sad t_l?oint i_iinj
4113-1 Complexm Four-point
4113-2 Comp_ _er-po_ bmd_
4114-2 Complex C_mplisat four-pointbeading

(a)A _ on_kIsakxNIinmrmlsmta_©racklhatp_emms lhel_lW_mNs OV_ashe__.
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A cm4xmstNI pipe was selectedt_r timlow _ums _. This wu a sominsl 6-inch-
diameter, Schedule 120, AI06 GradeB pipe that was pmasr_ in the _ed Piping
Programfrom a pipe supply wnfdmuse. Several Imgths of pipe fi,om the sameheat were
pmasred. These pipes have Battelle dmignattonmnmbm DP2-P_ andDP2-P31, and were
obtained from a supplier, Valley Steel ProductsConqnmy(heat munberUBX). Thb
pmtcukr pipe has a sufficiently low toul_mm to fall at less than limit-load conditions for
crackIlmmmimusedinthiseffort,evmforthisrelativdysnudlpipediameter.Themm_

dataweretakmfromPipeDP2-P30.The IPlROpipetestspecimemweremade
from Pipe DP2-P_. These pipes were used in the following _ed Piping Program
ctrcumfamidly-awJu_-pipeexpedmemsat288C (55OF):

No. _ Lmdim_

4112-6 Surface Four-point
4113-5 Coe_lex Four-polntbending
4113-6 Complex Four-pointbeading
4114-1 Complex Con_lbut four-pointbeading

2A Tmnlle Test

Tensile tests were conductedat both Battelle and MaterialsEngineering AJmcJa_ (MEA).
The MP_ tests and some of the quMi-4taticteatsat Battellewere conductedin conjunction
withthe_ PipingProgram.Testsst MEAwereconductedatquasi-staticram and
usedround-bsr,_readed-ml_ havingapse4ection dianmerof 5.08mm
(0.2 inch) and a reduced section lmgth of 25.4 nun (1.0 inch).

Dynamic tests at Battellewere conductedon fiat, pin4oaded specimms having a width of
6.35nun(0.25inch),thicknessof 3.18mm(0.125inch),andlea_hof 25.4nun(1.0 inch)
in the gage section. Quasi-statictests at Battelle employed both the fiat, pin-loaded specimens
just described, andround-bar,threaded-endspecimens having agage4ectlondiameter of
6.35 nun (0.25 inch) anda gage length of 25.4 mm (1 inch). In all tests at Battelle and
MEA, the temile axis of the specimeawas paralleltothe pipe axis.

!

The dynamictensile tests were conducted in a servohydraulic testing maddne at strain rates of
nomimdly 1 and 10 s"1. Strainwas measuredusing an optical extmmmetef (Optron
Model $11) which followed flags located at opposite ends of the Pile section. In some of the
tests, no useful strain datawere obtained; in those tests, only the ultimate temile atratph and
the fractureelongationwere reported.

2.2.1 Tmsile Propertim of Pipe DPZ-F30,
AsrM AI06 Grade B Carbmt Steal

The temile propertiesfor Pipe DP2-F30 were studied over a wide range of temperaturesand
strainratesin an _ to d_actedze thesteel'st_,eptibHitytodynamic strain aging

, (DSA). DSA b a phenomenon in which metallurgical aging occurs simultaneously with
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plastic straining(ltet'.2.1). In carbonsteels, it producesm_ral um=ual effects, Including:
(1) the temfle strengthIn quasi-statictern at 288 C ($50 _ may be greaterthan at room
temperature,(2) at 288 C ($50 F), increasingthe rate of strainingmay lower the temfle
_, and(3) aemtiom may appearon the strma_ curve at certain tempermm_ and
strain farm.

Table 2.1 is a summaryof the tensile tests conductedon 8pecimem machInedfrom Pipe
DlV2-1n_0.A pq_ of temlle propmim as a functionof test temperatureandstrain rate is
shown in Figure 2.1. Of particularinterest,with respect to the dynamic pipe fracture
expm4me_, is the effect of high strainmm at 288 C (550 F). At strain ratm of approxi-
mately 1 and 10 s"t, both the ultimatetensile strengthand the fractureelongation were signifi-
cantly lower than st quasi-statictesting rates. Work conductedby Manjoine (ltd. 2.2) on a
differentcarbonsteel showed similar trendsand also revealedthat the elevated temperlatre
tensile strengthin steels lmcq_ble to DSA does not drop continuouslywith Increasing strain
rate; instead, at a sufficientlyhigh strainrate, the treadrevmm, reaultingin Increasing
strength with further Increases In strain rate.

Figure 2.2 shows eellineeriq atress4tralncurves for three DV2-F30 temflespeclmemtested
at 288 C (550 F) at three differentstrainrates. True strees-straincurves up to the onsetof
necking are shown In Figure 2.3 for the same three 8pechnem. Note In both Figure 2.2 and
Figure 2.3 that the strees-main curve at the lowest strain ratewas smooth and rose higher
than the other two curves. The curve for the specimen tested at an lmemediate strain rate
containedpronouncedserrations, which are typical of steels susceptible to DSA when tested at
certaintemperau_ and strainrates. Finally, the _wTe for the Sl_lmen tested at the highest
main ratedisplayedonly modest serrationsandrose to a lower stresslevel than did either of
the other two specimens.

S_, the temile propertimof carbon-steelpipe DP2-F30 were found to be influenced
significantly by both tempermareandstrain rate. At a typicalnuclear pip_g service
temperatureof 288 C (550 P), increasingthe strain ratefrom 104 to 10 s"1lowered the
ultimatestrengthapproximately25 percentand lowered the fractureelongation approximately
35 percent. Although this type of belmvioris not observed in most metallic materials, it was
observed herebecause of the susceptibilityof this steel to DSA.

2.2.2 Tensile Propertlm of Pipe DP2-A23, Type 304 Stainless Steel

Table 2.2 is a summaryof the temfle tests conductedat 288 C (550 F) on specimens
machined from PipeDP2-A23. The round-barspecimens testedat two differentlaboratories
at quasi-staticrates showed excellent agreement In results. However, a single fiat specimen
teatedat a quasi-staticrate at Battelle exhibitedboth lower strength and lower elongation than
did the rmmd-barspecimens. While the smaller cross-sectional areaof the fiat specimen
could accountfor a portionof the observed ductility reduction (Ref. 2.3), the only logical
explanationfor the lower strengthof the flat specimens is materialvariability within the same
heat of steel. Because the flat specimens gave somewhat different results than did the round-
bar specimens, any comparisonbetweendynamic tests (whichemployed fiat sl_imem) and
quasi-statictests should be based on fiat-specimen tests.
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Table 2.1. Tensile test rmulls tar spedumss maddmd h'm
Pipe DP2-F30, AI06 Grsde B csrboa sted

(Tensile axis was ps_lei with pipe axis; fist, pin-
loaded specimmmwere used, except as noted)

i i i __ i iiiii IIIIIHII I III I iiiiiislll i i i iSJlll iiJ ii i i _ ii i iiiiii i1!1 ili i IIH I

Teat 0.2 Pm,m8 Ultbna_ Eloap-
Tmspermm% Smdn Offset Tmdk Emllztkm tim,

xammem a Yl iSU,mea su,meL u,m,m, pmmlaNo. _ 25.48,
C F MP8 kd _ kd (l.e inch)

illll _ till I lllI!l!lIsis ItIt It[titlllllIl lfl l L It It I

_I$-IL(a) 22 72 4x IO4 314 45.6 $20 75.4 62.2 38.6
iUl illii .... i i iii ill ill i iiiiiifli

ZPIS-2L(I) 149 300 4 x 10"s 308 44.7 628 91.1 37.6 23.6
F30-122 149 300 8.7 373 54.1 521 75.6 (c) 24.8
F30-127 149 300 11.7 361 52.3 519 75.2 (c) 27.4

i i i ] liH ill i ill i

ZPIS-3L(*) 204 400 4 x 10s 341 49.4 660 95.7 33.$ 16.0
_ ,H, t , mitt ] i |llfl Hi immm II I ]

P30-123 232 450 7.6 294 42.6 481 69.8 (C) 22.8
1_126 232 450 10.4 332 48.1 479 69.4 (0) 24.1

,,, , , , ,,, _ ,,,, ,,,, i i ± i | i llfl i i i i] i

ZPI$.4L(') 288 $50 4 x 10"$ 320 46.4 621 90.0 34.4 24.0
1r30-5(b) 288 550 3 x 10-4 342 49.6 647 93.9 37.1 26.8
p30_Co) 288 550 3 x 10-4 361 52.3 650 94.3 38.4 2.5.6
P30-102 288 550 4 x 104 N.D.(d) N.D. 654 94.8 (c) 24.5
P30..164 288 550 4 x 104 294 42.6 599 86.9 (o) 26.0
P30.-101 288 550 1.6 N.D. N.D. 562 81.5 (c) 21.1
P30-100 288 550 3.4 279 40.4 550 79.7 (o) 21.6
P30-106 288 550 9.1 N.D. N.D. 494 71.7 (c) 14.5
P30-105 288 550 9.8 N.D. N.D. 505 73.3 (c) 17.0
P30.I03 288 550 10.5 N.D. N.D. 479 69.4 (c) 17.0
P30-107 288 550 11.6 356 51.7 479 69.5 (c) 17.0

i ii i ii i ii i i

ZPI5-5I,.(') 343 6.50 4 x l0 s 315 45.7 $86 8.5.0 41.$ 35.2
P30-120 343 650 6.3 305 44.3 547 79.3 (c) 18.1
P30-128 343 650 9.7 368 53.3 546 79.2 (c) 16.7

(s) Rmmd..ber,tbsmded-md_ were _ sud tmUdst MEA.
(b) Rmnxt.4m',aumdai.md q,eciamsw,,, used.
(c) Fist specimmswere reed; mducti°a°fmm wss n°t nmmul"
(d) N.D. -, Not detmmiaed
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2.1. Erred or strsln rste and test tempa_ture on tensile
properties of Pipe DP2-F30 (AI06 Grade B carbon steel)

11.2-8/89-1=2.1
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Table 2.2. Tensile test results at 288 C (550 F) for specimens
machined from Pipe DP2.A23, Type 304 stainless steel
(Tensile axis was parallelwith pipe axis)

,ll im i , , ,, ,,,,, , ,.,., IIII llllllI lllI__ lllI I I Ill I I I I

0.2-_ Ultimate
Specimm Spedmm Strain, OITIt Tensile Eloup- Reduc-

Idmdtkaflm Type00 Rate,s'l YieldSermlth Stremslh, tion, don
.... -- ' Pa'centin in._'at,

No. MPa lint MPs ksi 25.4 nun pertml
(1.0 inch)

, ,, , , i i i i i i i i

A23-1 R 3.7 x 10.4 134 19.4 451 65.4 53.5 73.4
A23-2 R 3.7 x 10.4 128 18.6 447 64.8 53.5 74.5

ZPI7-16L_) R 3.7 x 10.5 147 21.3 448 65.0 51.0 62.6
ZPl7-13L(b) R 4.1 x 10-.5 14.5 21.1 4.53 65.7 57.0 75.0

A23-105 F .5.5x 10.4 N.D.{©) N.D. 400 58.0 445.0 N.D.
.... !! iiiii iii ii i - -- _

A23-101 F 1.1 N.D. N.D. 413 .59.9 47.0 N.D.
A23-I04 F 0.3 N.D. N.D. 421 61.0 46.0 N.D.

, ,, , ,,,,., , .,,.. ,i ii , ..... ii iii I i i ,i i

A23-102 F 10.0 N.D. N.D. 413 .59.9 52.0 N.D.
A23-103 F 8.9 N.D. N.D. 423 61.3 47.5 N.D.
A23-108 F 9.0 N.D. N.D. 396 .57.4 47.0 N.D.
i iiili i illil i ilill i iii i i i I i i I

{.)x - Rouad-b.r,ex._k_-mdspeehum,
F - Fiat,pin-to.deal_.

Co)Specimmwas fab_mtedaudtestedat Matmials'.i_agi,eeringAmoeimm.
(¢)N.D. = Notdetm'miaed.

Figure 2.4 shows tensile stress-straincurves for fiat specimens tested at several differentstrain rates
at288C (550F). Thequalityofthestraindataatstrainsless thanabout2 percentinthisseriesof
testswasinadequateto pmnitmeasurementof the0.2-percentoffsetyield strengthorYoung's
modulusof elasticity.However,theresulmdepictedin Figure2.5 suggestthatthe0.2 percentoffset
yield strength, hadit been measured, would have shown a greater increase with increasingstrain rate
than did the ultimatetensile strength(the top curve in Figure 2.53. Figure 2.5 shows that the ultimate
tensile strengthwas virtually unchangedby a four-orders-of-magnitudechange in strainrate, while the
stress to cause 2-percentplastic strain increased by more than 25 percent. From that observation, it
follows that the 0.2-percent offset yield strengthwould likely also be increasedmore than 25 percent
by a similar strainrate increase. By extrapolating a graphof log stress versus log plastic strain to a
strain of 0.2 percent, using the datashown in Figure 2.5, the following estimates were made:

Estimated0.2- Percent
Of_etYield Strent_h.

StrainRate.s"1 MP.t kai

6 x 104 124 18
1 145 21
10 172 25
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In summary, increasingthe strainrate at 288 050 F) by four orders of maggOule raised the yield
strengthof Pipe DP2-A23 significantly, but hadonly a modest effect on ultimatetensile strengthand
frmare elont_on.

2.3 Frsm_ T_ Eesu_

J-resistancetests at 288 C (550 F) on side-grooved 0.51"compactspecimem machined from Pipes
DP2-F30 (AI06 GradeB carbonsteel) andDP2-A23 (Type 304 stainless steel) in the L-C orientation
were conductedat both Materials EngineeringAssociates andBattelle. The MEA tests andsome of
the quasi-statictests at Battellewere conducted in conjunctionwith the Degraded Piping Program.
MEA conductedonly quasi-statictests, whereas Battelle conducted both quasi-staticand dynamic
tests.

Quasi-statictests conductedat MEA employed the unloadingcompliancemethod to estimate crack
extension at regular intervalsduring the test. From the measuredloads andload-line displacemeats
and the calculatedcracklengths, values of i wece calculatedfor each unloading point. The method
employed by MEA to obtain J at crack initiation.0i) was ideatical to those described in ASTM E813-
81, except that the J-Aa graphs submittedby MEA to Battelle employed Modified-J 0M) values (Ref.
2.4) rather than_n-J (JD)values. For use in this report, MEA's datawere reanalyzedat
Battelle in the mannerdescribed in ASTM El 152-87 to provide Deformation-J(symbolized in this
case simply as J) values. These values of J were used in constructingJ-resistance au_ves.

Quasi-static anddynamictests conducted at Battelle employedthe dkect-currentelectric potential (d-c
EP) methodto monitorcrackiniti""'_ionandgrowth Otef. 2.5). For the dynamictests on carbonsteel
specimem, the direct currmt applied was about80 amperes, compared with about 10 amperesapplied
to the stainless steel specimens and the carbonsteel specimem tested at quasi.staticrates. The larger
currentwas used in the carbonsteel dynamictests to minimize the effect of a voltage pulse g_
within carbonsteel specimem whm they are subjected to rapid loading. The voltage pulse
phenomenonand the method for minimi_g itS effects were investigated in a separate ]_atteIle-fi/IKied

study.

Displacemeat rates in quasi-statictests were selected to causecrack initiationin 5 to 20 minutes. Ix
dynamictests, the displacementratewas selected to cause crack initiation in approximately0.2
seconds. The time of 0.2 seconds to reach crack initiationwas basedon an analysis of IPIRGTask
1.0 dynamicpipe fractureexperimentswhich involved cyclic loading; that analysis determinedan
"average equivaleat time to crackiniti""'z_n"of approximately0.2 seconds in the various pipe tests.

J values from Battelletests were calculatedusing proceduresspecified in ASTM 1152-87, i.e., I was
separatedinto elastic andplastic components. As was noted above, the value of J at crack initiation
was detmnined from d-c EP datarather thanfrom extrapolationof J.Aa datato a blunting line or
from an offset proc_ure.
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2.3.1 Fraett_ Tmqgha_ of Pipe DP2.F30,
ASTM AI06 Grade B C_4mn Steel

Dimensions of comp_t specimens, C(T), machinedfrom Pipe DP2-F30 at MEA andat Battelle are
summarized in Table A-I of _ix A. Note thatthe MEA specimem were appreciablythinner
than the Battelle apeeimem.

It should be noted at the outset that several diffimmceswere observedbetween the quasi-statictests
mndu_ed at MEA and the quasi-statictests conductedat Battelle. In the MEA tests, which employed
the unloadingmmpliance method to monitorcrack extemion, maximumloads tended to be
significantly lower than in Battelle tests, even after allowing for the differeat thicknesses and crack
lengths. Furthermore,apecimem tested at MEA exhibitedonly stable tearing, whereas those tested at
Battelleshowed distinct crack instabilities.

A graphofJM versuscrackextemionforthetwoside-groovedspeclmemtestedatMEA isshownin
Figure2.6.A bluntinglinewasconstructedthroughthedatapointsneartheorigin(thesolidlinein
Figure 2.6) and exclusion lines were drawnparallel with the blunting line (the two dashed lines in
Figure 2.6). A straight line was fittedto the datapoints between the ezclusion lines and extrapolated
back to the blunting line. The slope of that straightline gave the value of dJ/da and the interse_n
of thatline with the blunting line gave the value of Ji" Table 2.3 provides a summaryof Ji aild dJ/da
values obtainedfrom the MEA tests.

As was noted above, both quasi-m_c anddynamic C(T) tests conductedat Battelleexhibited crack
instabilities_ with periodsof stable tearing. Examplesof dataobtained in dynamic tests at
288 C (550 _ are given in Figures 2.7, 2.8, and 2.9 for Specimen P30-109. Figure 2.7 shows load,

load-line diaplacemmt (IJ_), ram diaplacemmt, and direct-cnstwmgelectric _ (I3) as functiomof time. A graph of load versus LLD is shown in Figure 2.8, andof electric potem_ versus LID in
Figure 2.9. Examinationof the three graphs indicates thatcrack initiationprobably occurred at the
point indicatedby a small load drop in Figures 2.7 and 2.8. That point is shown also on the electric
potentialversusIJ.DcurveinFigure2.9andrepresmatheearliestpointonthatcurvethatcouldbe
consideredasa depmurefromlinmrity,usuallytakenasevidenceoftheonsetofcrackextemion.
Notice from Figure 2.7 that the time to achieve crack initiationwas approximately0.24 seconds, a
time thatwas reasonably close to the desired time of 0.2 semnds.

It appearsfrom the data in Figures 2.7 through2.9 that the crackexhibited several periods of rapid,
unstablegrowth-a short period right after maximumload anda longer period shortly thereafter. The
strongestevidenceforthisassumptionistheappearanceoftheelectricalnoiseontheLLD signalin
Figures2.8and2.9;onlyafewcyclesofnoiseareevidentduringmuchofthefalling-load
(Figure2.8)andrising-electric-potmtial(Figure2.9)partofthetest,indicatingthatthecrackwas
growingatanmmsuallyhighrate.The velocityoftheductilecrackduringthelargeapparent
instabilitywasestimated,fromthedatainFigures2.7,2.8,and2.9,tobeapproximately200mm/s
(8in/s).Thevelocityoftheductilecrackduringtheperiodofstablegrowthimmediatelyfollowing
theinstabilitywas estimatedtobecloserto55mm/s (2in/s).

The quasi-statictests conducted at Battelleat 288 C (550 F) likewise showed distinct crack
instabilities. Figure 2.10 shows that these instabilitiesoccurredfor both monotonic-diaplacementtests
andtests thatemployed periodic partialunloadings, similar to those used in MEA's tests, Such
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lqlure 2.6. J versus crack extmmionfor Pipe DP2-F30 (All}6 Grade B
csrbonstm0compmspedmm,m/edqum_mflcany
st 2SSC (SS0F)st MEA

11.24/89-1+2.6

Table 2.3. Summsry of JI maddJIda valuta for Pipe DI_F30 obtained
fromcompactspednmmmini st 288C (SS0F)st
Mzm_k m.smm_S Am._m.

(I+4:::oflemt_n;20-_ceatsidegrooves)
I

J at Initistlm _Lllda(')
., T i

s_
Identification Rate kJim2 in-lb/in2 MJIm3 In-lb/in3

No.
i i i i

ZPI5-5LC Quasi-static 103 590 89 12,900
ZPI5-6LC (_msi-stal:ic 97 555 92 13,300

i ii iiii i ii

Avg. 100 573 91 13,100
I I I i

(a) Detecziaedfor crackextemim betwem0.15 and1.5 mm(0.006 and0.06-lath)
fromJD-Rcurve.
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crack imtabllitlu wiWand without partial unioadinp

11.2-8/$9-F2.10
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inmabilities were not obsa_ad in the quasi4tatic teem conductedat MEA, for remora tim are not
deafly evidmt at this time. There is some thought thatthe use of dip-gage mntrol in the tern at
MEA was betterable to sut_eas crackinginstabUitythan was crmshead mntrol used in the Battelle
tests. Also, the fact that the IdEA specimens were much thinnm"thanthe Battellespechnem may
have played s role in the differmcm in behavior. In any evemt,Jnmnmchas 811the Baadle tests,
both quasi4tatic anddynamic, exhibitedsignificant crack instabilitim, graphsof J versus crack
extensionfor the Battelle trots were ta-minatedatthepointinthe teatatwhichthe firstmajorcrack
instability occurredbecmutethere is no agreedupon method for c, lculaltng stJ-R curve for unstable
crackgrowth.

Figure 2.11 is a graph of load-displacementdatafor four quasi-retie tern and four dynamic tern
conductedat Battelle on 0.51"compactspecimens at 288 C ($50 1_. Figure 2.12 shows the
corrmpondingJ-t curves for these eight q_cimem up to the point of the first majorcrack instability.
Figure 2.11 does not include data for periodic unioadings or crack imtabllitim. Valuta of Ji and
dJ/da are sttmmarizedin Table 2.4.

Several observationsfrom Figures 2.11 and2.12 and Table 2.4 are noteworthy:

(1) In specimens that were subjectedto monotonically increasingdisplacement, the quasi-static
anddynamic load-displacementcurve8_igure 2.11) were nearlyideatical. "l'nemain excep-
tion to thatob_ is that the quasi-staticteatsproducedslightly higher maximumloads
thandid the dynamic tests. The observed similarity between quasi-staticand dynamicteats
seen in Figure 2.11 differs from the behavior displayed by other ferritic steels tested in the
PIRG program 0Ref. 2.6). In a larger diameterAI06B pipe (DP2-F29), the load-
displacementcurve for a dynamic test was significantly lower than for a quasi-statictest.
Conversely, the opposite was true for a submerged-arc weld in that pipe (DP2-F29W).

(2) On average, the quasi-staticJ-R curves were slightly higher thanthe dynamic curves, and the
slopes (i.e., tearing modulus)for the two displacementrateswere comparable(see Figure
2.12 andTable 2.4).

O) Specimens that underwentperiodic partialunioadings exhibited significm_y lower maximum
loads and greaterdisplacemmasat maximumloads (see Figure 2.11) t'mmdid their
monotonically loaded counterparts. A similar observationwas made_hm comparingMEA
8nd Battelle truer. However, the effect of periodic partialunioadings cn Ji al_ dJ/da
appearedto be small (see Table 2.4 and Figure 2.12).

The first two observations suggest that in the C(T) tests, changingthe displacementrate by a factorof
about3,000 has not cmmeda large changein the overall resistanceto ductile crack extemion in this
steel.
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Table2.4. Sum=maryofJIanddJ/davaluesrotPipeDI'2.1r30obtainedfrom
emupeaspedummtintedat288C (SS0F) at IttUdle

(L-Corientation;23-peree=sidegrooves)

j ,us ,,, L II IIII I IIIIlll I I flllll I I Illl[ III Ill II

J it lultlatlou d,l/d=00
...... II I I I II I I I I I J I ....

S_.d==
ldmtllkatlou ]tale kJ/m2 in-lbTur_ MJ/ms in-lb/In3

No.
,......... II l II I II l I II l l II l l llllllll

F?_)-112 Qmai-mti¢ 69 395 98 14,200
F30-I14 Quasi-static 74 425 92 13,300

iiiiii II IIIII l l IHIII I II II l I i i iii IIIIII I ii

Avg. 72 410 95 13,750
IH i i i i i ii i i iii iii i i iiiiii i i

F30-113(b) Quasi-static 70 400 139 20,200
F30-115Co) Quasi-static 67 385 105 15,200

iiiii ]1 I i I III II I ii I I iii i

Avg. 69 393 122 17,700
ii iii l iiii iii I I Ii I ii

F30-108 Dynmnic 61 350 157 22,800
F30-109 Dynamic 75 430 178 25,800
F30-110 Dynamic 50 285 94 13,600

111 Dynamic 49 280 79 11,500
ii I i I I IIII I I l l Ill

Avg. 59 336 127 18,400
' I I i i iim i I

(a) Detmni_ for crockmxtemioubetwem0.15 md 1.5 mm(0.006 and0.06-inch)using
JD-Rcurve.

(b) Specimmswere pmrtiallyuulomiedmMmdtimespriorto maximmnload to simulate
u_o.d_mpum= teapm=dum.

It should be noted that Ji values from qeasi-maticternatBattelle (Table 2.4) are somewhat less than
Ji values from quasi-statictests at MEA (Table 2.3). The reamm for this difference are not known
with certainty, but may reflect materialvariability,differencesin specimea thickness, or the different
methodsused for determiningthe point of crackinitim'on. The Battelle method of determimn"g crack
initiation, which is based on departurefrom linearity of the d-c El) versus displacementcurve, tmzds
to give a somewhatearlier indicationof crack initiationthan does extrapolationof the J-At curve to a
blunting line.

To summarizetheresultsofthetestsreportedhereforPipeDP2-F30, increasingtherateof
displacementat288C (550F)producedthefollowingeffects:

• Neithertheload-displacementcurvenortheJ-Rcurvefrom0.51"C(T)testswereinfluenced
stronglybyafactorof3,000increaseindisplacementrate.Although,on average,Jivalues
wereslightlyloweratthehigherdisplacementrate,tearingmodulusvalueswerecomparable.
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• Clwk imlabflitim observed in monotonic quasi-ataticteas at Baadle (but not in quasi-static
unloadingcomplianceteatsat MBA) were tim observed in the Battelledynamic monotonic
tern.

2.3.2 Fmctu_ Toushnmmot Pipe DI_A_, Type 304 S_mdkms

Dhmmiom of the o.yr cfr) specimem machinedfrom Pipe DP2-A23 at MEA and at Battelle are
summarizedin Table A-2 of At_ix A. Two quasJ4tatictests at 288 C (550 F) were performedat
MEA andone was performedat Battelle. 'l'neMBA tern were conductedin conjunctionwith the
l_C's _ed Plpin8 Propm. In MEA's _ analysisof their test data, they consumed a
blunting line from the forlmdarecommendedin ASTM EBI3-81:

- 2of (2.1)

where of is the averageof the yield andultimatetemfle streugths and£a is the crack extension. "lhat
blunting line provided a poor matchfor the expeflm_ly detmnined blunting line and yielded Jj
values thatwere unre_ly high. Battelle reanalyzedthe datausing a blunting line constructed
from the relation:

Equation 2.2 has beemsuggested by several investlptorn (P._. 2.7) as appropriatefor highly ductile
metals inch as mmmitic minim steels. 'lust equationwas found to provide good agreement
between the calculatedand _ly determinedbluntingline andto bring the Ji value close to
the value observed in the iketelle quasi-statictest. Figure 2.13 shows the J-R curves from the MEA
tests in which Eq. 2.2 was used to calculatethe blunting line. A summaryof Ji M01ddJ/d8 values for
the MEA tests can be found in Table 2.5. As was noted for MEAN results for DP2-1_, Battelle's
reanalysis of MEA's results for DP2-A23 employed the methodsof ASTM E1152-87 to calculate
deformationJ-rmistsncecm'ves.

In the C(T) tests at Battelle, both quasi-staticanddynamic, the d-c EP results gave very poor
agreementbetweemcalculatedandactualcrack growth. The reasons for this occurrence are not
known; in the vast majorityof other C(T) tests conductedat Baffelleon _c stainless steels,
agremnmtbetween calculatedand actualcrack growth has been excellent 0tel. 2.8). Because of the
poor agreemm_ the d-c EP damwere used only for determiningthe crack initiationpoint; crack
growth was es_m_ by the following method.

In the single quasi-statictest conducted at Battelle, crack growth during the test was estimatedby
constructinga smooth curve between the crack initiationpoint and the final crackextension on a
crack extensionversus displacementgraph. The crack initiationpoint was determinedfrom d-c El'
data; the final crack extension was measureddirectly on the specimen after testing. Results of the
quasi-statictest at Battelle are shown in Figure 2.14 (loadand crackextension versus displacement)
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Ftiure2.13. J venm ersckemndm forlqpeDP2-A2_ffype 304mlnlem
steer)s_ tm_ qmud4taticsnym 288C (SS0F) it M_

II.2-8/89..F2.13

Table 2..q. Smmmaryor JI sad dJ/davshm for Pipe DP2,.A23 obUdmd
frm mmp_ spedmmtreedit 288c (ss0F).

(L_ oriem_a;20-perc_sideSroovm[M_]
or 23-t)erceatsidegrooveslBattelle])

J atlnlUaJn dJ/dro
i ii H III II I Illl I II Ili

No.
,,. ,,, , ,i. i , |1i i l lll ,i H

ZPI7-gL,COD) Quui-matic 59'7 3,405 286 41,500
ZP17-1:3LC0') Qmmi-mtio .538 3,070 :31.5 45,700

it i tu i i it i ............

A23-113 Quui-mtio 646 3,68.5 242 35,100
i ii i n i

A23-X(e) Dymunio 675 3,8.50 28.5 41,300
Jill[ i I i , _ _ II

(a) Demmi_d forcrickeztemion_ 0.15md 1.5ms,(0.005mi 0.00-b_) usingJD-Rcurve.
Co) Specimmwm f_zicz_zdatME_
(c) SpecimmNo.A23-Xrepremma comp_ of five.omimdly_tical co.p_ ,pocimms

tinted dynamically to diffetmt total dispkcemmts and diffemzt crack Imjths; individual
qJecimms wese No.'s A23-108, A23-109, A23-110, A23-111, and A23-112.
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studin Filuns2.15 0-R curve). Valuesof Jj anddl/da Juregivm in Table2.5. Notethin theBattelle
rmdts md the MEAresultsin Table2.5 sureinnmomble tM_mmL

Inthe dynamictern, in whichcrack_ occurmJin approxims_y0.1 second,five nominally
identicalspedmemm teated,eachto a _ find d__ andfind crackImsth. A
comp_ite 8rq_ of losl-displJz_Mat-crackmumbn was coUrd_d fkomthed_ obtsinedin the
five tern; thatcomlzeite_ is shownin Figure2.14. Thecurveof crackextanion vaam
displacanmtin Fisure2.14 was constructedf_omthe estimat_ inlthtionpoint(fromd-¢EPdata)

thefinalvaluesof crack_lon (memmddh.ectlyontln tm_ JpecJmem).TheJ-Rcurve
commsctedfromtheresultsin Figure2.14 is shownin Figure2.15. Jt tad dJIdavaluta sureshownin
Table2.5.

It is evidentfromFigures2.14 and2.15 andfhmtTable2.5 thatdynamictJs of specimemfrom
PipeDP2-A23showmodemdy 8hast _ rulmnce thando quasi4tm_tern. Thistra_ was
anticipMalandhmbees _ prevtomlyin tern on another_ stainleu steal(ibm.2.9).

0"- 0 0 "0
0 2 4 tJ 8 I0 _' J4 t

t.ow Lm O_m.mt, t.L_, mm

Figure 2.14. Load-disp_t crack-exlemloncurvesfor compactspecimensfrom
PipeDP2-A23 (Type304 stalnlesssteel), testedat 7.88C (SS0F)

II.2-8189-F2.14
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effects of sU-alnrate in tensile test results. Of special importanceto nuclearpiping applications,both
the ultimate temfle str_ andfractureelonsation st 288 C (550 F) were lowered sisniflcantly by a
four-to-five order of magnitudeincrease in the strainrate. The stainless steel, on the otherhand,
showed virtually no change b temlle 8trm_ or fractureelongationasmain ratewasincreased, but
did show 8 significant increase in yield strenlph.

With respect to hacture toujhnes8, the effects of increuingdisplacmm_ rate by a factor of
approximately3,000 were relatively modest in both materbh. The J-R curve was raised slightly by
dynamict_ in thestainlessstealandwasloweredslightlyin thecarbonsteel. Crackinstabflitk=
at 288 C (550 F), which have frequentlybeen observedb cazbonsteel tests at quasl4taflc rates, and
are assumed to be misted with susceptibilityto DSA 0P.ef.2.10), were observed in the carbon
steel studied here at both quasi-staticanddynamicdisplacementrates.

The relatively modest effect of strainrateon the fracturetouBhneesof carbonsteel Pipe DP2-F30
differed from that observedfor larger-diametercarbon _ pipes inveetipted in Subtask 1.3 of the
IPIROprogram(P,ef. 2.6). In thatstudy, dynamictesting significantlylowered the J-R curve for
Pipe DP2-F29 and sillaiflcantly raised the J-R curve for a submersed-arc weld in that pipe (DP2-
F29V0. The reasons for the differem responsesto increasedstrainrate in differentcarbon steels are
not presently understood,butarebelieved to be associatedwith the details of their susceptibilityto
DSA.
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3.O PIPE FRACrURE EXPERIMEW_

The primaryobjective of this effort was to develop experime_ dataon circumfereutially
crackedpipe underpredominatelyinertialloading. Seven of the nine experimentsconducted
as partof this subtaskwere inertiallyloaded experiments. The remainingtwo experiments
were displacement-controlledexperiments. The primarypurpose for conducting these two
displacement-controlledexperiments was to assess the effect of dynamic loadingrateon the
fracturebehavior of carbonsteel surface-crackedpipes and to providedataso that SubtaskI. 1
results can be compared with Subtask 1.2 results. All pipe specimens containedpressurized
subcooled water at 288 C (550 F). The specimem were either an AI06 GradeB or TP304
stainless steel, 6-inch nominal diameter, Schedule 120 pipe. The TP304 stainless steel pipe
was a high toughness material for which fully plastic conditions should exist. As such, limit-
load analyses would be appropriatefor the analysis of these experiments. The A106 GradeB
pipe was a low toughness materialfor which containedplasticityshould exist. As such,
elastic-plastic methods may be requiredfor the analyses of these experiments. Both through-
wall-crackedO'WC) andsurface-cracked(SC) pipe experimentswere conducted. The TWC
length evaluatedwas approximately37 percentof thepipe circumference. The surface cracks
had a cracklength of 50 percent of the pipe circumference anda targetcrackdepth of
approximately66 percent of the pipe wall.

The test matrixof pipe fractureexperiments is given in Table 3.1. The initial experiment
(Experiment 1.1-1) was an untrackedpipe experiment. The primarypurposeof this
experiment was to commission the test system. Experiments 1.I-2 and I. 1-3 were conducted
with a circumferential TWC. In order to conduct these tests withpressurizedwater an
internalbladder was requiredto bridge the crack andprevent the water from escaping.
Experiments 1.1-4 and 1.1-5 were conductedwith an externalSC. These were also conducted
with an internalbladder to prevent depressurizationwhen the surface crackbecame a through-
wall crackwhich would complicate the analysis of the data. The preseace of the bladder
required that these experimentsbe conducaxl with an externalSC rather than an internalSC
so that the flaw could be properlyinstrumented. Experiments 1.1-6 and 1.1-8 were carbon
steel internalSC pipe experiments. Experiment 1.1-8 was plannedto be a duplicateof
Experiment 1.1-6 to assess the degree of repeatabilityandvariabilitybetween experiments.
The loading conditions for each of these experimentswas comprisedof dead-weightbending,
inertial bending, and constant internalpressure at 15.51 MPa (2,250 psi), PWR conditions.

The remainingtwo experiments listed in Table 3.1 were displacement-controlledexperiments.
One objective of the quasi-static, monotonic experiment(1.1-9) was to providedatafor
assessing the practiceof using straingages to infer bending moments. The moments inferred
from the straingage data for this experiment were comparedwith the moments inferred from
the load-cell data. Tile results from this experimentwere also comparedwith the results from
past quasi-staticmonotonic, carbonsteel, surface-crack experimentsfrom the Degraded Piping
Program (Ref. 3.1) in order to appraisethe consistency in results from one load frame to
another. The purpose for the dynamic monotonic experiment(1.1-7) was to develop data for
measuringthe effects of high-rateloading on the fracturebehaviorof carbonsteel, surface-
cracked, pipe experiments. A similar assessment for through-wallcracks was made in
Subtask1.2 (Refs. 3.2 and 3.3).
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Table 3.1. Test matrix for Subtssk 1.1

, ,, , ± ,, II I ill II L I I I I i I

Exit
Number Material ]FlawGmmelry O0 Loading Condition

i ii Illl iii I I IIII i I I ii I

1.1-1 Carbon Steel ,j None Inmial, . i .i iii i t , t

I. I-2 CarbonSteel TWC Inertial
I L I n I I Ul II I

1.1-3 Stainless Steel TWC Inertial
,, i ii ill l ill I I l I iii i

I.I-4 CarbonSteel XSC Inertial
, ii i n l i i iiii|tt i , i ii ,i

1.1-5 StainlessSteel XSC Inertial
I II I II Illl L II Ill

1.I-6 CarbonSteel ISC Inertial

I.I-7 CarbonSteel ISC DynamicMonotonic
HI II L I I I II I II Ill I Ill|

1.1-8 CarbonSteel ISC Inertial
I , , 11 , I I II II Ill I I

1.1-9 CarbonSteel ISC Quasi-Static,
Monotonic

,tt t I! IIIHI it t t t.i tttt t tt, t t till I

(a) TWC -- through-wallcrack;XSC = e_temalsurfacecrack;
ISC = intemd surfacecrac.k.

3.1 Pretest Desism Analysis

Prior W conductingany of the pipe tests, analyseswere performedon a model of the
proposed test syste_ to size mechanicalmm_nem:s and to provide a baseline analysis m be
comparedwith experimentalresults. The analysis was performedusing the ANSYS flare-
elementcode.

3.1.1 Pretest Design Approach

A conceptualmodel of the test system for the Subtask1.1 inertial experiments is shown in
Figure 3.1. "I'nemodel consistedof a centrallysuppoi_d pipe with concentratedmasses at
each end. The approachused to design the experimentswas based on four fimdameml
premises:

I. The objective of the analysiswas to size components, not necessarily to predict
detailedbehavior of the piping system duringan actualtest.

2. In light of Item 1, analyseswere only conductedto the point where maximum load
was reachedin the test section.
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Figure 3.1. Conceptual model of Subtnsk 1.1 aperiment
I1.1-8189-F3.1

3. Only boundingcases of strengthandtoughness at the crackedsection were
consklered, i.e., only strengthandtoughnessproperties andcrack geometries that
would produce the greatestloads or largestrotationrequirementswere evaluated.

4. The study was an engineeringeffort using reasonableassumptions.

This design philosophy provided a frameworkfor selecting possible configurations,
implementinganalyticalmodels of the configurations, selecting load cases, andproviding
rationalefor ratingthe merits of competingdesign alternatives.

The modelusedin the finite dementanalyseswas a four-node, four-element model and,
because of symmetry, only half of the structurewas modeled. The pipe dimensions and
materialpropertiesused for the model are listed in Table 3.2. Also, only two pipe elements
were used because the system was assumed to behave largely as a single degree-of-freedom
mass andspring, see Figure 3.2.

Once a general test system configuration was selected, an approachwas necessaryto model.
the responseto a loading input.

The steps taken were as follows:
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__ 2590 mm I 457 ram.

(102 in.) = I= (18in.) -'_

4450 N weigh? Applied
(IOOOIb) displacement

Figure 3.2. Subtmk 1.1 finite element model
ll.O-91r/-FlO

Table 3.2° IPIRG Subtuk 1.1 finite dement model input data
for pretest design smdysis

iii ii iiiiii i

Pipe Dimensions Diameter 160 mm (6.25 in)
Wall Thickness 14.3 nun (0.562 in)

i i i i iiii

Material Properties E 186 GPa (27 x 10e psi)
v 0.3
% 76.8 x 10"6N/ram3 (0.283 lb/in3)

ii i

Loading Water In Pipe, 7w 8.21 x 104 Nlmms (0.0302 lb/in3)
Inertial Weight 4.45 IrJq(I,000 Ib)
Pressure 15.5 MPa (2,250 psi)
Temperature 288 C (550 F)
Displacement B = ,I,t sin

= 18.85 rad/sec 0 Hz)
,l, = 1 incblcm

i ii i i ii

Damping a' 0.0
_' 1.363 x 10.3

i ii i
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1. Performlinear-elasticanalyses to detm'mine:

a. Static displacemetrcsand loads at candidateload points, and
b. Naturalfrequencyandmode shapes.

2. Screenthe results to find configurationswhich have:

a. Maximumresultanttnomm_
b. Minimumservohydraulicflow requlremm_ based on

es_m_ requiredstroketo grow the crack, and
c. Ease of fabrication.

3. Conductlinear transientanalysesto:

a. Determinebest forcing functionfrequency,
b. Establishmagnitudeof dynamic amplification,and
c. Select best specific geometry.

4. Conductnonlineartransientanalysesusing the best configuration, including a
model of the flaw.

5. Refine the configurationto:

a. Reduce load andhydraulicflow requirements,and
b. Minimize logistics problemssach as fabrication, siting, anddamage

control in the event of a double-endedbreak.

6. Analyze results to determineservohydr_ic flow requirements.

In implementi_ the design philosophy, several constraintswere hnposed. First, only 6-inch
nominal diameterpipe was considered to reducethe cost of the extents. Also, mat_al
propertydata andquasi-staticpipe bead test datawere alreadyavailablefrom the Degraded
Piping Programfor analysis andcomparisonpurposes.

The second constrainton the design was thatthe test system hadto be reusable. Multiple
experimentswere to be conducted. To control the test costs, the test system had to be
designed so thatdamage from each test was limited to the test section as much as possible.

The last constraintwas cost andavailability of materials. The subtaskhad a well defined
scope of work, schedule, andbudget. The test system resulting from this design studyhad to
be compatiblewith all of these.
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3.1.2 _ Design Analysis M_ls

A basic structuralanalysis capabilitywas requiredto complete the design study. In addition,
several supportinganalyticaldevelopmeats or models were requiredto provide the data inputs
to the structuralanalysis or to pmt-proceu the raw results from the analyses into system
specifications. The requiredsupportingcapabilitiesincludeda model to representsystem
stmcuznl damping, a model of the bdavior of a crack in a pipe, a means of implementingthe
behavior of a crack in an analysis, andzavohydmzlic flow mnlysis to size the componeats
used to excite the piping. _ the _m and limitationsof both the basic structural
analysis tool andthe supportinganalyticalmodels _ the conservatismof the designs, it is
appropriateto discuss the basis of the analyticalsmhods used.

3.1.2.1 __ Amalysts

The requiraneats for the structuralanalysis included linear and nonlinearanalysisfor both
static andtime history ]oadinlptandthe capabilityto solve for frequencies andmode shapes.J

A capabilityto representpipe displacemeats, internalpressure, and dead-weightloads was
am r_luir_l. A finiteelementanalysiswasusedbecauseit _tatm allofthesefeatures.
Inthisease,theANSYS computercode,ammmercialprogramavailablefromSwanson
AnalysisSystems,wasused.

The system models developed with the ANSYS program used typical beam-typepipe elements
to model the piping. Lumpedmass elemeam were used to simulate inmial masses. Both of
these el_ are standardin most finite elemeat program libraries.

.i.2.z smnm zwsatg

During the cyclic excitationof a piping system, energy will be dissipatedby friction in the
pipe supportstrucun'esandby the pipe materialitself. This dissipated energy will manifest
itself as a largerapplied force requirememto obtaina prescribeddynamic displacement. To
model this, theanalysismustincludedamping.Althoughthereareseveralmodelsof
structural damping, classical Rayleigh dancing was used in this study because it is easily
implementedin a finite element_malysis.

3.1.2.3 Nos//a,mr oafCmehd

In order to analyze the behaviorof a piping system containing era,ks, a simple nonlinear
reprmmntion of the crackwas developed. The model, a one-dimensional(i.e., moment
versus rotation)nonlinearstiffness, accoutas for local plastic deformationdue to the crack and
stablecrackgrowth duringloading.

The startingpoint for the crack section modelingusedin thisstudy was the quasi-staticIoad-
displacemeattest datafrom the DegradedPiping Programfor circumferentialcrackedpipe
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under four-pointbending. In calculatingthe stiffness of a crackedsection, the materialand
crack section geontetry (i.e., pipe diameter,thiclmess, cracklength, and crackdepth) for the
proposed dynamic analysis must be reasonablysimilar to conditionsfor a quasi-staticbead test
for which dataare available. In additionto having quasi-staticload-displacementor moment-
rotationdatafor a given crackgeometry, several assumptionsmust be made to generate the
crackstiffness:

• For low-cycle high-amplitadeloadiNl, the cyclic load effect on ,Ya'_nnferential
cracklrowth is assumedto be small; Ilrowthis dominatedby ductile tearing under
increasing load amplitude.

• High strain rate effects on crackgrowth and on the constitutive relationshipare
ignored, even thoughthey may tendto influencecrack 8rowth andplastic flow to
some extent for some materials.

• Only a separationmode (Mode I) of crack propallationundegbendingis assumed.
This implies that the crack section is rigid in all degrees of freedom except the
rotationcorrespondingto crack opening. The axial force due to intmud pipe

, pressure is assumedto be constantand is accountedfor by reducing the moment-
rotationcurve.

• "I'neplastic deformationsdue to the rotations of the pipe are confined to the crack
section.

With these assumptionsand the quasi-statictest data, a procedurefor generating a bending
moment, M, versus rotation,@can be developed for an inenially loaded, ckcumferentially-
crackedpipe.

3.1.2.4 M_ss totheNo_ ModelofCmekd Pipe Sea_o_

The moment-rotation,M-C, curve as describedabove provides the basic stiffness for a
crackedsection. At times, however, it was desirable to makemodificationsto the basic curve
to account for a difference in internalpressureon a crackedpipe. In these cases, simple
xljustmenU can be made. (Note: 2¢ is the total rotationof one end of the pipe relative to
the other end of the pipe.)

The method used to incorporateaxial temion effects on a crack, when the temion is due to
internalpressure in the pipe, is to modify the nominal M-¢ curve for the non-pressurecase by
uniformly reducingall of the momentsby a comtant factor. 1"hisfactor is determinedfrom
simple relationshipsbetween the nominal conditions andthe desired conditions. Becmte our
model of a crack is only one dimensional, i.e., it does not retl_nd to the axial load causedby
pree_mre,the effect of pressure on crackxparation can only be modeledby a reductionin the
momeot-catrying capacityof the crack by lowering the M-h curve.
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Thedatausedfor generatingthe M_ curveswerefromthe_ed PipingProgrmn
Exp_--iments.Thesehadbeenconductedwithoutinternalpressure,0tel. 3.1). Therefore,the
M-_ curvesfor sdltheprmurizal expa_eats neededcorrecting.

3.1.2.$ ,4_Jsm_ o/ Momm Dw to immd Pezamv

Hoopstressdueto pressurehas littleeffectonthebehaviorof the crsck. Tensilestress,
however,causedby pressurewill contributeto thecircumferentialfp'owthof a crack.
Accordingto Net-Section-Collapse8nalysis,theangleto thebendingneutralaxis, iS,
(Figure3.3) canbe foundfromequilibriumconsiderationsas

#. 1/2Or- out)- _ "ta)2 0.1)
4Rmtof

figure 3.3. Nommcklm'esnd loadingfor the applicationof the Net-
Section-Collapsecritwion to a pipewitha circumtermfial
surfacecracksubjectedto combinedpressureand bending

II.0-9/87-F3R
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where p is the pressure, ef is the flow stress, Rm is the meanpipe radius, and the other terms
are as describedin Figure 3.3. The above equationis perfectly general, being applicable to
pressurizedor unpressurizedpipes, surface cracksor through-wallcracks dependingupon p
and d/t. Accordingly, the limit moment is

M - 2atX t(2sin-[d/t]sine). 0.2)

Deatotinga factorof fp.= M(p)/M(p=0), whereM(p) and M(p=0) are the moments using
Equation 3.2 for pr_ andunpr_ pipe, respectively, the beading moments
observed in the previous quasi-staticexpeflmmts can be adjustedfor pressure by multiplying
the nominal M for the unpressurizedcase by the factorfp. This will give an approximate
correction sufficient for engineering calculations.

3.1.2.6 &mmary of Praeu Deem _ladatiom I'mmh,_ Used

Table 3.3 summarizesthe cracksection moment-rotatkmcalculationprocedures. When
applying these procedures, some eugineedng allowance was made for spurious datapoints-
negative rotations, rotationsthat do not smoothly increase with moment at low moments, etc.
These datawere dimin_md.

The procedure describedabove is contingeatupon havingan experimentalload-displacement
datarecord for the nmterialandcrackgeometry of interest. Lacking this, an alternativeis
available; analyticallypredicting the load-displacementbehavior using a J-estimationscheme
along with tensile dataandJ-realstaw.echaracteristicsdetmnined from a standardlaboratory
specimen test. The computerprogram_IRCPIPE,developed in the Degraded Piping
Program, can be used to do such a c" don for both TWC and SC pipe. However, actual
test datawere preferredbecause fewer L,_ were necessary.
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Table 3.3. Summaryof noalinmrcrackstlffnas mlculatiom

Given: Load-di_lac_mentdatapoints,(Fi._, fromastaticfour-po_bendtestconducted
= ¢_mlure To.

ltmult: Mom,ffi¢-romiondatapoints,(l_,_ at_ T andpressurep.

Step 1: Calculatepressurecorrectionfactorbasedon Net-Section-Collapse
Analysispredictedmomemsatzeropremnl, andtestpressure,p.

M(p,T)
fP " M(p - 0,T)

J Step2: Calculatecracksectionmomem.

.,.+ 1
Step3: Calculatecracksectionrotationin the linem"load-displacementregionbasedon

CMO.

r CMO
+i " .in-1 L2(D-tx)j

Step4: Calculatecracksectionrotationassuminga valueforthe machinecompliance,C.

Fi i]+i _3" _-_(L-I)2(L +21)-C(F i +W)

Step5: Minimizethedifferencesbetweenthe CMO-basedrotationandthe rotation
calculatedin Step4 by adjustingC throughaniterationprocess.

ill i i ii ii iiii iiiiii i i
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The spprotch used to modal the mommt-mtlion tupone of the flaw in the pipe is shown in
Figure 3.4. Using load-displaemnantdta gamzel in the Dep_ed Piping Prognm for a
quasi-statictest of a pipe with a flaw of the same size and madeof the same materialas used
in the IPlRG tern, a moment-rotationcurve for the crack is established as described above.
This moment-rotationcurve considers the crackin complete isolation, with all compliance due
to the test machine andmain body of the pipe runoved. The resulting moment-rotation
resl_nse of the flaw then bemmm the defined rupome between two adjacentpipe elements at
the cracklocation.

Implementationof a crack's moment-rotationrmimnse in a finite element analysis basically
requiresdefinition of a nonlinearspring. WithinANSY$, a mnvenient means of achieving
this is with spring-sliderelements, one of which is shown in Figure 3.5. The spring-slider
element is a two node, two degree-of-freedomelement with a linear springand a friction
slider in series. At low loads, the slider is locked and the two nodes behave as if they have a
linear spring between them. Whea the springload gets to :J:Fdide,the force between _es I
andJ remainsconstant. If the spring-slider reachesthe limiting force and then is unloaded, a
permanmtdisplacementwill remain when the load is brousht back to zero. Puttingtwo or
more spring-slider elmnmmJin parallelwith differmt _ andFdt6evalues allows one to
model a multilinearload-deflectioncurve. Figure 3.6 illustmm the modeling of a 3 segment
curve. Note, the nonlinear spriug elementprovided within ANSYS would have been easier to
implement,but it did not allow for unloadingandreloading throughzero load in the manner
desired.

Under monotonically increasingload, a multilinearspring41ider reprmentationof a crack
follows the curve as shown in Figure 3.6. With load reversals, as in the Subtask 1.1
experiments, compressive yield andhysteresis effects become hapottent, lt..efen.ingto
Figure 3.7, at the point of unloading, the spflng411dermodel unloads along a line parallelto
the slope of the initial _ of the defined momeMrotationcurve. Unloading continum
along this line until the load reachesa value of 2FTIbelow the load at which unloadingtook
place (the term FTI is defined in Figure 3.6). At this point the system unloadsalong a line
parallelto the slope of the second segment, to a load level that is 2(FT2 - FTI ) below the
slope change (yield). Subsequentyielding andload levels continue with the same pattern.

The behavior of the spring-slider dements desm'bed above is a model of the Baushinger
effecx, i.e., kinematichardeningin a plasticity analysis. Given a moment-rotationcurve for a
particularcrack, a multilinearspring-slider modelof the crack responsecan be generated as
des_'ibed above (in this case, moment is the force and rotation in radiansis the displac_nent).
This multUinearspring-slider model is then altadted to a pair of coincident nodes between any
two adjacentpipe elementsto define the coupling between the in-plaue bendingdegree-of-
freedomof the pipe elements. To couple the rea_ degrees-of-freedom(one remaining
bending, the torsional, two shear, and the axial degrees-of-freedom) mnstraint equationsare
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used which specify that displacementin these desrees-of-ffeedom must be identical for the
two pipe elemmmson either side of the crack. Completing the definition of the crack dement,
crack closure is modeledas a constraint such tltatno rotation in the negative direction is
allowed, i.e., the crackbecomes _ whereit closes, trammittingall moments continnously
across the crack.

The crack model u describedabove was used in all of the desip analyses that included the
effects of the crack. The model is quite simple and 88 long 88 the loading does not take
oxceuively large steps, dosed hysta'esis loops are traced on unloading as shown in
Fisure 3,8. Maximummoment in the cracku_3on occurs when all three spring-slidersare at
the limiting slide force andthe crack rotationbecomes large. This model is consistent with
the design philosophy in that it is only valid up to maximumload.

8.0--

6.4--

4.8--

3.2-

1.6

_ -I.6

-32

-4.8

-6.4 --

-.00240 , .00448 .0114 -0182 .025! .0320

•00104 .00;'92 •0148 • 021? •0286

R_I"AT_ 2,

Figure3.8. Typical moment-rotation behavior of multiflnear
spring4Uder eraek model

I1.0-9187-F8
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3.1.3.1 Ser,,oh_ Flow A_y_

Given a piping configurationand an inputforcing functionthatwill came the crackto reach
maximummoment, i.e., all three spring-slidersare at their limiting load, analysis must be
performedto size the servohydrmdiccomponents. Specifically, the hydraulicacttmtorsize in
termsof areaand stroke must be detmnined, the rated flow size for the servovalves must be
established,and the size of accumulatorsandpumpsmust be set.

The datainputs to the flow analysiswere the applieddisplacement,velocity of the actuator
and applied force as a functionof time, hydraulicsupply pressure, assumed accumulator
volume andprecharge pressure, andassumed line losses.

The servovalve was modeled as an orifice plumbedin a four-waymode (push-pull). The
accumulatorswere assumedto be chargedsuch thatthe gas was compressed isothermally and
all oil duringa test was supplied by the accumfl_rs. The last point consideredin
performingthe servovalve flow analysis was thatservovalves were sized at a fixed pressure
drop across the inlet and outlet.

3.1.4 Dynamic Loading Function

To perform the pretest design analysesof the experinamts,dynamicloading functions had to
be selected. The criteriaused for selection of the loadingfunctions were:

• the function mustbe relatively simple, to avoid introducingan excessively large
numberof unknow_ into the experiments,

• the behavior of crackedtest sections should be domin_ by ductile tearing as
opposed to fatigue crackgrowth,

• for the inertially loaded experiments,the functionsmust be able to excite the test
systems near resonantmodes to reduce the energyinputneeded to reach maximum
moment, and

• for the dynamic monotonic, carbonsteel, surface-crackedpipe experiment(1.1-7),
the strain rate at the crackshould be similar to thatfor the Subtask 1.2 (Refs. 3.2
and 3.3) dynamic monotonic, carbonsteel, through-wall-cracked-pipeexperiment.

Although a realistic seismic forcing function has some intrinsic appealfor the inertial
experiments, because this is what piping in a plant would experience, it cenainiy does not
meet the first loading function criterionandprobablywouldfail the second and third also. In
addition, actual seismic signaturesare unique andvary widely from one location to another,
making the selection of a particularseismic forcing function ratherarbitrary. Instead, a
decision was made, for the inertially loaded experiments,to use modified sinusoidal forcing
functions at about70 to 90 percent of the first naturalfrequencyof the test system, with a
design target of achieving maximummoment within 5 to 20 cycles. To mirlimiTeservo-
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hydrauliccontrol andstructuraltransientresponseproblems, rampingfunctions were used to
modify the basic sinusoidalforcing functiom.

In practice, the forcing functiom thatwere used in the design analysesand the forcing
functionsthat were used in the experimentswere not identical. Because this study was an
engineeringdesign effort, relatively severe forcing function amplitudeswere used in the
design analysis to limit the dynamic,nonlineartransientstrucnu_ analysis simulation times.
This tendedto cause maximummoment in the cracked sections to occur in less than 10
cycles, and it allowed a largernumberof design configurationsto be explored in a given
time. Short simulationtimes tended to minimizethe build-upof remnantdynamic response;
hence, the displacements,velocities, andforcing fire,on inputs needed to grow the initial
crackswere greaterthan observed in the actualexperimems.

3.1.5 Results of Pretest Design Analyses

The results of the design analysesfor the inertial experimentsconsisted of moment i the test
section, applied force at the load points, dispi_ of the inertial masses as a function of
time, and the servohydranlicflow requirements.

The pretestdesign analysesfor the quasi-staticand dynamicmonoWnic experimentswere not
as rigorousas those for the inertialexperiments. The analysis consisted simply of assessing
whether the existing actuatorshad the stroke andforce capacity requiredfor the experiments.
Past experimentaldataanda numberof fracturecriteriaO.e., Net-Section-Collapse) were
assessed to see if the existing actuatorswere sufficient for these monotonic experiments. In
addition, for the dynamic monotonicexperiment, it was necessaryto choose a loading rate for
the experiment. The loadingratewas chosen so thatthe strain ratewould be similar to that
of the Subtask 1.2 (Refs. 3.2 and3.3) dynamic monotonic, carbonsteel, through-wall-
cracked-pipeexperiment. Once the loadingrate was decided upon, it was necessaryto ensure
that the servovalve ratedflow capacity was sufficient.

3.1.&l Iner6ally Loaded Carbon 5ted Surf act Crack _ DesigssAnalysis

This experiment was analyzed since it was believed to requirethe greatest load of any
material andcrack configurationin the original test mauix. The input datafor ge_,ration of
the moment-rotationcurve came from Degraded Pipe ProgramExperiment 4112-6. Based on
the procedures discussedabove, the load-displacementdata for Experiment4112-6 were
convertedto the moment-rotationcurve shown in Figure 3.9. A correctionfor a machine
complianceof 10.3 mm/MN (1.80 x lif e in/Ib) anda correctionfor internalpressurewere
made to produce Figure 3.9. Also shown in Figure 3.9 is the three-segmentcurve used to
discretize the moment-rotationcurve for the finite elementanalysis.

Figures 3.10, 3.11, and3.12 show the moment in the test section, the appliedactu_r force,
andthe inertial mass displacementas a functionof time for this analysis. The maximum
moment at the cracksection occurs at t --- 2.920 seconds (10 cycles) for the forcing function
shown in Figure 3.11. Actuatorforce varies from +31.0 kN (+6,960 pounds) to -16.7 kN
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(-3,760 pounds)while actuatorstroke (notshown) went from +70.0 nun (2.75 inches) to
-74.0 mm (-2.92 inches). Plotting momentversus rotation, dosed hysteresis loops are traced
with the same shape as the inputmoment-rotationcurve,see Figure 3.13. As expected, the
moment-rotationplot exhibitscrack closure, reversedplasticityand very large rotationsat
maximummoment.

Completing the analysis of the Subtask1.1 carbon-steelsurface-cracktest, a servohydraulic
analysis was performed. For this analysis, it was assumedthatall of the flow would be
supplied by a pump with no line losses at 20.7 MPa O,000 psi). Sizing the actuatorto meet

the maximum force, 31.0 kN (6,960 pounds), andmaximumvelocity r_equirem.eat,1.36 m/see
(53.4 in/see), results in a minimumrequiredactuatorsize of 1,520 mm2 (2.35 in2). A rated
servovalve size of 101 liters per minute (27 gpm) at a ratedpressure drop of 6.9 MPa
(I,000 psi) is needed to meet the force andvelocity requirementsfor this test. The total
volume of oH needed to conductthe test under these conditionsis 2.0 liters (0.5 gallons).

3.1.5.2 l_rllaHy Loaded _sla$ Sted Tlu,oufb-WaU Crack Przte_ Daifn Amdysis

This experiment was also analyzedsince it was believed to require the greatest displacement
of all the experimentsin the original test matrix. The load-displacementdatafor the moment-
rotation carve for the stainless steel through-wall-w_ked pipe experiment came from
Experiment 4131-5 of the DegradedPiping Program. Figure 3.14 shows the pressure
c_rr_ moment-rotationcurve andthe approximationused in the fmite elementanalysis.

Using the forcing functionB = q,t sin oft, where to = 18.85 radians/seeond(3 Hz) and _I,is a
constantequal to 25.4 ram/see (1.0 in_/see), the analysis was conducted until maximum
moment was detectedin the test section. Figures 3.15, 3.16, 3.17, and 3.18 show the
moment-time, appliedforce-time, inertial mass displacement-time,andmoment-rotationplots,
respectively. Maximum moment occurs at t = 1.325 seconds (5 cycles), with forces reaching
+ 12.8 kN (+2,870 ponnds)tension and -3.1 kN (-700 pounds) compression. Ac_nator_troke
requirementsare + 27.6 mm (+ 1.09 inches) and-31.8 ram (-1.25 inches). A servohydraulic
analysis indicates that a 3S-liter-per-minute(10 gpm) servovalve ratedat 6.9 MPa (I,000 psi)
pressure drop would be adequate. This analysisassumes a constant supply pressure of 20.7
MPa (3,000 psi), i.e., no accumulatorsandno line losses, andan actuatorarea of 760 mm2
(1.17 in2). This is the minimumactuatorarea neededto meet the maximum force 12.8 kN
(2,870 pounds) and maximumvelocity 0.62 m/see (24.5 in/see) requirements.

3.1.5.3 Summary of Praeu Dean A_y:a

The design of the Subtask1.1 test system was governedby the carbon steel surf_ked-
pipe test. Table 3.4 summarizesthe minimumsystem requirementsfor Subtask1.1. It
should be noted that the servovalve anda_asatorforce requiremm_ applyto only half of the
stru_ure, i.e., two identical_rs and servovalveswere used. To accountfor possible
variations in pipe properties, crackresponse, load system flexure, and line losses, the
actuawrs andservovalves used were somewhat larger thanthose'suggestedby thedesign
analyses.
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Table 3.4. IPIRG Subtuk I.I minimum system requirements
bssedo. pre mdym

................ ' ' II III IIII I I - II

Acommr Area 1,520 mmn2 (2.35 in2)
Illm -- I III II IH I

Actuator Stroke +70.0 mm (2.75 in)
.74.0 nan(2.92in)

,m i i iii II [ I I I III I I

Servovalve Rated Flow* 101 literslmin (27 gpm)
ii iiiii I ] i ii I I II IH

RequiredOil Volume 2.0 liters (0.5 gallons)
IllIIl III l III il IIIIII I

GroundClearance at InertialMass 256 mm (10.1 in)
I I I I IIII1! I II HII __ III I -

• At 6.e MP, 0,000 p_i)pnmuredrop,2O.7MP, O,0O0psi) mpplyprem-z, no line
losses.

3.2 Dmerlution or _mmml Proe_urm

The facility, specimen preparation,insmmmtation, damacquisition,test procedures, anddata
reductionprocedures are described in the following sectious.

3.2.1 Test Facility

Figure 3.19 shows an aerialview of the test facility located at Ba_elle's West Jefferson, Ohio,
site. This is a sparsely populated,remote locationwhich is commonlyused for tests
involving large, rapid, energyrelease rates. The test frame, Figure 3.20, was constructed
using two 67 kN (15 kip) hydraulicactuatorsmountedparallel to each other. The hydraulic
actuatorswere attachedat floor level to a steel subframeplaced into a hole measuring two
meterson a side which was then filled with 8 cubic meters (10.5 cubic yards) of concrete.
The weight of the foundation(180 kN [40.5 kip]) exceeded the fotce capabilityof the
actuators,thus reducing the likelihood of the foundationbeing lifted by inertial forces during
a test. The actuatorrods were located on 914 mm (36 inch) centers and were operated in
parallel by a single servocontrollerdriving two 227 lpm (60 gpm) Moog servovalves, each
mountedto an actuator. The actuatorsize andhydraulicflow rate were approximatelytwice
the size suggested by the pretestdesign analysis in order to compensatefor possible errors in
the design assumptions. Engineeringprudencerequired a reasonableoperating margin be
constructedinto the test system.
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Figure 3.19. Aerial photo of West Jefferson site
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For the two monotonic expm_ents, steel frameworkwas positioned underneaththe masses
such that whenthe actuatorswere pulled down the pipe section was put into four-point
bending, see Figure 3.21. Roller bearings were placed on top of the steel framework
underneaththe masses to allow the tosses to translateas the pipe was being bent.
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The test i was homed inside a buddingdeslp_ with _ple large _ doors m
allow the rapid di__ of _m_ pressure caused by the _ure of the pipe specimens
beb_ uW_d. A _ bugdb_, 80 m 0_0 It) away, was used _ conerolandmo_wr _e
pipe experimmzts.

3.2.2 l_pe Spedmm _on and Ins_nmm_on

"r,,°pip,,.,t,_u,,,.,,.,.,..,_.,,po,',,.,,_o_,',on(,,,_mom--tL_'__,__"_"_,).L
material,eitherIIItezdtic or fetriticsteelacco_tl_ to l_e testmamx, wmc.uw_ w_,._,
themomentarms. Specimeaflaw geaetatlonandintmal inmememtion or bladder
iamllationwe+eperformed,usingthefo!lowlngprocederm,beforeweldingtothe.moment
arms. The materialsusedintheseexpertmeat_wereaa AI06 GradeB carbonsteelwith a
BaSle _en_fllon of DP2-F30 andDP2-F31, andan SA-376 TP304 stainless steel with a
Battelle iden_fllon of DP2-A27. (Pipe A27 was from the same heat as Pipe A23 used
dev_op the materialpropertydin.)

AP,er s_ecfing 460 mm (18 bzch)lenr_s of _e appropri_e test maiM, a flaw was inifl_ly
mach_ed h_o _ze specimen using a slitting saw to obUdn_e rough dhnensions of flze flaw.
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The root of the saw cutwas then shsx_md using dectm_ischarlle machining (EDM)
techniquesfor surfaceflaws or a narrowbladejewdler's sew for the through-wallflaws. For
the ferritic pipes, the flaw was furthershttpemd by f_tigue precrscking. In the anstenitic
materials, the flaws were not fatigue precNcked due to the rdstive insemitivity of this
mtea md tutorialtonotchep

For the first four inertial experiments, a 254-mm x 254-mm x 1.$-mm (lO-inch x lO-lnchx
O.060-inch)thick stainlesssteel sheet thathad been rolled to the approximateinside diameter
ofthespecimenwasplacedinsidethespeclnmntobridgetheflaw.Priortoinsertion,this
sheet was flame sprayedwith a ca_mlc insulating_ in ordw to electrically isolate the
sheet from the specimen. This electrical isolation allowed for betterelectric potential data
which were used to monitorcrack initiationandgrowth. A hlsh temperatureViton° bladder
was then installedinside the specimea. Figure 3.22 shows an end view of a stainless steel
specimen with the Vitono bladder installed. The end8of the bladder were sealed to the inside
diameterof the pipe specimenusing a series of large 8reelsnap rings and a liquid pre-
vulcanizedform of the Viton° material. For the through-wall-cracked-pipeexpeflmeats, the
bladderandsteel patch actedas a pressureb_. For two of the surface-crackedpipe
experiments(Experimmm 1.1-4 and 1.1-5), the bladder andsteel patch allowed the internal
pressureto be maintainedfor some time afterthe surfacecrack grew through the wall. This
eliminatedany effects of pressureblowdown until substantialcrack growth hadoccurred.

After the bladder was installedand the steel moment arnmwelded onto the specimen, the pipe
saddles were installed. The saddles were specially duigned for these tests to allow for
rotationalsad azial freedom of the pipe while providingminimumuamverse clearance as the
load was reversed on the specimen duringa test. FIMare3.23 is an engineeringdrawing of
the pipe saddles.

The completed specimenwas mountedon the test frame and was instrumentedwith high
temperatureweldable straingages. The measuredstrainswould be used for calculationof
moment in the test section. The test framehydraulicactuatorswere instrmnentedwith short
body displacementtransducersknown as LVDT8 for measurementof load point displacement
and to provide displacementfeedbackfor the servo-mntmilers. Load cells were mounted
between the actuatorsand the saddles. The load cells Wovided an alternativemeans of
chwJr_ the momentscalculatedfrom the strain measurementsfor the two displacement-
controlled experiments(1.1-7 and 1.1-9). h had been hoped that they would also provide an
alternativemeans of calculatingmoments for the inertial expet'imems,but it did not work out.
The test section was also iustnnnented to measurecrack-mouth-openingdisplacement, rotation
of the cracked section, crack initiation, specimen temperature,andinternalpressure.

Crack-mouth-openingdisplacementwas measuredby a clip gage mountedacross the flaw.
The outputfrom this instrumentwas conditionedthrougha standardVishay strain gage
amplifier.

For the initial series of crackedexperiments(1.1-2 through 1.1-6), the rotationaboutthe
crackplane was measuredusing a specially fabricatedinstrumeMemploying a rotaryvariable
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Figure 3.22. End view of stainless steel specimen showing Viton®
bladder and steel snap rings

I1.1-6/91-F3.22
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Figure 3.24. Rotation instrument mounted to TWC pipe
which is being fatigue precracked

I1.1-6/91-F3.24
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differentialtransformer(RVDT) as the sensing dement. Figure 3.24 shows the rotation
instrumentmounted on a specimen. This rotationdevice provided an additionalfunction for
these early experiments;it provided the signal to end an experiment. Rotationaboutthe crack
plane was a reliable indicatorof test status andwhen a predeterminedangle, i.e., voltage, was
achieved, a comparatorcircuit was triggered. This circuit began sequencing a solid state
potentiometer,which was in the servocontrollercommandcircuit, softly shuttingdown the
system. This prevented any damage that might result from a suddenshutdown. For the last
three experiments (F.xperiments1.1-7 through 1.1-9), the crack section rotationmeasurements
were madeusing an improvedtorquebar arrangementwith an LVDT as the sensing element,
see Figure 3.25.

Crack initiationandgrowth were indicatedby changes in the d-c electric potentialin the
vicinity of the flaw. The electric potential field was createdby a constantelectric current
across the flaw. The electric potential field was measuredlocal to the flaw. Field
perturbationscaused by crack initiation andgrowth were also measured. For the austenitic
specimens, a conventional 80 ampere currentsource was adequateto obtaingood data.
However, this 80-emp currentsource was not sufficient for tests involving ferritic materials.
The carbonsteel materials exhibited a significantself generatedvoltage when loaded
dynamicallywhich completelyobscured the small microvolt variations indicatingcrack
initiationand growth. A more satisfactoryresultwas obtainedby increasing the current
source, thereby proportionallyincreasing the voltage level of the crack initiationand growth
data. The increased currentwas suppliedusing a single cell lead-acid(Plant_ batterywhose
capacity was 13,900 amperes. Since the cell had a voltage level of only 2 volts, the actual
current achieved for these tests was limitedm approximately4,000 amperesdue to the
combined cable lead andspecimen resistanceof about0.5 mQ.

figure 3.73. LVlYr-based rotation device used on Expm_ents 1.1-7, 1.1-8, and 1.1-9
I1-2-6/91-F3.25
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The temperatureof the specimen was measuredby Chromel-Alumel(typeK) thermocouples
attachedat three positions nearthe flaw andat three additionalpositions along the specimen
length.

The internalsystem pressure was monitoredusing a Shaevitz pressuretransducer. For the
final three surface-crackedpipe experimenus(F.xpm'imemsI. I-7, I. 1-8, and 1.I-9), intmml
pipe pressureprovided the signal to end the extent. Once the surfacecrackpenetrated
the pipe wall, the internalpipe pressure droppedimmediately. (No bladder wu used in these
three experiments.) Once the pressuredroppedto a predetmnined level, a signal was sent to
the servo-controllerto softly shutdown the forcing function.

Additionalinstnnnentationincluded devices to measure the vertical displacementof the end
masses during the inertial experiments. These were simply space framesbuilt from aluminum
tubing which were mountedon an axle at one end andattachedto the mass at the other (see
Figure 3.20). As the mass travelled vertically, the space framerotatedabout the axle and this
rotationwas sensed by an RVDT.

For some of the early experiments, aco.Jemmeterswere also mounted to the masses and the
center pipe attachmentsaddles.

Once the insmnne_tationwas complete, the pipe was wrappedwith heatertapes andinsulation
andfilled with water. The pipe was pressurizedto approximately1 MPa (150 psi) mt the
heatingtapes were energized. Heating and pre_mndzat_ncontinueduntilPWR conditions
were achieved in the test specimen. After maintai_ the test specimen at temperaturefor a
minimum of all hour, datacollection instx_atation were startedandthe test was initiated.

3.2.3 Data Aequisitien

Data acquisitionfor these experimentsconsisted of three independentsystems. The primary
system for all except the dynamic monotonic experiment(1.1-7) was an IBM compatible
personalcomputer running an analog-to-digital(A/D) converterboardproducedby
Metrabytet Corporation. The boardwas controlledby LabTechNotebool_ software. For
the inertial experiments, this system acquired 16 to 24 channelsof dataat a single channel
samplingrateof I00 to 150 samples per second. The acquireddatawere stored on the PC's
hard drive for later retrieval andreduction. For the dynamic monotonicexperiment, the
primarysystem was an FM tape recorder. The acquiredanalogsignals'were played back at
1/16 of the recordedtape speed through an IBM-compatiblePC samplingat a rate of 200 Hz.
Thus, the effective dataacquisition ratefor this experimentwas 3,200 Hz. A backup data
acquisition system for the initial series of experimems consisted of a MassComp computer
which had a dataacquisitionrate set at 1,000 samples per channelper second. These data
were used to improve the time resolutionof parameterswhich occurredat frequencies higher
than the 3.5 Hz test frequency. In addition to the two computerdigital dataacquisition
systents, an analog tape recorder was used to backup the most criticaldata.
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3.2.4 Data Reductien Precedures

The proceduresused to reducethe data were appliedprimarilyto the datacollected by the
Metrabyte° A/D card. The acquireddatawere stored 'ona disk in a format which could be
loaded directly into a Lotus 123° spreadsheet. The algebraicmanipulationsrequired to obtain
engineeringunits from the collected voltages were all performed within that spreadsheet.

The load cells were BLH®brand, shearweb construction,straingage element, low profile
load cells. The cell capacitieswere 88.9 kN (20 kip) with a 2 revolt/volt output. The load
cells were excited at a level of 10 volt d-c and the outputswere amplified to yield 8.89 kN
(2,000 lb) per volt. The datacollected were convertedto load by multiplying volts by 8.89
kN/v (2,000 lb/v).

The ram displacementtransducerswere Shaevitzbrandshortbody LVDTs. These devices
had a stroke capacity of + 127 nan (+5 inches) with an outputof 4- 10 v. The LVDT
power was provided by an a-c conditioner module in an MTS 458-1 servo control unit. The
conversion applied to these datawas 12.7 nan (0.5 inch) per volt. These transducers
provided the active feedbackfor the servo-controilersas well as the vertical displacement
informationfor the load points.

For Experiments 1.1-2 through 1.1-6, the rotationof the pipe about the crack plane was
measured by a ShaevitzRVDT whose outputwas calibratedand found to be 7.9899 degrees
per volt. The 125 mm (5 inch) spacing of the rotationdevice mountingpads on either side of
the crack was such that the measured rotationincludedsome elastic rotationof the short
length of includedpipe. This additional rotationwas quite small andwas not subtractedfrom
the total.

For Experiments 1.1-7 through 1.1-9, the crack section rotationswere measured using the
torque bar/LVDT arrangementshown in Figure 3.25. Using this arrangement,the total
rotation,2_, of the crackedsection is

2h"tan'l[_'_"IS' 0.3)

where
2h = Total crackedsection rotation(see Figure 3.25), radians
A - Displacement output of the LVDT, nun
S' = Span of the torque bar/LVDT arrangement(see Figure 3.25), mm.

Equation3.3 is a valid approximationas long as the rotationsare small. Such is the case for
the surface-crackedpipe experiments for which this device was used.

The strain gage datawere provided by high temperatureweldable gages made by Eaton.
These were 120 I] single elementgages conditionedby Vishay° amplifiers to give an output
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of 1,000 microstrainper volt. For inertial Experimmm 1.1-3 and 1.1-5, four gages were
mounted inside the load points in a region of relatively uniformbending moment. These
gages were used to calculate the moment of the test section. In subsequentextents,
additionalgages were attachedto the pipe outside the load points in a region where a bending
moment gradient existed. Where possible, the straingages inside the load points were used to
calculatethe cracked section bendingmoments for these exits. The moments
calculatedfrom the gages outside the center spanwere used to validate the moments
calculatedfrom the inner gages.

The most general calculationof moment in a pipe requiresknowledge of the longitudinal
stress aroundthe complete circumference of the pipe. Under elastic conditions, andassuming
uniform wall thickness, the longitudinalstress distributionat a given cross section can be
completely characterizedby longitudinalstresses at threelocations amend the circumference.
For the Subtask I. I experiments, an assumptionis made that the out-of-planebending
moments are negligible. As a result, the in-plane bendingmoments can be calculatedfrom a
knowledge of the longitudinal stresses at the top andbottom of the pipe, see Equation3-4.

[ (3.4)
, M- I _-°e

I
2 ct

where
M = In-plane bending moment,
• r -'- Longitudinalstress at the top of the pipe,
qn --"Longitudinalstress at the bottom of the pipe,
I/¢ - Section modulus for the pipe.

For the Subtask 1.I experiments, single uniaxial high temperatureweldable straingages were
mounted in the longitudinaldirection of the pipe on the top andbottom surfaces, directly
opposite one another in the same cross section. If one furtherassumes that the hoop strainsat
the cross section of interest are constant around the pipe circumference, then the in-plane
bending moment at that cross section for plane stress conditionscan be expressed in terms of
the longitudinalstrainvalues.

1 E x (3.5)
(]-v

where
E = Elastic modulus,

= Poisson's Ratio,
er - Longitudinalstrain at the top surface of the pipe,
ee - Longitudinal strain at the bottom surface of the pipe.
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For the Subtask 1.1 experimems, only the dynamic componentof the longitudinalstrains was
consideredin calculatingthe in-planebending moments. Due to electricald_'.'_tin the strain
gage circuits over the several hours it took to heat the specimen to PWR conditions, it was
felt prudentto subtractthe initial strainvalues from the straingage experimentaldata sets.

To co_ for this over correction, an ANSYS calculatedstatic momentdue to the weight
of the pipe, water, masses, and fixtures was addedto the dynamic momentdata.

The CMOD clip gage was a strain gaged spring steel displacementtransducerwhose output
was conditioned using standardstrain gage amplifiers.

The saddle and mass accelerometerswere PC_ brandpiezoelectricaccelerometers. These
accelerometerssensed dynamic accelerationonly, but they were sensitive andhad good
accuracyat frequencies as low as 0.5 Hz. Their outputs were cah'bratedto be 5.657 g/v
between 0.5 Hz and2,000 Hz.

The electricpotential (El') probes were mountednear the cracktips andvaried in number
dependingon the flaw geometry. The output of the probeswas used to give an indicationof
crack initiationand growth. The instantof crackinitiationwas detmnined from a plot of El'
versus some indicationof crack displacement,such as CMOD or rotation. A significant
change in slope of the plot, duringan increase in load, is an indicationof crack initiation.
However, the effects of dynamic reversing loads, such as existed in the inertial experiments,
created significant ambiguities in the determinationof crack initiation. Many separatedata
sets were plotted and cross plotted to assurea reasonableassessmentof thepoint of crack
initiation. The EP-CMOD datafrom Experiment 1.1-3, the stainless steel through-wall-
crackedpipe test, are shown in Figure 3.26.
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Figure 3-26. Plot of d-c electric potential versus crack-nmuth_pening
displacement for Experiment 1.1-3
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The pressure transducerwas used to determinethe time at which the pressure boundarywas
lost. The outputof this transducerwas calibratedto yield 6.897 MPa/v (1,000 psi/v).

The displacementsof the end masses for the inertial experimentswere measured using the
apparanmdescribedearlier andwhich was calibratedto yield 204 mm/v (8.03 in/v) for the
West unit and 208 mm/v (8.19 in/v) for the East unit, see Figure 3.1.

3.3 Results of Exnerim_ts

The results of these experimentsare discussed below and are summarizedin Table 3.5.

3.3.1 Uncradu_d4qpe Experiment

The first extents performedon the test system were conductedusing an unflawed
specimen. The primarypurposeof these e_ents was to shakedownthe test system by
checking out the system functions anddataacquisitionsystems on a specimen which could be
loaded repeatedly. The system was tested using a series of forcing functions designed to load
the test frameabove the maximumloads anddisplacementspredicted by the pretestdesign for
the crackedpipe experiments.These early experimentswere also used to measure the natural
frequenciesof the piping system andto allow tuning of the servocontroller andhydraulic
system.

During the course of these tests, modificationswere requiredto eliminate system oscillations
which excited unwantedmode shapes. Figure 3.27 shows the mechanicalguide which was
erected to eliminatehorizontaloscillations of the end masses. A particularlydifficult mode to
eliminate was the second harmonicwhich was an asymmetgicmode oscillating with one mass
up andone mass down. The frequency of this mode was approximately4.7 Hz and was so
close to the frequencyof the first mode, 4.2 Hz, that it was being excited along with the first
mode when the forcing functionwas anythingother than a pure sinusoid shape. This
asymmetric mode was finally dampedby connectingthe hydraulicactuatorsto each other
througha variable orifice. The upper chamberof each actuatorwas connectedto the bottom
chamberof the other actuatorsuch that if the pipe began to be loaded in an asymmetricmode,
there would be a restoring moment appliedto eliminatethe asymmetricloads.

Additionaltests using the uncrackedpipe specimen indicatedthat a betterfrequencyto use for
forcing the pipe/mass system was 3.5 E[zinsteadof the 3 Hz used in all the wetest design
calculatious. The system responded more crisply to the higher excitation frequency and
requiredless oil to achieve a particularmomentin the test section. The difference was due to
the closer proximity of the faster forcing functionto the first naturalfrequency of the test
system.

The final shakedown test was performedwith the pipe at 288 C (550 F) andwith an internal
pressure of 15.5 MPa (2,250 psi). The system was driven for 3 seconds using the increasing
amplitudesinusoidal forcing functionat 3.5 Hz, followed by a soft shutdown. This test
attainedmoments in the test section estimatedto be 113 kN-m (1,000,000 in-lb), causing
general yielding in the pipe saddles and in the uniform bendingmomentregion between the
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Table 3.5. Summary of results from Subtssk 1.1 cracked-pipe espm4n_ts

I

Fen_ Fuscam(_
l'mmmm

Cydmhmt
OmsUe M_mt Cydm Mmbmm

life Wd t _ wTmm MmmU
Espedm_ Dbme_, 11detrains, t, Freq., _, Crack Memm_ D _

No. Mmtmid mat mm d/t 2c/tD mm/sec Hs ram/see Isdtimtim_ kN4 Memmt DSGB
kN4t

1.1-2 Carbon 167.5 14.4 1.0 0.370 2.0 3.5 -- 32.9 38.8 30.2 cycles $
S___

1.1-3 Stsd_ 169.0 14.0 1.0 0.370 25.0 3..5 - 24.8 29.0 3.4 cyol_ 2

1.1-4 Cseboa 167.8 13.2 0.502 0.516 4.0 3.5 - 64.3 75.6 35.6 cycles (b) -

t_

-,,,,I 1.1-5 Smimdess 169.0 14.0 0.639 0.490 23.0 3.$ - 40.4 54.7 7.2 cycles 2

1.1-6 Qubon 167.5 14.3 0.783 0,545 7.0 3.5 - N.D. 48.6 IS.2 oyoles l

1.1-7 Csdma 167.5 13.5 0.647 0.432 - - 152 73.3 77.2 0.42 seconds -
,etN, l

1.14 Cmbon 161,4 14.1 0.138 0.424 7,0 3.5 - N J0. "/9.0 I]I..I _,_IN -

1,1-9 Cmten 161.4 14.1 0.720 0.419 - - 0,025 33,2 61.6 2488 seconds -

: N.D. ,-. notde.mired.
(s) a - lq _e(_) for Ine_d exp_mem.
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Figure 3.27. View down length of specimen showing vertical track
and wheels on mass

I1.1-6/91-F3.27

saddles. The yielding in the region of the pipe saddles prompteda changeto Schedule XXS
pipe throughthe saddle grip area to ensureelastic response of the moment armsfor the
remainderof the tests.

3.3.2 Through-Wall-Cracked-Pipe Experiments

3.3.2.1 Experiment1.1-2

This was the thirdcrackedpipe inertial test performed in this test series andthe second TWC
experiment. The test specimen was a section of 6-inch nominal diameter, Schedule 120,
A106 GradeB carbonsteel pipe. The pipe specimen containeda circumferentialTWC. This
specimen was inertially loaded with a cyclic frequencyof 3.5 Hz. The loads were inducedhy
applyinga sinusoidal displacementwith an amplitudethat increasedlinearly with time.

The specific objective of Experiment 1.1-2 was to evaluate the effects of inertialloadingon
the fracturebehavior of carbon steel piping containing a circumferentialTWC. This
particularexperimentwas also the subject of an analytical predictiveround-robinanalysis
conductedby several of the IPIRGmembers. The purposeof the analysis was to compare
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predictedparameterssuch as cycles to failure andmaximummoment with those obtained in
theexperiment.

Figure 3.28 is a plot of the electricpotential (EP) at CrackTip A* andcrack section moment
(divided by 100) as a function of the crack-mottth-openingdisplacement(CMOD) for
Experiment I. 1-2. (The cracksection moment datahave been dividedby 100 so that they
would fit on the same plot as the EP data.) From this figure it can be seen that the slope of
the EP-CMOD plot increases at a CMOD value of 0.65 mm (0.025 inch). This increase in
slope is indicativeof crackinitiation. The moment at crack initiation(CMOD - 0.65 nan
[0.025 inch]) is 32.9 kN-m (291,000 in-lb). This is 85 percentof the maximummoment for
the experiment (38.8 kN-m [343,000 in-lb]).

3.3.2.2 _rls_mt 1.1-3

This was the first cracked-pipeinertialtest conductedas partof Subtask 1.1. The test
specimen was a section of 6-inch nominal diameter, Schedule 120 SA-376 TP304 stainless
steel pipe. The pipe contained a cir_unfereutial TWC. This was the first pipe test to use
crackrotationas a signal to shutdown the hydraulicsystem. A relatively small rotationwas
set to trigger the shutdown sequence and, as a result, the system stopped loading shortly after
maximum load had been acJ_ieved.The amount of crack growth attainedin this test,
Figure 3.29, was less than that in any of the tests that followed in which a larger rotation
signal was used as the trigger.

Figure 3.30 is a plot of the El' at CrackTip A as a function of CMOD for Experiment I. 1-3.
(This is the same figure as shown previously in Figure 3.26.) From this figure it can be seen
that the CMODvalue at crackinitiationwas 6.4 mm (0.25 inch). Figure 3.31 is a plot of the
cracksection moment versus CMOD for Experiment 1.1-3. The moment at crack initiation is
24.8 kN-m (219,300 in-lb). This is 85 perceatof the maximum moment for the experiment
(29.0 kN-m [257,000 in-lb]).

3.3.3 Surface-Cracked-Pipe ][_p_mmts

3.3.3.1 Experimemt 1.1-4

This was the second inertial surface-crackedpipe experimentconducted. The test specimen
for this experimentwas a section of 6-inch nominaldiameter, Schedule 120, AI06 Grade B
carbonsteel pipe. The pipe specimen containeda 180 degree circumferentialexternal surface
crack.

n=

" The cracktipshavebeenlabeledA andB on thesrchivedspecimem.
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Figure 3.29. Post-test photograph of Specimen 1.1-3. The kink angle is 12 degrees
and the crack growth is approximately 20 mm (0.8 inch) on each side

I1.1/6/91/Y3.29
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As was the practicefor the carbonsteel specimens, this specimen was subjectedto cyclic
loads prior to the experiment in order to initiate a fatigue crack, andthus sharpenthe EDM
starternotch. Unfortunately,post-test examinationof the fracture_'arfacerevealed that no
high cycle fatigue crackgrowth occurred. As a result, the initial flaw depth for the inertial
loading portion of the experiment was much more shallow than planned. (In addition, due to
the scalloped natureof the EDM starterflaw, the initial crack depth was very nonuniform,see
Figure 3.32). The average crack depth-w-wall-thickness ratio of the scalloped notch prior to
the startof the inertial loading was 0.518. This is considerably less than the target and
assumedinitial flaw depth of 66 percent of the pipe wall thickness. As a result of this
shallow flaw, the design forcing function was not as aggressive as needed, and the numberof
cycles to failurewas very large, 68. Figure 3.33 is a plot of the moment-time history for this
experiment. This figure shows that abouthalf of the appliedload cycles were at the peak
bending momentof 75.6 kN-m (669,000 in-lb). It can be seen that the moment-time history
(Figure 3.33) followed the applieddisplacement-timehistory (Figure 3.34) in that applied
displacementsalso leveled off. As a result of these 68 cycles, the crack grew by low-cycle
fatigue to a depth of approximately67 percentof the pipe wall thickness before failure
occurred. This low-cycle fatigue crack growth during the inertial loading greatly complicates
the analysis of this experiment.

3.3.3.2 F,rperiment 1.1-5

This was the first inertial surface-cracked-pipeexperiment conducted. The test specimen was
a section of 6-inch nominaldiameter, Schedule 120, SA376 TP304 stainless steel pipe. The
pipe containeda circumferentialexternal surfacecrack.

Figure 3.35 is a plot of the EP at the crackcenterline andcenter span bending moment
(divided by 100) as a functionof CMOD for Experiment 1.1-5. (The crack section morner
datahave been divided by 100 so that they wouldfit on the same plot as the EP data.) From
this figure it can be seen that the CMOD value at crackinitiationwas 4.0 mm (0.16 inch).
The moment cmrespondingto a CMOD of 4.0 mm (0.16 inch), i.e., the moment at crack
initiation, is 40.4 kN-m (357,600 in-lb). This is 74 percentof the maximum moment. The
maximum momentwas 54.7 kN-m (484,000 in-lb).

3.3.3.3 Erperimeat 1.1-6

This was the third inertial surface-cracked-pipeexperiment conducted. The test section for
this experiment was a section of 6-inch nominal diameter, Schedule 120, AI06 Grade B
carbonsteel pipe. The pipe specimen containeda circumferential 180 degree internal surface
crack.

Figure 3.36 is a plot of the moment at the crack section venus time for Experiment 1.1-6.
The maximummomentfor this experimentwas 48.6 kN-m (430,000 in-lb). There was no
clip gage used in this experiment to measureCMOD and the rotationdevice failed. Conse-
quently, due to the lack of CMOD or rotationdatafor this experiment, it is not possible to
determinethe instantof crack initiation.
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Figure 3.32. This photogrsph of the fracture surface of Specimen 1.1-4 shows the
extm3mlscalloped flaw as well as some small striations which are
indicative ot small incremental crack growth as the specimen was cycled
to failure
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Figure 3.33. Center span bending moment versus time for Experiment 1.1-4
DRB/I. 1-4/FIOR
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for Experiment 1.14
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3.3.3.4 Ezpcrimc_ 1.1-7

This was the dynamic monotonic, surface-cracked-pipeexperiment. The test specimen for
this experimentwas a section of 6-inch nominal diameter,Schedule 120, A106 GradeB
carbon steel pipe. The pipe specimen containeda circumferential180 degree intm_d surface
crack.

The specific objective of Experiment 1.1-7 was to develop experimentaldatafor a carbon
steel surface-_rackedpipe subjectedto dynamic monotonic loading conditions. The results
from this experiment were comparedwith the results from the quasi-static, monotonic, carbon
steel surface-cracked-pipeexperimentin order to assess the effectof dynamic loading rates on
the load-carrying capacityof a carbonsteel specimen with a surfacecrack. Previous results
from Subtask 1.2 (Reh. 3.2 and 3.3) indicatedthat the load-carryingcapacity of a carbon
steel specimen con_tuing a through-wall crack was reduced approximately6 to 8 percentat
dynamic loading rates. This is somewhat less than what might be expected on the basis of
tensile andC(T) specimen tests. The ultimatestrengthof this carbonsteel materialdecreased
approximately 25 percent at the higher loading rates, andthe toughness 0"1)decreased
approximately 15 percent (Ref. 3.4). The reduction in strengthandtoughness at the higher
strain rates for this carbon steel materialhas been attributedto dynamic strain aging (DSA).

Another objective of this experimentwas to validate the bending momentdata derived from
strain gage data by comparing those moments with moments derived from load cell data.
Figure 3.37 is a plot of the crack section moment versus time for Experiment 1.1-7. Three
curves are shown in Figure 3.37. One curve is based on load cell datawhere the average of
the two load cell values has been multiplied by the moment ann length in order to calculate
the moment within the center span. The other two curves are for moment dataderived from
strain gage datausing the datareduction proceduresspecified previously in Equations3.4 and
3.5. One curve (labeled "Inner Gages') is for a set of top and bottom gages within the center
span, 150 mm (6 inches) from the crack plane. The other curve (labeled "Outer Gages') is
for a set of top andbottom gages outside the center span, 864 mm (34 inches) from the crack
plane. The moments for these outer gages were multipliedby the ratio of the moment arm
length to the distancefrom these outer gages to the outer supportpoint in order to correctfor
the fact that these gages are outside the region of uniformbendingmoment, see Figure 3.38.
As a result, all three curves should reflect the bending moment at the cracksection, within the
region of constantbending moment. In examiningFigure 3.37, it can be seen that the
moments derived from the inner strain gages exhibit a significantamountof nonlinearity near
the end of the test. This nonlinearity is associatedwith nonlinearitiesin one of the inner stain
gages, possibly due to local yielding. The moments derived from the outer straingages and
load cells remained linear throughoutthe experiment. (Note, due to the fact that this was a
constant loading rateexperiment, the moment-timeplot shown in Figure 3.37 will be the same
shape as a moment-displacementplot. Consequently, the nonlinearitiesevident in Figure 3.3'7
will also be evident in a moment-displacementplot.) The moments from the outer strain
gages are approximately15 percenthigher than the moments from the load ceils at the end of
the test. The moments derived from the load-cell datawere used in the analyses of the two
displacement-controlled experiments in Section 4 since it is thought that the load cell data
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provide a better indicationof the moments. The moments derived from the load-cell dataare
a more direct measurementsince a number of assumptionsmust be imposed in calculating
moments from strain-gagedata. Figure 3.39 is a plot of the EP at the crack centerlineversus
the load-line displacement(LLD) for Experiment 1.1-7. From this figure it can be seen that
the load-line displacementvalue at crack initiation, the point where the slope of the EP-LLD
plot increases, was 50.3 mm (1.98 inches). Figure 3.40 is a plot of the crack section moment
versus LLD for Experiment 1.1-7. The momentsreported in this figure are based on the load
cell data. The moment at crack initiation (LLD value of 50.3 mm [1.98 inches]) was 75.3
kN-m (666,000 in-lb). This is 98 percent of the maximum moment for the experiment. The
maximum moment was 77.2 kN-m (683,000 in-lb).

3.3.3.5 __uwent 1.1-8

This was the final inertial surface-cracked-pipeexperimentconducted. The test specimen for
this experiment was a section of 6-inch nominal diameter,Schedule 120, A106 Grade B
c_rbon steel pipe. The pipe containedan internal 180 degree surface crack.

The specific objective of this experimentwas to repeatExperiment 1.1-6 as nearly as possible
in order to ascertainthe degree of r_peatabilitybetween like experiments. Unfortunately,
when the large amplitude dynamicdisplacements were applied to the cracked-pipesection
during this inertial experiment,one of the two actuatorsdid not respondto the controller
command signal; it respondedon an intermittentbasis. Figure 3.41 is a plot of the displace-
ment of the two actuatorsas a function of time for Experiment 1.1-8. As would be expected
on the basis of the commandsignal, the displacement-timehistoryfor the west actuatoris a
smooth sinusoidal displacementfunction with a frequency of approximately 3.5 Hz. On the
other hand, the displacement-timehistory for the East actuatorlooks like a randomsaw-tooth
function with a frequency significantly less than 3.5 Hz. As a result, the displacement-
controlled forcing functionapplied to the cracked-pipesection was very asymmetric.

Figure 3.42 is a plot of the momentat the crack section versus time for Experiment 1.1-8.
These dataare based on the inner strain gages. Due to the poor qualityof the CMOD and
rotationdata, it was not possible to determinethe instantof surfacecrack initiationfor _is
experiment. The maximum moment for this experimentwas 79.0 kN-m (699,000 in-lb).

3.3.3.6 F..xperim.e_!.Z-9

This was the quasi-staticmonotonic, surface-crackedpipe experiment. The test specimen for
this experiment was a section of &-inchnominaldiameter, Schedule 120, AI06 Grade B
carbonsteel pipe. The pipe specimen containeda circumferential 180 degree internal surface
crack.

The results from this experiment were comparedwith results from other quasi-staticmono-
tonic, surface-crackedpipe experiments for this carbonsteel materialconductedin other
programs, using different load frames, in order to assess the effect of the load frame, if any,
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on the experimentalresults. In addition, the results from this experimentwere comparedwith
the results from the dynamic monotonic, carbonreel, surface-crackexperiment (1.I-7) to
assess the effectof loading rate on the load-carryingcapacityof a carbon steel specimen with
a surfacecrack.

Another objective of this experimentwas to validatethe proceduresfor calculatingbending
moments from straingage data much in the same fashion as was done for Experiment 1.1-7.
Figure 3.43 is a plot of the crack section moment versustime for Experiment 1.1-9. Three
curves are shown in Figure 3.43. One curve is basedon load cell datawhile the other two
curves are derived from strain gage datausing the datareductionprocedures specified
previously in Equations3.4 and 3.5. All three curves reflectthe bending moment at the crack
section, within the regionof constantbendingmoment. In examining Figure 3.43, it can be
seen that the mo_ derived from the inner straingages are beginningto deviate from the
moment dataderived from the outerstrain gages nearthe _mdof the test. The moment at
which this deviationbegins to occur (60 kN-m [531,000 in-lbs]) is approximatelythe same
moment at which the inner and outerstrain gage moment databegan to deviate from one
anotherfor Experiment 1.1-7, see Figure 3.37. This supports the contention that the non-
linearityhas something to do with local yielding at the straingage location. Again, the
moments from the outer strain gages are approximately15 percenthigher than the moments
from the load cells at the end of the test. As before, the load-cell moment datawere used in
the subsequentanalyses of the experimentalresults for these diaplacement-controlled

- experimentsin Section 4.

Figure 3.44 is a plot of the EP at the crack cemerlineas a functionof the CMOD at the crack
centerline for Experiment 1.1-9. The slope of the EP-CMOD plot increases, indicativeof
crack initiation, at a CMOD value of 0.53 mm (0.021 inch). From Figure 3.45 it can be seen
that ;he moment at this value of CMOD, i.e., the moment at crack initiation, was 55.2 kN-m
(488,680 in-lb). This is 90 percent o_"the maximummoment. The maximummoment was
61.6 kN-m (545,200 in-lb). The moments reportedin Figure 3.45 are based on the load cell
data.
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This section of the reportdescribes andpresentsresults of differentanalysis methods to
predict the fracturebehaviorof the inertL_land displacement-controlledcrackedpipe
experimentsof Subtask I. I of the IPIRGProgram. Three different types of analysis methods
were evaluated. The first type of engineeringanalysis methods that were evaluatedpredict
maximumloads and loads at crack initiationin some cases. These were:

- Net-Section-Collapse(NSC) analysis

- Dimensionless Plastic-ZoneParameter(DPZP) analysis

- J-estimationschemes

- LBB.ENG2 and GE/EPRIfor the through-wall-crackedpipe experiments

- SC.TNP for the surface-crackedpipe experiments

- R6 analysis using the Revision 3 Option 1 method

- ASME Section XI flaw evaluationcriteria

- IWB-3640 for austeniticsteels

- IWB-3650 for ferriticsteels

The first three of these methods (i.e., NSC, DPZP, andJ-estimationschemes) couldbe
consideredas predictive analyseswhile the last two 016 and ASME Section XI) are more
fracturepreventioncriteria.

The second type of analysismethod involved calculationsof the value of J at crack initiation
from the surface-cracked-pipeexperimeats. In some through-wall-crackedpipe cases, the J-P,
curve was calculated. Both calculationsused r-factor analyses.

The third type of analysis involved dynamicanalysis using the ANSYS fmite elementcode
with the spring-sliderrepresentationof the crackto predict time-historybehavior up to
maximumload.

Table 4.1 is a summarytable showing the ratio of the maximum experimentalstress to the
predicted stress (including the axial stress contributiondue to internalpressure)using the
differentpredictivefractureanalysismethodsconsidered for the Subtask 1.1 experiments.
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Table 4.1, Summsry table showing ratio of nu_bum espe_mmtsl stresses to predicted stresses
for S_btssk 1,1 e_m4mmts for the diHermt _ s_ysis _ considered

E:4m.kses_ SU_sstl'ntlk_! Stress_

ASME ASME

Espt. Crack _.-._: [-;-.,-__ NSC_ m,ze_ :.xBom_ cw_j,m_ sc.Tlm, x_ ,m S.(Cmle) Sm(Am_•"_. C_-_S

1.1-2 TWC AI06B lnert_i 0.82 1..56 1.15 1.2.5 1.69 1.93 1

1.1-3 TWC 'l'fv304 l_t_l 1.09 1.09 1.51 1.60 3.93 1.05 0.98

1.1-5 XSC _ le._l 1.17 1.17 1.24 2.4o 1.1o 1.o3

t_ 1.1-.6 ISC AI_, Ine_; 0.96 1.07 N.D. (e) 2.79 7.30 l..qS
1.1-7 ISC AI06B Dyn 0.97 1.08 1.15 1.42 2.13 1.51

Moao

1.1-8 ISC AI__nG__ 1_,,_1 1.13 1.25 N.D. N.D. 2.$1 1.77

ISC AI06B QS 0.S4 0.93 N.D. 1.27 1.87 1.32
Molto

(a) _ axial plus _g stress divided bY_ axial plus beadins stress"
Co) Plow stress = avurap of thc yield and ulti:m_strenl_s.
(c) Using quasi-slxticJD-Rcurve.
(d) p.stioof _ fromanelamicstrummmlysistothePredictedsUess-
(e) N.D. -notdcteanis_



4.1 Crack Initiation and Hsximunl Load Prvdictive Ansl_es

4.1.1 Net-.Seetion-Colltpse Analyses

The Net-Section-Collapse (NSC) analysis is a limit-load analysis thatwas first proposedfor
applicationto stainless steel pipe with ckcumferem_ through-wallcracks, P,ef. 4.1. It was
subsequentlyverified for differentdiameterstainlm steel pipes with circumferentialsurface and
through-wallcracks, Ref. 4.2.

The Net-Section-Collapse analysis assumes the material is sufficiently tough that there is negligible
crackgrowth prior to reachingmaximumload. It also assumes the pipe cross section becomes fully
plastic and the net-section stress reachesa constantvalue. The critical net-section stress a_maximum
load is called the flow stress.

Several different definitions of flow stress have been used in the Net-Section-Collapseanalysis. The
most frequentlyused value is the averageof the yield andultimatestrengths. However, ezpa_ental
resultsfrom the Degraded Piping Program,Ref. 4.3, have shown that the averagevalue of flow
stress calculatedby the Net-Section-Collapseeqtmtious (see AppendixB) is 1.15 times the average of
the yield and ultimate strengths. Using just the average_f the yield andultimate strengthsgives a
predictedfailure stress of approximatelytwo standarddeviationsbelow the average pipe test results.
Consequent/y,using the average of the yield andultimate strengths for the flow stress is slightly
conservative.

Another definition of flow stress comes from the ASME Section XI flaw evaluationprocedures,
Refs. 4.4 and 4.5. Here, the flow stress is defined as 3Sm for stainless steels, and2.4Smfor ferritic
steels, where Sm is the design strm intensity from Section m of the ASME Boiler andPressure
Vessel code.

Although there are controversieson modificationto the Net-Section-Collapse analysis for either short
through-wall cracks (Refs. 4.2 and4.6), or for short but deep surfacecracks 0tefs. 4.7 and4.8), the
basic equationsgiven in AppendixB of this report are believed to be applicable for the relatively
long cracks evaluated in this effort.

Tables 4.2a and4.2b compare the predictedstresses from the Net-Section-Collapse analysis with the
exper_ental stresses. Table 4.2a is for the stainless steel experimentsandTable 4.2b is for the
carbonsteel experiments. Tables 4.2a and4.2b present the predictionsfor each of the three
definitions of flow stress previously discussed; i.e., the average of the yield andultimate strengths,
1.15 times the averageof the yield andultimate strengths,and either 3Sm for the austenitic
experimmB or 2.4Smfor the ferriticexperiments. The results of the comparisons from Tables 4.2a
and4.2b are shown in graphicalform in Figures 4.1 through4.3.

For the TP3(Mstainless steel pipe experiments,the experimentallymeasured stresses are slightly
above the stresses predicted by Net-Section-Collapse analysis when the flow stress is defmed as the
averageof the yield and ultimate strengths. This finding is consistent with the fmdings from quasi-
static pipe experimentsfrom the DegradedPiping Program(Ref. 4.3) where it was shown thatusing
the average of the yield andultimate strengths for flow stress resulted in slight underpredictionsof
the experimentalresults. For these experiments, when using the ASME code definitionof the flow
stress, 3Sin, the Net-Section-Collapse analysis overpredicted the experimentalresults.
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For the A106 Grade B pipe experiments,when actualmeasuredtmmileproperties(either the average
of the yield and ultimatestrengthsor 1.15 times the average) are used to define the flow stress, then
the experimental stresses tended to fall below the NSC predictedstress. This is to be expected. The
toughness of this carbonsteel materialis sufficiently low that one of the basic assumptionsof the
Net-Section-Collapse analysis, i.e., the crackedcross section reachesfully plastic conditions, is being
violated. Conversely, when the NSC predictedstresses are based on the ASME Code definition of
flow stress, 2.4Sm, the experimental stresses are above the N$C predictedstresses. This is an
artifactof the _ strength (flow stress) of this particular carbonsteel being significantly higher
than expected on the basis of Section m Code values for Sm.

It is also of note from Tables 4.2a and4.2b and Figurtls4.1 through4.3 that the ratios of the
experimentalstresses to the predictedstresses were lower for the through-wall-crackedpipe
experimentsthan for the surface-crackedpipe experiments. This was true for both the stainless and
carbonsteel expedmeats. Past test resultsshowed thatthrough-wall-crackedpipe is more sensitive to
toughness than surface-crackedpipe, see Figure 4.4.

4.1.2 Dinmmionleu Plastic-Zone Screming Crltede,,

In order to identify conditions where fully plastic conditions exist (that is, where the NSC analysis
should be appropriate),a Dimensionless Plastic-Zone Screening Criterionwas developed as partof
the Degraded Piping Program(Ref. 4.9). The Dimensionless Plastic-Zone Screening Criterion is a
semi-empiricalrelationshipin which the ratio of the maximumpredictedstress to the calculatedNSC
stress is a function of a Dimensionless Plastic-ZoneParameter (DPZP). The DPZP is the ratio of
the Irwin plastic-zone size to either the distance from the cracktip (for through-wall cracks) or the
crack ceaterline (for surface cracks) to the neutralaxis. This relationshipis shown in Figure 4.4
with a large amountof experimentaldata. In this figure, the NSC stress is based on a flow stress
equal to the averageof the actualyield and ultimate strengthsof the material.

In Figure 4.4, the ratio of the experimentalstress to the predictedNSC stress is relatedto the DPZP
by

p/P = (21r)arc.cos¢e'C'XPz), (4.1)
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Table 4.2a. Comparison of Net-Section-Collapse analysis predictions with Subtask 1.1
experimental maximum stresses for stainless steel pipe ezperiments

Experiment 1.1-3 Expednmat 1.1-5
Threegh-Wall Cradk EXta'nal Surfaee Crack

Flow Stress Defmitions

ofl = (oy + oe)/2, MPa 293.9 293.9

of2 = 1.15 (0 + ou)/2, MPa 337.9 337.9

0/3 = 3Sm , MPa 350.4 350.4

PredictedBending Stress

NSC (Ofl) , MPa 105.8 186.2

NSC (oO.), MPa 129.4 221.1
NSC (or-j), MPa 136.0 230.6

ExperimemtRemdts

Axial Stress, MPa 34.7 34.7

Bending Stress, MPa I19.0 224.1

Experimental/_edicted MaximumStresses(a)

Experiment/NSC(oft) 1.09 1.17

Experimenu'lqSC(0|2) 0.94 1.01

Experiment/NSC(0/3) 0.90 0.97

(8) Expetinmadaxial plusbendingstressdividedby predictedaxialplusbeadingstress.
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Table 4.2b. Comlmrlson of Net-See/ion-Collapse analysis predictions with Subtask I.I
experimental maximum strmses for carbon steel pipe experiments

Exp. 1.1-9
Surface

Crack Crack

Flow Str_es._$Definitions

on = (ay + au)/2, MPa 469.9 469.9 469.9 469.9 469.9

_tz : 1.15(a_+ a_)/2,MPa 540.4 540.4 540.4 540.4 540.4

o'f3 : 2.4Sm , MPa 299.3 299.3 299.3 299.3 299.3

NSC (on), MPa 200.9 207.9 342.8 288.7 312.9

NSC (or2), MPa 238.0 246.9 400.4 338.4 366.0

Nsc uea lto.2 In.9 202.3 16v.4 m3.5

Axial Strew__9,MPa 33.9 : 34.1 36.5 34.5 34.5

_ing Str____,MPa 159.0 200.0 331.3 329.7 257.1

Experimental/Predicted
Maximum Str_t____es(a)

p.xperiment/NSC (off) 0.82 0.96 0.97 1.13 0.84

Expe_n_nt/NSC (oeT.) 0.71 0.83 0.84 0.98 0.73

Experiment/NSC(0/3) 1.34 1.59 1.54 1.80 1.34_ mmmttmmmmm

(a) U_m'imemtslaxialI_ bemdingstressdividedbYPredictedaxialplusbemdingstress"
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figure 4.3. Bar chart showing the ratio of the maximum aq_hnentsl stress to the NSC
predicted stress, flhe flow stress definition for thls figure is 3Sn for the
mlntees stealaperhnmt, 8nd2._. forthecarbonsteelapedmmts.)

I1.2-6/91-1=4.3

where

]:)p2_ - 2mi/(_Or_), (4.2)
P = total failure stress,

Pm = NSC predictedtension andbending stress,
E = elasticmodulus,

Ji = J at crack initiation(may be J_,
ef = flowstress= (o, + a.)/2,
D = nominal pipe diameter,and
C' = statisticallybasedparameter.

The factor "C'" is detmnined from a statisticalfit of Equation4. I to pipe fracturedata. The upper
curve in Figure 4.4 representsa best fit of the surface-cricked pipe data. The value of "C'" for this
curve is 21.8. The lower curve representsa best fit of the through-wall-crackedpipe data. The
value of "C'" for this curve is 4.62.
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The maximumbendinijstreeseepredictedfrom the Dlmemlonlees Plsstic-Zone Screenins Criterion
8re compsredwith the ezpmtmenudstresses in Tsble8 4.38 8nd4.3b for the stsinless Id carbon
steel ezperiments, respectively. Tnme compsrisonsare shown in 8rsphiealform in Figure 4.5.

For the minhm steel pipe ezperlments, thevalue of DPZP is approximately1.5 when using the
quui-smic _81 propa_e8. Hence, Ne¢-S_don-_llspse conditionsshould be sstlsfled, andthe
results for the DPZP mud)sis ('F_le 4.3a) shouldbe the stone M for the NSC analysis (Table 4.2a)
for the cue when the flow stress is definedu the averaIe of the yield andultimate strenjdxs. This
is indeed the cue.

t4
O

0 O 0
Lit O D

304 p_ 0
0 L44

D O

O

Fipme 4.4. Ratio of maximum esperimeatsl stress to predicted Net-Section-Collapse stress
a st fun_on of the l)Jmemionlm Plutic-Zone hnmeter. (The flow strus
definition for this flpsre is the 8va'qe or the yield ud ultimate Itrealths.)

II.2-8/89-1=4.4
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For the carbonsteel pipe _, the value of DPZP is 0.085 w/tea using the quasi-static
materialproperties. Hence, Net-Section-Collapseconditionsshould not be satisfied. For these
experiments,the DPZP analysis will lower the predictedstress andthe ratio of the experimental
stresses to the predictedstress shouldbe higher for the DPZP analysis (Table 4.3b) than for the NSC
analysis (Table 4.2b) for the case when the flow stress is defined as the averageof the yield and
ultimatestrenrd_.Again,thisisthecase.

InexaminingTable4.3andFigure4.5,itcanbeseenthattheDimensionlessPlastic-ZoneScreening
Criterionundeq_redictedthemaximum ex_ stressesinallbutoneexperiment.Theone
exceptionwasExperimentI.I-9whichwasthequasi-staticmonotonic,cmbonsteelsurface-cracked
pipeexperiment.Theratioofthemaximum experimentalstresstotheDPZP predictedstressforthis
experimentwas0.93.Thisvalueiswellwithintheexperimentalscalierband,especiallyforthis
carbonsteel. Onemayexpectsignificant variations in temile properties for ferriticmaterials, such
as evaluatedin these expatmems, which are susceptible to dynamic strain aging. As part of the
N'RC's "ShortCracks in Piping andPiping Welds" programit was observed that there was a
significantamountof scatter in the elevatedtemperaturehardnessdatafor this particularheat of
carbonsteel. This variationin hardness datawould translateto scatter in the tensile data, which
furtherimplies variabilityin the resultsof the pipe tests.

Figure 4.5. Bar chart showing the ratio of the maximum experimental stress to the
DP2_ predicted stress, frhe flow stress definition for this figure is the
average of the yield and ultimate strengths.)

I1.2-6/91-F4.5
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Table 4.3a. Comparison of DimmmionlessPlastic-Zone Screening Criterion predictions with
Subtask 1.1 experintental maximum strmses for stainless steel pipe experiments

II I I I I I I I II - III I I III Mill ..............

I 1.1-3 1.1-s
l Tlmreqb'Ws!l Crack _1 Surface Cracki i ii iiii iiii i iii1,11i

Flow Stress Definition

af = (oy + o0)/2, MPa....... I 293.9 293.9PredictedBendingStress 105.8 186.2
-- . I IIIII IIII _ I illll I II IIIII I

ExperimentalResults
ii -- i

I -Axial Stress, MPa . . 34.7 34.7 ...

Bending Stress, MPa 119.0 224.1
II I

Experimental/PredictedMaximumStresses(a) l 1.09 1.17
I I III IIIII -- -- II I I I Ill

(a) Experimentalaxial plus bending mess dividedby predictedaxial plus bending stress.

Table 4.3b. Comparison of Dinmmlenlas Plastic-Zene Screening Criterion predictions with
Subtssk 1.1 expmtmmmtalmaximum strmses ter carben steel pipe experiments

Exp. 1.1-2 Exp. 1.14 Exp. 1.1-7 Exp. 1.1-8 Exp. 1.1-9
Threugh-Wall Surface Surface Surface Surface

Crack Crack Crack Crack Crack
iii i i, is i i

Flow Stress Definition
I I I IIII Jill i

of = (ay + Ou)/2, 469.9 469.9 469.9 469.9 469.9
MPa

II IIIIll __ II

Predicted Bending 89.9 183.5 304.6 256.1 278.0
Stress,MPa

i ii iii Ill ii

ExperimentalResults
ii i i_m,u iZll

Axial Stress,MPa 33.9 34.1 36.5 34.5 34.5
, i _ iiiii -L iii iii

Bending Stress, MPa 159.0 200.0 331.3 329.7 257.1
III I I I I I I

Experimental/Predicted 1.56 1.07 1.08 1.25 0.93
Maximum Stresses(a)

II I I Ill ,ll I II I

(a) Ex_tai axialplusbendingstressdividedby predictedaxial plus bemdhtgstress.
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4.1.3 J-Estimation Scheme Analyses

For cases where limit-load analyses are inappropriatedue to low toughness or large diameterpipe,
dastic-plastic analysismay be needed to obtainmore accurateandslightly wnservative estimates of
the load at crack initiationandthe maximum load.

Various methodsexist to predict the maximumload for circumferentiallycrackedpipe in pure
bending. Detailed finite dement analyses or simpler approximateclosed-form solutions can be used.
Detailed finite dementanalysiscould be used along with the materialfracture resistancecurve to
determinethe strengthof the crackedpipe during crackgrowth. Many different fracturemechanics
parametershave been proposed, but the J-integral parameter is the most frequentlyused parameter in
the nudearindustry. Several dosed-form solutions for J exist thatgive approximatedastic-plastic
fracturemechanicssolutions for circumferentiallycrackedpipe. These are frequentlyreferred to as
J-estimationschemes. Applicationsof these estimationschemes to through-wall-erackedpipe and
surface-crackedp_.-_eare described in the following.

4.1.3.1 Material Property Input for Y-_n Scheme Analyses

The materialpropertydataneeded for input to these analyses are:

• the dastic modulus, yidd andultimate strengths,

* the Ramberg-Osgood fit parameters of the mesHtrain curve, and

• the J-R curve of the material.

Tensile Test Dam. The yield andultimate strengthof the materialsunder quasi-staticanddynamic
loading rates (strainrates of approximately1 to 10 sec"l)were documentedin Section 2 of this
report. The elastic modulus was taken from handbookvalues, since it could not be accurately
determinedfrom the tensile test _ which were developed with a large-displacement exteusometer.

Ramberf-Osfood Fits _$tress-$trC#n Curves. The mess-main curves obtained from both the quasi-
static anddynamic tests were used to determine the Ramberg-Osgoodconstants. This was done
using a program called ROFITdeveloped at Battelle. The fit of the datathatgave the best regression

. coefficient was used..The stainless steel curves are shown in Figures 4.6a and 4.6b. The AI06
GradeB meu-_-ab curvesandthe _xperimentaldataused in the fits are shown in Figures 4.7a and
4.7b. The Ramberg-Osgoodcoefficients are given in the figures.

F.uravola_ J-R _s. The J-R curves used in the pipe predictions were from both the quasi-
static anddynamic, monotonic, side-gt,_ovedccr) specimen tests, see Section 2 of this report. The
C(T) specimens _veremachined from the L-C orientationwhich would correspond to the growth of a
circumferentialthrough-wall crack. Both the JD-RandJ_f.R curves were used. For the analyses of
the surface-erackedpipe experiments, there is very little crackgrowth from initiationto maximum
load, hence it does not practically matter if the JD"or JM-Rcurves are used. For the through-wall-
crackedpipe e_periments, the J-R curves had to be extrapolatedsince the crackgrowth from the
CtT) specimenswas too small to reach the values from the pipe experiments. For the JD-Rcurve the
f0flowing power-law extrapolationprocedurefrom Reference4.9 was used.
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(a) The experimentalJD-R curvedatawere used for crackgrowth of up to 30-percent
of the C(T) specimen ligament. These datawere fit with a power-law curve,

J = c' &am. (4.3)

Co) The NRCPIPE code requiresa J-R curvethatstarts with J[a. Hence, it was
necessaryto modify Eq. 4.3 to

J --" Jlc + c'_m'
(4.4)

The JM-Rcurve datawere linearly extralmlatedusing the datafor crack growth between
10- and30-percentof the specimen ligament. This is schematically illustratedin Figure 4.8, and is
discussed further in Reference 4.9.

The extrapolatedJ-R curves used for the TP304 stainless steel pipe material used in the Subtask 1.1
pipe experiments areshown in Figures 4.9a and4.9b for quasi-staticanddynamic loading cases,
respectively. The extrapolatedJ-R curves used for the A106 GradeB pipe materialused in the
Subtask 1.1 pipe experimentsare shown in Figures 4.10a and4.10b for the static anddynamic
loading cases, respectively.

] ,i iJ ,,

1800"1600" o....I "

JM Ihellr extrllpolatio_1400"

Power law JD "4k Y'°"
exl_;)olation _. -'""

1

_1 ..

xxxr

o s lo ;s 2s
Crack Growth, mm

Figure 4.8. Schematicof different J-R curve extrapolationmethods
11.2-8/89/F4.7
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4.z.&2 of nu  h.Wd.C m;r wm

IntheDegradedPipingProgram,Ref.4.9,anIBM-PC compatiblecomputercodecalledNRCPIPE
waswrittentoperformvariousJ-estimationschemecalculations.SomeoftheJ-estimationschemes
forthrough-wallcircumferentiallycrackedpipethatexistintheNRCPIPE codeare;

• GE/EPRI(Ref4.10)

- Original NP-1931

- OriginalNP-1931withoutplastic-zonecorrectionin the Jeterm
- a modificationof Zahoor,NP-4883M(Ref 4.11),

• ParislTada,NUREGICR-3464(Ref 4.12),

• LBB.NRC, NUREGICR-4572(Ref 4.13),

• LBB.GE, NUREGICR-48530tel 4.14),

• LBB.ENG

- LBB.ENGI, NUREG/CR-4853 (Ref 4.14)

- LBB.ENG2 (Ref 4.15), and

• R6 Revision 3 Option 1 - bending only (Ref 4.16).

A detaileddiscussion of these analyses can be found in Ref&mce 4.14, with the exception of the R6
method which is described in Reference4.16. Of these methods, only the GE/EPRI, LBB.ENG2,
andR6 Option 1 methods were used to predict the initiationandmaximumloads for the Subtask1.1
pipe experiments. The GE/EPRI methodwas chosen because it is the most widely used method in
the indmtry. The LBB.ENG2 method was chosen becausepast experienceindicates that it is the
most accurateof the various methods(Ref. 4.15).

The option to analyze a pipe subjectedto combined pressureandbendingusing the GE/EPRI
ftmctiom is describedfirst. With this option, J is evaluatedas:

J=Je+Jp (4.5)

Jeis evaluatedin the usualfashionas:

(Klm 4-Klb)2 (4.6")
J®= E

where K_n andKreare the membraneandbending values of the stress intensity factor, respectively,
and E is the elastic modulus. In the GE/EPRI analysis calculations,the original assumptionof a
plastic-zone correctionon Je was used.
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Jpis calculatedas:

o] +'Jp-a%e oa 1- 1_t ._.

where

a, n, eo, anduoare the usualRamberg-Osgoodparametem,
a isthe half-cracklength,
e isthe half-chickangle,
M is thebendingmomem,
Mo isthe limit moment(basedon eo)for combinedbending_andpressure,and

+t ,,,". <+")

Here,

u'T is the applied tension strms (due to prmmnl), and

OaLis the limit strms (based on flow stress)for combinedbendingandtension.

h_ is the GE/EPRI influm_ functionsfor through-wall-crackedpipe underpure bending, and

T
ht is the GE/EPRI influence functionsfor through-wall-crackedpipe underpure tension.

Note thatthis procedurediffers from thatof the GE/EPRImethod for combined loading (NP-5596,
Ref. 4.17). The NP-$$96 method has not yet been programmedinto NRCPIPE.

The LBB.ENG2 method is a circumferentialthrough-wall-crackedpipe J-estimation scheme
developed at Battelle as part of the DegradedPiping Programas an alternativeto the GE/EPRI 0tef.
4.10), Paris/Teda (Ref. 4.12), andLBB.NRC (Ref. 4.13) methods. The through-wallcrack in the
LBB.ENG2 method is representedby a pipe section with a reducedwall thickness which is centered
on the crack plane. The reducedthickness section is an attemptto simulate the reduction in system
compliance due to the crack. It is assumedthat deformationtheory plasticity controls the stress-
strainresponse and that beam theory assmnptionshold. Furtherdetails on the derivationof the
LBB.ENG2 method are provided in Referenmce4.14.

In additionto evaluating the GE/EPRIandLBB.ENG2 methods, the R6 Revision 3, Option 1
approachwas also evaluated. The resultsof that analysis are discussed in Section 4.1.4 of this
report.
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In this section of the reportpredictionsof sum at both crack initiationandmaximum load are
made for the GE/EPRI andLBB.EN02 J-estimationschemes. Predictions have been madeusing
both quasi-staticmd dynamicmatm-islpropertydataas well as using both the Jn-g and Jwg curves.

CYaekIn/atat_., Comparisonsof the exit-to-predicted sumsm at crackinitiationfor the
two through-wall-crackedpipe exp_ are shown in Table 4.4 andFigure 4.11. "l'nue
comparisonswere madefor predictionsusing both the quasi-staticand dynamic malm'ialproperties.
Note that at crackinitiation, Jn and JMare the same, so Itdoes not mau_ which J-R curve is used to
predict crack initiationloads.

Table 4.4 andFigure 4.11 show that there was very little di_ in the predictionsof crack
initiationsum betweeu the two methods(LBB.ENO2 and OE/EPR0. It is also evident that the

Figure 4.11. Bar dmrt slmwing the ratio or the ex_tal crack initiation stress to the
GFTEPRIsnd LBB.ENG2 predictions tot the Subtssk 1.1 through-ws_

11.1_/91-F4.11
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Table 4.4. J,.08timstion scheme wedlctiom of crsck inltistion stresses for Subtssk 1.1
enqb.,4ndad-pipe expe'lm,

i , i ,i i i i i ., ..,,.,. .. . ....

Su.eJs,
MPI(e _O

.... i L II IIIII III IIIIII III f II III I

e,xp,rrmm_d _JJ-St_ or

iii iiii i ii iii i

1.1-2 168.6 114.1 114.2 1.48 1.48 Q8
1.1-3 137.1 92.3 93.0 1.49 1.47

-- i ii 1 llllll l III

1.1-2 168.6 104.1 100.2 1.62 1.68 DYN
1.1-3 137.1 88.0 88.3 1..56 1.55 DYN

lllIl[I I IIII Illl IlqlI IIIll l lll I lllllll I I II I I Ul

i

(a) htclude.,m3alstreu coatributio=dueto intmmlpipepmm_.

Table 4.S. J-estlmatlm sclta_ predictions or maximum ,messes for Subtask 1.1
emutb.ln4s eduplpe expe'lmm

IIII I I IIII I II

Predimd Stress,
MPI o _O

i i i iiiiiii i i i i ii

e_pe.Jmelud
Experlme_ Strew, GE/EP_ IJB.ENG2 GE/EPRi I,BB.ENG2 er Dynamic Jn" er JM.R

No. Ml_W _ Curve Used
ii iiii i i i i i iii ii I

1.1-2 192.9 154.5 167.7 1.2.5 1.15 _ Jo
1.1-3 15:3.7 95.8 102.1 1.60 1.51 _ Ini iiii i i

1.1-2 192.9 144.1 153.5 1.34 1.27 DYN JO
1.1-3 15:3.7 95.$ 112.4 1.61 1.27 DYN Jpi i i ii i iiiiiiiii _

1.1-2 192.9 161.9 178.0 1.19 1.08 QS JM
1.1-3 153.7 101.3 116.2 1.52 1.32 (26 JM

ii _ ii iiiiii i i

1.1-2 192.9 146.4 156.$ 1.32 1.23 DYN l M
1.1-3 1.53.7 100.1 122.6 1.54 1.2.5 DYN JM

I

(s) Includes8xis/sums emtributimduetoimemdpipeprmmue.
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empm4mea_mureaam _ lnitlsa_naurohitiherthsutho_ vadue8.Thiswu trm f_r both
cam when quMi-mticmaddynamic_ _ cTuutawerousedinthe aml3cm. The uN of
dynamicnuta4nldataslay loweredthepredictedcrackinitiationmmsea forbothmtmals. This
is mrltmtedto lowerultimate_, andthuslowerflow stresses,for themexnma_s atdynamic
loadingrma, see Tables2.1 mui2.2.

Afm_u_ 7._u/. Comparbonsof the __lcted sum rntkmat maximumloadfor the
thrcmjh-wdl-crack_pipe_ areshownin Table4.5 andPiilure4.12. "rlumcomparisons
weremadefor GE/EPP,I andLBB.ENG2predictiomnsinliboththequasl4taticanddynamicmatm_
_m midbothJD-RandJwR curves.

In allcases,thepredictedsh-esse8wereleestlumtheexpe_mmtalstresses.TheOF,/EPRImethod
umdedto givelowerpredictionsthantheLBB.EN(32moth_. Thisisconsistentwithwhathasbeen
reportedpreviomly(RM.4.9). The useof dynamicmatmldpropet_ chitshadulmmtno effecton
theGE/EPRIpredictionsforthe stainlesssteelempeflmmt(1.1-3)andlittle effect(5-10pmceat
increase)on theLBB.F.NO2predictionsforthisexpeflmmt. This sllsht increaseis mtributedto the
hiilherJ-Rcurveforthis stainlesssteelmatm_ at dynamicloadinjrates(see Figure2.15). For the
carbonsteelex_ the useof dynamic_ dataalsohadlittleeffect (5to 15_) on
thepredictiomfor bothmethodsconsidered.The useof'dymnic propertiesslightlydecreuedthe
predictedsum for boththe LBB.ENG2andOR/EPPJmelhods.This is expected,sincethe
dynamicloadingratesloweredthe yieldandultimmestrenlphsof this material(see Table2.1) and
also loweredtheJR. curve(see Fiipu'e2.12). Theuseof theJIv[-Rcurveresultsin slightlyhiilher
predictedsum thanthe useof the JD-Rcurve.

4.L3.4 P,aa;u o$_meb__.1-_s Sdmm ,4ml.y_

Thereareveryfew flnite4enflthcircumhnatlel sur_ pipeJ-intimationschemeanalyses
available.Someof the existingmethodsare;

OE/EPRI - EPRIreport1qP-5596,Ref. 4.17

R6 - CEGBreportR/H/IbS-Rev.3, Ref. 4.16, and

SC.TNPandSC.TKP - NRC reportIqUREG/CR.4rI2,Ref. 4.18.

The GE/E_RImethoduse8anhI fimctionto calculatethe plasticcontri_n of J. ThehI values
arecalculatedfromfiniteelemeutmudysm. Curreatly,thereareveryfew valuesof bxfor combined
tensionandbending. In fact, forthe emperime_ conductedin this prolram, it was notpossibleto
use this analysissincethere wen nohI valuesavailablefor interpolationfor surf_ lengthsof
180defp'ees.

"[heR6 Revision:3OptionI methodis discussedin detailinSection4.1.4 of this report. 1"aereare
threeoptionsin R6Revision3. Option3 providesforthe useof anyelastic-plasticfracture
mechanicsanalysessuch as the SC.TNPandSC.TKPl-eahn,_on schemes. TheSC.TNPand
SC.TKPsolutionswere developedin the NRCDegradedPipingProgram,Ref.4.18. 'lhese
solutionsuse the GE/EPRI36Gdeliree_ pipesolutionfor puretemioato developnew
h-functionsfor use inthe calculationof the plasticcomponeatof J, Jp,for flnite-lmjith
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_ 4.12. ]kr dmrl lhowl.l lh+rlllo ot II_ imxLmmmetpldmmlll lU,m_ Io
the _ and LBB.ENG_predictedstrmm for tile Subtmk1.1

11.1-6/91-F4.12

pipein batdins. 'lhmesointk_ were impl_ intotheNRCPIPECodeduring
theDegradedPipingPmpm, andhencewere mdlableto assessthe eoq_'imm_ data. Sincepast
resultsshowedthatmore_ isolmiinedminithe SC.TNPsolution,only this analysis
ptu:edurewn reedto meu throedin.

M_a of$C. TNPfor T,n_ionand _e. 13topredictionof initiationandmaximum
moum_m_m forthe ¢ircumf_m_.dly_'l_¢e-cn_ed-pipe exlmtmm_ in this studyis
complicatedbythe combinedtemionandbendingloads,as wellas the loadreversalspriorto crack
initiation.A predictiveanalysismethodshouldincludethe effectof loadreversalsbothon the crack
drivingforce(i.e., appliedJ) andon thenmedal's crackIlmwthresistance(i.e., J-Rcurve).
However,in the preseatanalysis,the reverseloading_ areilaomd.

Anotherpotentiallimitationwiththe methodin its currentformis thatthemethoddoranot include
the effectof internalWessumor tensionon J. Currattly,the effectof internalpressureis addressed
in anapp_ximateway, by i_ possibleloadingpathella:is onplasticdeformation,and
replacingtheaxialtensioninthe uncraekedligamentaheadof the crackby anadditionalapplied

me_., Theequivaleatmommt,__Meq,fromtheprmsure.-inducedaxialtemUemess is takes to be
the differencebetweenthe Net-Section-Collapsepredictedmomentunderpurebendingand

the Net-Section-Collapsepredictedmomentundercombinedbendingandtensionfrominternalpressure.
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Eveswiththetlx_e ain_llflci_om,thepredlctJonof nu_tce-cu_edPJI_l_hnvJorisadifficult
m_ysisproblemaw_Ing furtherrmetrch.AtW_ theSC.TI_ _ appearstobethemost
axnpl_temethod8vsllable,shortof full_Imenslond finite.dan_ analysis.Thekeyequation

Ra_mm: 4.18 is theplasticcompommof J, Jp,whichis givenby:

Jp - aeo% (1 - a/t)a hl(ko/Po)n.l. (4.9)

Timht functioncorrespondsto anaxisymme_callycrackedpipeloadedin tensionanda, eo, n, and
ao are the constantscorrespondingto a Ramberg-Oqoodrepresmtationof the material'suniaxial
(tension)strees_ curve. Pois the limit-loadcorfeslxmdingto the refereacestressuo. The
sums, a I is the nominalstnus, the rams awayfromthe crack. As disctmed in Refauu_ 4.18, the
factthatthere is less thana 360-d_ surfacecrackandthat the pipeis subjectedw remotebending
(rstherthantemion)is includedin the analysisby modifyingthe appliedstress(a) termin Eq.4.9.
Also, the SC.TI_ solutionsarefor an_ surfacecrack,butcouldbe modifiedfor anexternal
surfnce_.

Withthe above_ximations andusumptiom, analyseswereperformedfor boththestainlesssteel
andcarbonsteelpipeexpert. In eachanalysis,loadingwasincreasedmonotonicallyuntilcrack
initiationandthin the maximumstresswas predicted.Fortheseanalysesthe quasi-mticstress-strain
curvesareused withthe quasi-staticJ-Rcurve. Quasi-staticpropertieswereusedto reflectthe more
normalsituationin whichdynamicdataarenotavailable.

l_sMlts_ _o_ ofSO.T/_ __Lv to _ _ ExoO'I,'n_s."I'neresults
of the SC.TNPpredictionsof crackinitiationstressesandmaximumstressesfor Experiments1.1-5
(stainlesssteel, inertial,surface-crackezpadmem)and 1.1-7 (carbon steel, dynamic, monotonic,
surface-crackex_) areprmmtafinTable4.6 andFigure4.13. Predictionsof crackinitiation

Table 4._. SC.TNP predlctloasof'crackImdtlatioastrmsmand maximum
stresses for _ 1.1-$, 1.1-7, and 1.1-9

Espertmmtal Predicted

CrackInitisionPredl_ns

1.1-5 201.1 208.2 0.9"7

1.1-7 360.0 309.8 1.16
iiii i _ _ lllIll II I II It

1.1-9 265.0 289.3 0.92

MaxinmmStressPredictions
I I IllInm I ] II I II

1.1-5 258.8 208.9 1.24
ii ii i ii iliqI i

1.1-7 367.8 320.0 1.15

(a) Includmaxialmumcoatributieudueto intmlaipipepmmm.
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predicted stresses for a number of Subtssk 1.1 surtsce-crscked-ptpe

I1.1-6/91-P4.13

stremesonly are also presentedfor F._ 1.1-9. No prediction_of maximumstress are
premmtedfor this experimem. Soon afterthe crackinitiatedthe depthof the flaw wM beyond the
rangewherevalid hi fimctiom were available. SC.TNP predic_iomof neither crack initiation nor
maximumstress are availablefor the remainingtwo Subtask 1.1 surflce-cracked-Pil_ experimemts
(1.1-6, and 1.1-8). The initial flaw was so deep thatvalid hI fum:tionswere not available. The h1
functionsare only valid to d/t ratios of 0.75. They are very nonlinear in this region, so linear
extrapolationis not appropriate. Generationof hI functions for deepercracks is requiredto solve
this problem.

PredlcrlonsforStainlessSteelI_ P_ _at (1.1.5).Fortheanalysisofthisexperiment,
theinitialflawsizeusedwasadepthofapproximately64percentofthethicknessanda lengthof
halfofthepipecinaunferetw,e. Forthemaximum-loadpredictions,theJD-Rcurvewasused.Since
the amountthe crackextended before maximumload wes reached is small for these _ked-
pipe experiments,the choice of JD-Ror JM-Rcurves for the maximum-loadpredictions is
immaterb_.

The stress at crackinitiationwas predictedusing only the static materialproperties. These results
are given in Table 4.6 andFigure 4.13. The experimentalstress at crack initiationwas 97 percent of
the predictedstress.
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The max_ stress was also predictedusing only the staticmaterialpropertdes. These resultsare
give_ in Table 4.6 andFigure 4.13. The experimental maximumstress was 124 percentof the
predictedstress.

Predictions for Carbon Steel. Dcnamtc Monotonic Ea_riment (1.1,7). Quasi-staticmaterial property
datawere ratedto predictthe streu at crack initi"_on andthe maximum stress for Experiment 1.1-7.
FromTable 4.6 and Figure 4.13 it can be _ that the analysis underpredictedthe experimental
stress at crack initi-------_mnby approximately16 percent andunderpredictedthe maximum experimental
stress by approximately15 percent.

Predictions of Crack lnitimion Stresses _r CoJ_bonSteel. Ouasl-$taffc Montonic F,x_riment 1.l-P,
Quasi-staticmaterialpropertydatawere used to predict the stress at crack initiationfor Experiment
1.1-9. From Table 4.6 and Figure 4.13, it can be seen that the analysis oveq)redicted the
experimentalstress at crack initiationby approximately 8 percent.

4.1.4 R6 Revision 3 Option 1 Proeedurm

The R6 method is a fracturepreventiondesign criteriondeveloped by CEGB, Re/'.4.16. The most
reamt refinmmmtis referredto as R6 Revision 3. Within this version there are three options. The
first option is the simplest, anddoes not requirethe use of the materialstress-straincurve for input.
The second option requires the use of the materialstress-straincurve, andhence is slightly more
complicated. The third option allows the use of any appropriateelastic-plasticfracturemechanics
analysis, e.g., the GE/EPRI method, to createthe appropriatefailure assessmentcurve. In this last
option, the R6 method essentially would give the same predictions as the J-estimationscheme
analysisgivm in Section 4.1.3 of this report. For the R6 analysis in the currentsection, only
predictionsusing Option 1 will be compared with the experimentalresults.

4.1.4.1 _ CompumtiomalPro_

In the Option I procedure, a fhxedfailure assessment curve is used for any material, crackor
structuralgeometry. The failure assessment curve has a load or stress ratio (Lr or St) along the x-
axis, and a touglmess ratio, Kr, using either K or J fractureparametersalong the y-axis, see
Figure 4.14.

The load ratio term, Lr, is the applied load divided by the limit load. The limit load is the Net-
Section-Collapse wedicted load for ¢ircumferentiallycrackedpipe. For pipe under pressureand
bending, such as the IPIRGSubtask1.1 experiments, this ratio could be interpretedas being the total
appliedstreu (bendingplus tension from the pressure) divided by the total stress predictedfrom the
Net-Section-Collapseanalysis,

Lr - (% + e,) / (O'bNSC + Ca). (4.10)
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Figure 4.14. R6 Option I failure analysis diagram
F1.3-10/_-F4.8

Alternatively, I.r could be defined as the ratio of the applied bendingstress to the Net-Section-
Collapse predictedbending stress,

Lt " eb/Ob_m: • (4.tt)

Note that in the R6 method, the yield strength,not the flow stress, is used in the limit-loadequation.
The ratio of the flow stress to the yield strengthcan be used as the cut-off point along the Lraxis to
be consistentwith the Net-Section-Collapse analysis, see Figure 4.14.

The toughness ratio, Kr, is the ratio of the applied linear elastic stress intensityfactor, K,, to the
toughnessof thenm_.al, IQ(a),whereIQ(a)is a functionof crackgrowthfromtheJ-Rcurveof the
material.

z, * Z./_, (a), (4.t2)
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where

K,(a) - 0_ °_ . (4.13)

Here J is the value correspondingto Aa from theJ-R curve of the materialand E is the
elastic modulus.

The applied linear elastic stress intensityfactor,I_, can be separatedinto num_rane andbending
components,

K.'fh +xb • (4.14)

The terms Kuaand Kb are definedin this reportby the solutions given in the ASME Section XI
ferritic pipe flaw evaluation procedure,Article IWB-3650, Ref. 4.5.

4.1.4.2 Rau_ of Comparisonsof R6 Predi_ with_rimntal

For the Subtask 1.1 experiments,momentsandmesses using the R6 Revision 3 Option 1 method
were calculatedfor both crack initiationandmaxinmmload (see Table 4.7). lmte_ of comparing
these predictions with experimentalstresses, as was done for the predictive analysis (NSC, DPZP,
andJ-estimationschemes) previously discussed, the R6 predictionsare compared with s_ressesfrom
an elastic stress analysis of the experiments. Elastic calculationsare more in line with the R6
method in that the R6 analysis uses elasticallycalculatedmesses for its assessmentof a defect. For
the elastic stress analyses of these experiments,the actualdisplacement-timehistory from the
experimentwas appliedto the elastic analysis. The resultantelastically calculatedmomentsat crack
initiationand maximummomentwere convertedto stress andaddedto the axial tension stress due to
internalpipe pressure. These are the stresses reportedin Table 4.7.

The results for Table 4.7 are presented in graphicalform in Figures 4.15 and4.16. Figure 4.15
shows the comparisonsof the elasticallycalculatedstresses to the predicted stresses for crack
initiation. Figure 4.16 is for the maximumstress. In the maximmnstress calculatiom, the crack
growth was incrementedcausing l_(a) to increase, K, to increase, and ObNSCto decrease. In these
calculatiom, the quasi-staticJD-RandJM-Rcurves at the pipe test temperaturewere used. (The
choice of JDor Ju madeno difference for the crack initiationpredictiom and little difference for the
surface crack maximumstress predictiom.) The yield strengthused is the average of values from
quasi-statictests at the pipe test temperature. The effect of dynamicmaterialproperty datawas not
considered. The cutoff point on the Lraxis is the ratio of the flow stress to the yield strength,where
the flow stress is the average of the quasi-staticyield andultimatestrengths.
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Table 4.7. Com_ of R6 Revision 3 Option 1 predictions with elastic stress analysis
results for Subtask 1.1 experimmts

i i I ill i i i

Elastic Stressfay
R6 PredictedStress,MPa(') PredictedStress(')

Stress From
Elastic Stress Using Using

Anal_is, JD;R Using JD-R Using
Experiment No. MP-a0') Curve JM-RCurve Curve JM-RCurvei i

CrackInitiation CrackInitiationPredictions
Predictions

i i i i ii i

1.1-2 117.5 110.5 110.5 1.06 1.06
1.1-3 150.3 66.7 66.7 2.2.5 2.2.5
1.1-5 206.9 149.5 149.5 1.38 1.38
1.!.6 N.D. 147.2 147.2 - -
1.1-7 370.4 262.9 262.9 1.41 1.41
1.1-9 277.2 239.3 239.3 1.16 1.16

ii

Maximum Stress Maximum StressPredictions
Predictions

Hll i

1.1-2 228.1 134.8 137.3 1.69 1.66
1.1-3 261.8 66.7 68.1 3.93 3.84
1.1-5 359.4 149.5 149.5 2.40 2.40
1.1-6 411.6 147.6 147.6 2.79 2.79
1.1-7 386.9 272.1 272.1 1.42 1.42
1.1-.9 316.7 248.5 248.5 1.27 1.27

I I" I

(a) Axial plus bendingmere.
Co) Using expainzaUd time historyin elasticuncmckedpipe analysisup to the timeof the

e_immUd umximumload.
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Filpn_ 4.15. Bar chart showingthe ratio or thecalculatedelasticstressesat crack
inltistion to theR6 Revision$ Option I predictionsor crack initisflon

I1.1-6/91-F4.15

figure 4.16. Bar chart showing the ratio or the calculated elastic stress at maximum stress
to the R6 Revision 3 Option I predictions of maximum stress

11.1-6/01-F4.16
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Examiningthe datain Table 4.7 andFigures 4.15 and 4,16, it is evident that the R6 Revision 3
Option 1 approachunderpredictedthe elagdcally calculatedstresses in all cases. For the four inertial
experiments, theanalysis significantlyunderpredictedthe elastically calculatedvalues. The most
significantunderprediction(approximately300 percent)is the maximumstress prediction for the
stainless steel through-wallcrack experiment(I.I-3). This is not surprisingsince the higher
toughness stainlesssteel specimen will experiencemuch more nonlinearitiesbefore maximumstress
is attainedthan will the lower toughness carbonsteel specimem. These nonlinearitieswill manifest
themselves as higher margins for the R6 analysis when comparedwith elastically calculatedstresses.
The general trendis thatthe marginsare higher for the maximumstress case than the corresponding
crack _on case. This is reflective of the increasednonlinearitiesassociated with the higher
loads at maximumstress when comparedwith the loads at crack initiation. For the two
displacement-controlledexperiments,the degree of underpredictionis much less. The R6 Revision 3
Option 1 method undetpredictedthe elastic maximumstresses by 27 to 42 percent for these two
experime.

4.1.5 ASME Seetlen Xl Flaw Evaluation Precedurm

Within Section Xl of the ASME Boiler and Preuure Vessel Code, flaw evaluationproceduresfor
cracks in austeniticandferrific pipinghave been developed. The austeniticpipe flaw evaluation
proceduresare in Article IWB-3640. These were developed first in 1985, andhave been modified to
include proceduresfor evaluationof cracks in lower toughness welds, Re/'. 4.4.

The ferriticpipe flaw evaluationproceduresare given in the ASME Code as Code Case N-463 as
well as Article IWB-3650 in Section XI, and AppendixH of Section XI 0tef. 4.5).

An importantaspect not considered in thina_leat of the ASME criteria is that, like the R6
analysis, the ASME flaw evaluationcriteriauses the plant elastic tmcrackedpipe stress analysis. The
analysis conductedhere comparedthe ASME predicted stresses directly to the experimentalstresses.
This was done to be consistent with past verification analysesof the flaw acceptancecriteria. Using
an elastic uncrackedstress analysis with the experimentaldisplacemmnsat failure will be examined in
the IPIRGfinal report.

4.1.&1 fnuU gWe mt:

The ASME flaw evaluationprocedurefor cracks in austeniticstainless steel base metal are essentially
the same as the Net-Section-Collapseanalysis procedure,discussed in Section 4.1.1. "I'nemajor
diffefeaces between these two analysis proeeduru are:

• the flow stress is defined as being equal to 3Sm in the ASME code ratherthan the averageof
yield andultimate,

• forlowtoughnessfluxwelds,i.e., SAWandSMAW,theASMEprocedureusesaZ-factorto
account for the toughness of the weld being much lower thanthat for the base metal, and

• for combinedtension andbending, the Net-Section-Collapseanalysis and the ASME Code B
termsdiffer slightly.
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For the ASME analysis

= o.sOr- ea/t - _rP_/af) (4.15a)

where_f= 3Sm ,

andfor the Net-Section-Collapseanalysis,

fR2 P (4.lfo)= 0.5 [7 - ea/t -
2Rmtaf

Table4.8a presents the waximum experimentalstresses andthe stresses predi_xl by the ASME
Section XI IWB-3640 analysisprocedurefor the Subtask1.1 stainless steel pipe experiments. The
exact pipe and crack dimensions were used. These results do not include either the ASME Code
safety factors of 2.78 for normal andtest conditions, or the 1.39 safety factorfor emergency and
faultedloads. Note that the expet_entsl messes in Table 4.8 ate slightly higher than those reported
previously in Tables 4.2 through4.6. For the predictiveanalysis methodssuch as Net-Section-
Collapse, Dimensionless Plastic-Zone Parameter,andthe J-estimationschemes, a more exact thick-
wall formulationfor the axial tension stress due to pressurewas used. For the ASME Code
compar_ns in Table 4.8, the axial tension stress is calculatedusing a thin-wall formulationas per
ASME Section [] NB3652,

PDo (4.16)

where p = pipe pressure,
DO --- outside diameter, and
t = wall thickness.

In Table 4.8a, the calculationsof the predictedfailure stress were madeusing two different
definitions of Sm(i.e., flow stress) for two distinctlydifferent reasons.
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Table 4.h. Comparison of __tal results with IWB-3640 predictions for the two
Subtask 1.1 stalnim steel pipe expa'lmmts

i J iiiii imlll ii

Predicted Str_, MPs (_ __W
ii i i laB| I IIII I

Experimmt ExperimmtalSims,
No. M_(*) S_ (Code) S. (Actu_ S=(Code) S,n(Actua0

1.1-3 164.8 156.3 168.2 1.05 0.98
ii

1.1-5 269.9 245.5 263.1 1.10 1.03
i iiii

(8) InehKledaxial mum contributiandueto intenmlproems.

Table 4.8b. Comparison of experimental results with IWB-36,q0predictions
for the five Subtask 1.1 carbon steel pipe experiments

i i i

Predicted Stress, IVlPs(10 __(_
|

Experimmt Espa_mmtalStress,
No. MPa(') S_ (Code) S_ (Actual) S_ (Code) S_ (Actua0

1.1-2 204.1 105.5 152.2 1.93 1.34
i isiiii i i

1.1-6 244.9 106.6 155.4 2.30 1.58

1.1-7 379.0 178.6 250.9 2.12 1.51

1.1-8 375.4 14,9.8 212.1 2.51 1.77
ii i i i

1.1-9 302.8 162.2 228.6 1.87 1.32
i

(8) Includesaxial stresscontributiondueto internalpressure.
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The first definition of flow stress uses Sm defined from Tables I-1.1 and I-1.2 of Section HI of the
ASME Code. In Table 4.8a, thesepredictionsfall under the headingof Sin(Code). They provide a
direct comparkon of the experime_ to the ASME Code pmcedurm.

The second definitionof the flow stress was createdto evaluatethe technical basis of the Code. It is
an attemptto analyzethe pipe expm'imentsmff the pipes evaluatedhad strmgth pmpet_es consistent
with the design strengthvalues defined in Section m of the ASME Code. In this programno
attemptwas madeto procurepipes with lower bound_ prepm_es. To account for the fact
that the pipes evaluatedhad higher strm,,ethsthanwhat might be e0tpec_ on the bask of the Section
U Smvalues, an Smvalue was calculatedusing the actual (quasi-static)properties of the pipe tested.
In this analysis, 3Sm(ACteal)was used as the flow stress. The term Sm(ACtual)was defined in the
spirit of ASME Section HI Article 2110 as the minimumof:

(1) one-thirdof the acumlroomtempermumultimatetmmUestrength(forbothferriticand
austmiecpipes),

(2) one-third of the actualultimatestrengthat the pipe test temperature(for both ferritic and
mmeaitic pipes),

(3) two-thirdsof the actualyield strengthat room tmnlm'ature(for both ferritic andaustenitic
pipes), or

(4) two-thirdsof the actualyield strengthat the pipe test _e (for ferritic pipes only),
or 90 percentof the actualyield strength at the pipe test temperature(for austenificpipes
only).

The results in Table 4.8a for the two Subtask1.1 stainless steel pipe expm_ents are shown
graphicallyin Figure 4.17. From Table 4.8a andFigure 4.17 it can be seen that the ASME Section
XlIWB-3640proceduresaccuratelypredictedtheexpertmmmlresultsfromtheseexperiments.The
Code predictions agreedwithin 10 percentof the expedmen_ results. In addition, with the
exception of the stainlesssteel through-wall-cracked-pipeexpm-immst(1.1-3), when actualproperties
were used to define the flow stress, the1WB-3640proceduresunderpredictedthe experimental
results. Even for thatcase, the degree of ove_ediction was small, i.e., 2 percent. It is also of note
from Table 4.8a andFigure 4.17 that the effectof using actualpropertiesto define an Sm value was
minor, since the strengthof this particularheatof stainless steel was close to the Section 11Sm value
at288C (55OF).

4.1.5.2 fen_ PipeFmauNf_,_flme_

The ASME ferriticpipe flaw evaluationprocedureis similar to the anstenitic procedure. Howeyer,
the ferritic pipe flaw evaluationprocedureis slightly more complicatedthan the austeniticprocedure
since it must account for failurebeing below Net-Section-Collapsestress for a flaw in the base metal.
The majordifferencesbetween the ASME Code and the Net-Section-Collapse analysis are:

• the flow stress used for ferritic pipe is 2.4Sm in the ASME Code,
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1_ 4.17. Bsr chsrt sl_ the ratio of the msximum es_erlmmtsl stress to IWB-3f_I0
pullctedstressforthetwoSubtsskI.Iminims steelapa4mmts usingtwo
definitionsotflowstress

II.I-6/91-P.17
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Figure 4.18. Bar chart showing the ratio of the maximum ez_tsl stress to the IWB-36S0
predl_ed stress for the Subtssk 1.1 carbon steel aperimmts using two deflnitlom
of flow stress

U. 1-6/91-F4.18
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• thereis a sormting crjta'lonusedto mm if limit-los/, dml¢-pltal¢ fru:mre,or linur-
elastic_ analysisshouldbe usedinthe ASI_fli_Codeprocedure,and

• there is a simplestreu multiplierusedfor the elutio.plutic analysismahod to accountfor the
lower mmsm.

Thestreu multiplier,Z, usedfor a crackin thebasemeud(Mma_ Cmgory I in Ref.4.5) is

Z - 1.2011 +0.021A (NPS - 4)], (4.17)

whet'e

A = [0.12.5_) -O.25]°_ fur5 s P-u/t ": 10, or

A - 3.o] forlo< ,; 2o,
1_ - meanpipe radiu,

t = pipethickneu,and

NPS = nominalpipe size, inches.

Forthe pipein this effort,_ is 5.5, henceA is 0.813, andZ is 1.24. (Note, the NPS [nominal
pipesize] for theexpa'ime_ in thisreportis 6 inches.)

ThepredictedASMEfailurestressesfor the Subtask1.1 carbonsteelex_, withoutthe
ASMEsafetyfiJctml,are given inTable4.8b. Thedatain Table4.81)arepresentedin graphical
formin Figure4.18. As is the caseof thestainlesssteelexperin,_, two differentdefinitionsof Sm
wereused in definingthe flowstress;i.e., Sin(Code) tad Sm(Actmd).In aSmintng Table4.81)and
Figure4.18, itcan be seen thatfor theSubtask1.1 _fl_c pipe expeadme_,theASMECode
appmarJasilrniflcantlyundalndicted the expeflmenudresets. Theratioof the expeflmeml stresses
to the IWB-3650predictedstressestaxied from 1.87to 2.51 whenCodevaluesof Sm were used to
definethe flow stress. Whenactualprepmies were usedto definethe flow stress,theratiosof the
experimeatalstressesto the predictedstressesdecreasedsignificantly,i.e., 30 percent. This reflects
the factthatthisparticularheatof carbonsteelhadalgniflcantlyhigherstrengththanthe Code
values.

4.2 J-R Curyes frem S nedmem and Pipe EzJJeriments

The ,I-_ analysiswas usedto determinethe valueof J atcrackinitiation0j) for a numberof the
SulXask1.1 su_-pipe expeflmmtsand the full J-Rcurvefur the rainless steel through-
wall-crackedpipe ex_ (1.1-3). F..xpedmem1.1-3 wasthe onlyexpahneat for whichthrough-
wall-crack-growthdatawereavailable.Theq-factoranalysish ageneralanalyticalprocedurein
whichfractureresistanceis calculatedusingtheexperime_d load-displacement(or moment-rotation)
andcrack-growthdatafromthe pipeexperiment.It is used in lieuof three-dimensionalfinite-
elementanalyses. The analysismethodwas firstdevelopedby Zahoor(Ref. 4.2) for circumferential
thrmqlh-wall-crackedpipe. SinceZaboor's initialformulation,a numberof improvemeatshavebeen
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made (Rd. 4.19). Pan extended the med_ to conalder the case of a c_ surfacecrack
apipe 4.2o).

The l-factoranalysisd_ J by dividing it into its elastic andplastic contributions.

J -J. .Jp . (4.18)
!

The elastic comflbutionto I 0o) is oMalned from lumdbooksolutions (i.e., Re/'. 4.17). The plastic
contflbul_n to J 0D) is derived by MteSreti_ the exp_ Ioad-displa_ or
mommM-rotation,l_latiomhip. The result of thatintesrsion is multipliedby e constantI,

where _p is the plastic componentof the rotationdue to the crack.

The factor11is geometry dependent. Specific forms for through-wallcracks andsurface cracks are
found in References 4.19 and4.20, respectively. The above formulationis for a stationarycrack,
i.e., up to crack initiation. Once crack growth starm,q varies with crack size and a crack-growth
correctionterm is needed.

The q-factor solution is for a pipe in pure bending. However, the Subtask I. I _ involve
combinedpressure andbending. To account for the pressurein the q-factorJe solution, an
equivalentmoment, M,q, due to the pressure was calculated. This was accomplished using the Net-
Section-Collapse equatkSmfor a crack in a pipe and solving for the failuremoment for the cases of
purebending and combinedpressureandbeading. The diffecencobetween the two solutiom is taken
as the equivalentmoment due to the intmal pressure, Maq. This moment was addedto the
experimentalmoments in the moment-rotationrelationship-togive a momentequivalentto the
moment that would exist if the pipe were subjectedto purebending.

The upperenvelope of the load-displacementcurves was used for analyzingthe cyclically loaded
Subtask 1.1 pipe experiments. Technically, this is not strictlycorrect, but it is the simplest
approach,from an engineering viewlmint, and is similar to ASTM unloadingcompliance testinri_
procedures, but with largm"unloadings.

Note thatfor the surface-a'acked-pipeexperiments,the imernal_ked pipes were the only
ones analyzed, since an _l-factorsolution for externalcircumfereatialsurface-crackedpipe was not
readily available.
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4a._ I_vs_m e=mSubmk1.1_peSxpatmmm
J

Values of J at crack initiation_ wen calculatedusing the _-factormethod for one of the Subtuk
l.l dn.oush-wtll_-p_ experimeau,andthethreeIntm_surf_,-mcked.pipeexpa_m
for which crack initiationdatawere available. These Jl values were calculatedusing a PC code for
cal_ ,_ factors initiallydevdoped in the DegradedPiping ProSrm, and subsequ_y refined in
the IPIROProgram. The results of those calculations, alons with the CO') specimen Jj values for the
appropriatomaterials, are shown in Table 4.9.

Table 4..9. Comimrison of,Ill values for t.factor _ with Jj values
frmn cfr)spedman forSubtssk1.1 ezpm4mmts

ililiilii ill i i i i i

i i i i i i ii ii ii i ii JlJllllllli iiiiiJ _111i ii i ii ii

Kaperfme_ _ Test Flaw 1-Fsctm" QS-_ DynsmicMouotmdc
No. Lo,aq _ T_pe A,nty_ C_ _ cm111[i i llll i

1.1-3 hntt/sl 'rP304 TWC 451 $94 675
1.1-5 hnrtid TP304 $C 155 $94 675
1.1-7 Dyn-M_o AI06B SC 201 70 59
1.1-9 QS-Mono AI06B SC 92 70 59

i ii ii i i i t t ii it t ttttt t it it it ttttttt t titBittit

Eu:h of these expeflmanU has different sensitivitiesw geometry, loading hisWry, or msterial
mitivity to loading me effe_. _us, it is not easy to say thatthe pipe J values are always hi_er
or Iowa"than _ C(T) specimen Ji values. With the expeflmce gained from the IPIRG Subtask
1.2 TWC pipe cyclic pipe tests, the significance of the It values from each of these test results is
discussed below.

V.2.Z.ZE_r/mat Z.Z-3;X_n/a/TWCn'3_ P_ mp__

In Hxperimmt 1.1-3, the loading was constantpreuure plus a dead-we_t bazdinj load, and an
inertialbending load to failure. The pressure anddead-weigtttcompommtssupply a quasi-static10ad
contributionwhile the inertialloadingsupplies a dynamiccyclic compommt. Based on the material
propertytest data in Section 2 of this report, andthe pipe tea data in PIRG Subtask 1.2, the
dynamic loading should result in • slight increase in the fracturetoughness of the stainless steel pipe,
but the cyclic loading could reduce it.

From the IPIRG Subtask1.2 results, the parm_ used to assess if cyclic loading is detrimentalW
a material's t_ghneu are the load-ratio (g) and the cyclic plastic displacement. The load-ratio is the
minimumstress dividedby the maximumstress. From the IPIRG Subtuk 1.2 pipe experiments, it
was found thata load-_ greater than zero was not detrimental,and • load-mio of-I was
detrimentalto the toughness. From the Subtask1.2 work, we do not know how the toughness
changes between load-ratios of 0 to -1. In Experiment1.1-3, the load-ratio based on the total
longitudinalstress at crack initiationwas 0.23, which from the Subtask 1.2 TW'Cpipe experiments
suggests that there shouldbe no cyclic degradationof the toughness.
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From Table 4.9, the pipe _-fscmr Jjvalue was 76 _ of the CtT) specimenJj value. 'l_nis
dtfrermce could be potmially due to the accuracy to which crack initiationcan be determinedin a
toush mateflal like stainlm8F.ml, sad is not thousht to be silpdflcant.

As was the case for the TWC inereal experiment, there are quasi4utic and dynamic contributionsto
the bad-ratio (It) for thisinertlally loaded pipe experimant. The load-into based on the total
longitudinal mess at crack initiationwas -0.27.

Currentlythere are no cydic surbce-cmcked pipe tern like the IPIROSubtask 1.2 TWC pipe tern to
use to see if the trendsfrom the cyclic TWC pipe tern will be similarfor suzface-¢rackedpipe
eapm'lme_. From what we knownow, the load-ratio of -0.27 could be sufficient to causecyclic
dqredaeonof themushnaabasedontheTWCpipeexperimam.

The lXxpm_ent 1.I-S pipe Jl value was found to be much lower than the C(T) specimen JIvalue.
The pipe Ji value was 26 percentof the C(T) specimen J|, which is • significantdi_ that b
boyoDd the el'rot that C_tlld be made in determininB the crsck initiation poilK. The only other

stainless steel surhco-crtdced pipe expadmmt analyzedunder similar dynamic/cyclic loadingwas
Experiment 1.3-3 in the IPIROpipe system ezperimems, Re/'. 4.21. In thatcase, it was aim found
that the 8urfa_ pipe under cyclic dymunicloading _ - -0.34) had • toushneu of 29
percentof the quasi-state C(T) specimentoujlmms, which is in remarkableagreementwith this test
result. For refermce, it should also be noted thatin the TWC Subtask 1.2 minims steel pipe
ezpeflmmU, the Jl value for R - -1 was about2.5percentof the monotonic value.

The implicationfrom this mudysis is either: (1) there is a sharptrmmitionof the change in toullhnm8
from R m 0 tOR " "0.27, or (2) surface-crackedpipes are more susceptibleto cyclic toughneu
degradationthan TWC pipe.

Another fair thatwill be discussed below, is that there is also evJdeucethat t surface-crackedpipe
should have 8 higher toughness than • TWC pipe, possibly due to the loss of constraintthroughthe
thickness. This was empirically found from the Dimensionless Plastic-ZoneScreeningcriterion
developed at Battelleduring the Desnded Piping Program. In thatwork, 8urfs_ pipe
seemed to have a tougtmeasof a factor of 4 higher than TWC pipe, Re/'. 4.9. Hence, whereas we
expected the toughness to be higher for this surface-cracked-pipe exper_ent than for the C(T)
specimen by a factorof 4, it was actuallylower by a factor of 4, possibly due to cyclic loading.

4.2.1.3 Expeflmemt 1.1.7,. DymamieMomotomicBe_ with Commt
l_u_rmalPrmm qf a SurJba_.C_ M 06 Gra_ B Pipe

In this experiment, several variables changed _romthe two experimentspreviously discussed. Here
there is no cyclic loading, andalso this A106 GradeB pipe is slightly more sensitive to losding rates
than the stainless steel pipe was, i.e., the C(T) specimen Jl decreasedby approximately 15 percent at
the higher loadins.
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Most of the stress is dynamicallyappliedbecause the pressure causes a static longitudinalstress of
less than 10 percent of the total longitudinalstress. From Table4.9, the ratio of the pipe to the
quasi-staticC(T) specimen Ji was 2.87, which is a significantdifference. From the previous

I discussion of Experiment 1.1-5, it would not have been surprisingto see the surface-crackedpipe J,
to be a factor of 4 higher. The dynamicloading shouldhave caused the factor of 4 to be slightly
lower for this _al, which it was.

4.2.1.4 Kq_M 1.1-9; l_-gati¢ Mo_to_, __ _ ConmM
Xntemal Prmure of a Su_ace-Cmetd /t106 Gnu_ B

In this experiment, there are very few variables thatshouldaffect the toughness calculatedfrom the
pipe test relative to the C(T) specimendata. The only difference is one of geometry. It was
discussed previously that a surfacecrack in a pipe couldhave an apparenttoughnm 4 times higher
than a throngh-wall crack in the same pipe.

From Table 4.9 it can be seen that the pipe toughness in this experimentis only 1.28 times higher
thanthe toughness in the quasi-staticC(T) specimen, and is 45 percent of the Experiment 1.1-7
value. "Ilfis ex_ dearly does not follow the trendsexpected. Based on the static versus
dynamic CO') test results, the Jtfrom this exper"anentshould be higher than the 1.1-7 value by about
15 percent, not lowe¢ by a factorof 2.23 (i.e., 1/0.45).

A direct comparison of the loads at failure for Experiments1.1-7 and 1.1-9 is not appropriate
because of differences in the surface-crackdepth(d/t of 0.647 for F_ 1.1-7 and d/t of 0.72
for Experiment 1.1-9). Accountingfor the differences in the crack depthby the different analyses
weviously discussed in this sectionof the report(i.e., using the Net-Section-Collapse analysis,
Dimensionless Plastic-ZoneScreeningcriterion,1t6 Option1 analysis, and the SC.TNP J-estimation
scheme) shows that Experiment 1.1-9 did have a lower load-carryingcapacitythan Experiment 1.1-7,
indicatingthat the toushness was reallylower in Experiment1.1-9 than in Experiment 1.1-7.

Examining the experimentaldatafurther, it can be seen in Figures 3.39 and 3.44 thatcrack initiation
appearsto be reasonablywell-defined for both experimentsfrom the d-c e_ectriopotentialversus
crackopening displacementdata. From these figures, it can be seen that the ratio of the electric
potential at crack initi""'_Jonto the electric potentialat the startof the test, was the same in both
experiments, indicatingthat the initi"""""_'onpoints were consistentlypicked. Hence, the choice of the
initi""'_onloads in these two experimentsdo not seem to be the source of the discrepancy.

One other factor that should also be mentioned for these A106 Cnede B pipe experiments, is that
from the work in IPIRG Subtask1.2 experimentsusing the same piece of pipe, it was found that this
particularAI06 piln has nm_x more scatter in its propertiesthanother nuclear pipes examined in
past Battelle programs. Significanthelical cold-workingpatternswere found in the pipe when
machiningthe pipe to a constantthickness for these experiments. Also as shown in Section 2 of this
report, the ultimate strength varied by almost 20 percent from specimen to specimen. Additionally,
triplicateTWC dynamic monotonic pipe experimentsin Subtask1.2 showed significant differences in
toughness, up to a factor of 2.2 on this same pipe length. Hence, it may be that refined conclusions
drawn from experiments on this particularpipe materialare clouded by the variation in properties.
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4.2.2 J-R Curve from Subtuk 1.1 Stainless Steel
'I'nrou_-Wxll-Crxda_Pipe Experjmmt (1.1-3)

Thestainlesssteelthrough-wall-cr_ked-pipeexperiment(I.I-:3)wastheoneSubtaskI.Iexperiment
for which crack-growthdatawere available. As such, it is the only experimentfor which it is
possible to calculate a full J-R curve using the _-factor method. The J-R curve calculatedusing the
_7-faemrapproachfor this expaiment is shown in Figure 4.19. For comparisonpurposes, the J-R
curves from the companion quasi-gatic pipe experiment(4131-5) andone of the quasi-staticC(T)
specimens for this material (A23) are also includedin Figure 4.19. In examiningFigure 4.19, it can
be seen that the J-R curve for the inertialexperimentis about60 percent of the J-R curve from the
companionquasi-staticpipe expahnent andslightly lower than the J-R curvefrom the quasi-static
C(T) specimen test. The lower J-R curve from the inertial pipe test could be due to either cyclic or
dynamicloading effects, or variatiom in the toughness. However, the C(T) tests in Section 2 and
the pipe tests in IPIRGSubtask 1.2 suggest that TP304 stainless steel J-R curves are not sensitive to
loading at these strain rates. From the IPIRGSubtask 1.2 experiments, the reduction of toughness
due to cyclic loading with an R> 0 is also expectedto be minimal.
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Figure 4.19. J-R curve using the _factor analysis for Experiment 1.1-3. (For com_,
the J-R curves for the cempmden quasi-static mumtenic pipe experiment
(4131-5) and x quasi-static CtT) specimen are alse included.)
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4.3 DynamicAnanym

The two Subtask1.1 through-wall-cracked,inertially-loaded,pipe-fractureexperiments were
dynamically analyzed. This was done using the ANSY$ computercode with beam elements and a
nonlinearspring at the crack location to representthe crocked-pipemoment-rotationresponse. This
procedurewas discussed in the pretestdesign analysis section of this report.

4.3.1 Dynamic Analysis of Experimmt 1.1-3

Pretestdesign calculationswere conductedfor Expm_ent 1.1-3 prior to conducting the actual
experiment. The nonlinear-spring element concept was used in the ANSYS program as describedin
Section 3 of this report. The moment-rotationresponse datafrom a quasi-staticexperiment on the
same pipe with the same crack size provided the calibrationfor the nonlinear spring element used in
thepretest design analysis. The most significantdifferencebetween the analysis and the experiment
was in the frequency of the forcing function. The analysis was done using 3 Hz for the inputforcing
functionwhile the experimentwas conductedat a frequency of 3.5 Hz. The higher frequency was
chosen for the experiment so that the increaseddynamic amplification(from being nearer to the first
naturalfrequency)would provide a greatermarginfor the successful conduct of the experiments.

Using the forcing function B - (tt)sin(o,,t), where w - 18.85 radians/second0 Hz) and t - 25.4
mm/sec (1.0 inch/sec), the analysis was conducteduntil the maximummoment was calculated in the
test section. Figures 4.20a, 4.21a, and4.22a show the resultsof the analysis for moment versus
time, inertial mass displacementversus time, and momentversus rotationres_nse, respectively, for
this stainless steel, through-wall-cracked,inertial experiment. Experimentaldataareshowninthe
companionplots, Figures 4.20b, 4.21b, and4.22b. Table 4.10 compares the predicted-t_
experimental maximum moments, time to maximummoment, and the rotationof the crackedpipe at
the maximum moment.

The excellent agreementin moments androtationsreflected in Table 4.10 for this stainless steel
experimentshould not be surprisingin that the moment-rotationresponse used in the analysis is
based on actualexperimental quasi-staticdataand this materialis not sensitive to loading rate effects.
In any event, considering the differences in the actual forcing functionused in the experimentversus
that used in thepretest analysis, the predicteddynamic results are extremely good for such a simple
model.

4.3.2 Dynamic Analysis of Exit 1.1-2

The analysis of this experiment was conductedusing techniquessimilarto those used for the analysis
of Experiment 1.1-3. The specimen was carbonsteel with a TWC andcontaineda bladder. The
displacement-timehistory used as an input to the ANSYS finite-elementmodel was the function 5(t)
= 0I,t)sin_, where o_-- 22 radians/second (3.5 Hz) and t = 2.0 mm/s (0.08 inch/se_:). The
analysis was conducted until maximummomentwasobservedin the test section.

Contraryto the analysis of Experiment 1.1-3, the moment-rotationresponsefor this analysis did not
come from a previously conducted pipe experiment. The dataused to analyze this carbonsteel
experiment was generated using the C(T) specimen dynamicJ-R curve and the dynamic tensile
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Table 4.10. Comparison of dynamic _ using ANSYS code and nonlinear
.peJq pipe)ek.t withthreqh-la-cneked-pipe
experimental results

, i i li

Stainless Steel ]Experimmat 1.1-3

Experiment
i ,i i i i n, so I

MaximumMoment, kN-m 28.7 30.6
ii , H, i u

Time to Maximum Moment, see 1.325 1.28
m i IH i

Rotationat Maximum Moment, radian 0. J0 0.12
H ii i H

Carbou Steel _t 1.1-7,

Analysis Experiment
i a i

Maximum Moment, kN-m 42.9 38.9
H,in

Time to MaximumMoment, sec 9.6 8.6
n i H H

Rotationat Maximum Moment, radian 0.008 .012
I IIIII

Table 4.11. Moments calculated by an elastic stress analysis compared
with reinsured mommts for the IPIRG Subtask 1.1
pipe.rraaur,

i

Experiment No. Material Flaw Geometry Mist, T

1.1-2 A106 B Through-wallcrack 1.22
II lilll

1.1-3 TP304 Through-wallcrack 1.92
ii

1.1-5 TP304 Externalsurface crack 1.45

1.1-6 AI06 B Internalsurfacecrack 1.89
I Illl

1.1-7 A106 B Internal surfacecrack 1.06
i

1.1-9 AI06 B Internalsurfacecrack I.I0
i



stress-straincurve. Battelle's NRCPIPEcodeusing the LBB.ENG2 analysis method was used to
predictthe moment-rotationrelationshipfor this experiment.

UsingtheforcingfunctiondescribedabovewiththeNRCPIPE calculationstocalibrate_. ,--_inear
springdement,ANSYS wasusedtogeneratemoment,force,anddisplacementdatawhichwere
comparedtotheexperimentallyobtaineddata.Figures4.23,4.24,and4.25showthemoment
versustime,inertialmassdisplacementversustime,androtationversustimeplots,respectively.
Table4.10comparesexperimentalandpredictedresultsofthemaximummoment,timetomaximum
moment, andthe rotationof the crackedpipe at the maximummomentfor this carbonsteel, through-
wall-cracked, inertialexperiment. Considering the fact that in lieu of experimentalpipe fracture
data, a J-estimationscheme was used to establish the momentversus rotationresponsefor the
nonlinearspringelement in the analysis, these predictionsshow excellent agreementwith the
expsrimm_l rmults.

4.3.3 Elastic Stress Analysis

Since both the R6 and ASME flaw evaluationproceduresuse linear elastic untrackedpipe stress
analyses, it was desired to compare the linear elastic stresses with the experimentalstresses
separatelyfrom the fractureanalyses. This will assess the contributionof the stress analysis
differences from the R6 and ASME flaw evaluationprocedures. ANSYS calculationswere
performedfor each of the flawed pipe tests using, as input, the actual load-point-displacementversus
time history obtainedduringthe test. The analysis was linear elastic withouta crackelement. The
moments obtained were then compared with the maximummomentsobtained duringthe test.

Table 4.11 gives the ratio of the elastic moment to the measuredmoment for each of the Subtask 1.1
pipe fractureexperiments.
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S.O DISCUSSION OF TECIINICAL RESULTS

The technical res_u fromthe material ch_ns, pipe __, and 8mdysesare
summrizal below.

5.1 TJehnl_sI Dmults _ MaJJ£4al_lmJ,s_JJ,4n_,_ IIr/YoOt

The materials used in this effort were the same u those used in IPIRGSubtssk 1.2, Stability
of CrackedPipe Under Seismic/Dynamic Displgemmt-Controlled Stresses, Reh. 5.1 and
5.2. Materialcharacterizationresults from thatdocumentare repeated in this report for
completeness.

The two _s inveatipted in this effort, an AI06 GradeB carbon 8reeland a Type 304
auatenitic stainless steel, exhibitedmarkedly dl_ reeponsesto increased displacement
rates in mechanicalpropertyteats. The carbonsteel, becauseof its susceptibility to dynamic
strain aging, showed markedeffects of strainrate in tmsile teats. Of special importanceto
nuclearpiping applications,both the tensile 8rength andfractureelongation at 288 C (550 F)
were lowered significantlyby a four-to-fiveorder of magnitudeincrease in the strain rate.
"l'neatainle88steel, on the other hand, showed virtuallyno changein tensile strengthor
fractureelongation as strainrate was increased,but did show a significant increase in yield
streniph.

With respect to fracturetoughness, the effects of increuing displacementrate by a factorof
approximately3,000 were relatively modeat in both materials. The J-R curve was raised
slightly by testing st dynamic rues in the stainlesssteel, but was lowered slightly in the
carbon steel. Crack inatabflitiesat 288 C (550 F), which have frequentlybeen observed in
carbon steel tern at quasi-mtic rates, andare assumedto be associatedwith susceptibility to
dynamic strain aging, were observed in the cadxynsteel studied here at both quasi-staticand
dynamic displacementrates.

"l'nerelatively modest effect of strain rateon the fracturetoughness of the carbonsteel
(Pipe DP2-F30) differed from that observed for Imller-diametercarbon steel pipes investigated
in Subtask 1.3 of the IPIRGprogram. In that study, dynamicloading rates significantly
lowered the J-R curve for Pipe DFZ-F29 andsignificantlyraised the J-R curve for a
submerged-arcweld in that pipe (DIr2-F29W). The reasonsfor the different rmponsm to
increased strain rate in different carbonsteels is not presentlyunderstood, but is believed to
be 8smciated with the details of their susceptibilityto DSA.

These results suggest thatsome of the carbonsteel materials my have lower tough_ at
dynamic rates. Additionaldataneeds to be developedto assess this general effect, andto
assess if such dynamic testing needs to be conductedfor LBB or for modifying in-service flaw
evaluation criteria.
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5.2 Technical Results from Piee Fracture Exna'immts

One of the most importantobservationsthat can be made from these experimems, is that for
the inertialexperiments,once maximum load was achieved, there were very few additional
cycles until the pipe essentially reacheda DEGB. For five of the six inertial-cracked-pipe
experiments,there were only 2 or 3 cycles past maximumload until the pipe specimens
reacheda DEGB condition. The stainless steel TWC experiment was the exception. This
experiment was sto_ped shortly past maximum load before significantcrack growth could
occur. Hence, the mmber of cycles it could sustainpm maximumload is not known.
Seismic events may have roughly 5 to 30 large amplitudecycles. Hence, with several cycles
availableto produce damage, a seismic loading of a piping system loaded mainly by pressure
and inertial loads would be likely to produce failure if maximumload is reached at any time
duringthe event. Consequently, the stabilityof pipe under pure inertial loading, or inertial
stresses combined with other load-controlled stresses (i.e., dead-weight andpressure stresses),
should be considered as being closer to load-control than displacement=controlfor typical
quasi-staticpipe fractureanalyses.

In these inertially loaded pipe experiments, there were two factors which were different from
typical quasi-staticpipe fractureexperiments. The first was that the loading rate was about
1,000 times faster than in a typical quasi-staticfour-pointbend pipe fractureexperiment. This
change in strainrate appearsto have little effect on wrought stainless steel base metal
properties,but can effect the strengthandtoughness of ferriticpipes susceptible to dynamic
strain aging at LWR tempera_es.

The second factor is the influenceof the cyclic loading on the fractureresistance of the
material. From the IPIRGSubtask 1.2 efforts, Refit.5.1 and5.2, there are two aspects of the
cyclic load history that are important. The first is the stress ratio (R), i.e., the ratio of the
minimum to maximumstresses. The second is the increments] plastic displacement. Both of
these parameterswere variable in the inertially loaded pipe fractureexperiments. Figure 5.1
is a plot of the effective stress ratio as a function of cycle numberfor the carbon steel
through-wall-crackinertial experiment. The effective stress ratio is based on total stress
values for a given cycle. The minimum aud maximum stress values include both the bending
stress componentsas well as the axial tension stress due to internalpressure. From Figure
5.1 it can be seen that the effective stress ratio was nearone at the startof the test andslowly
decreasedtowardszero nearthe end of the test. The literaturereview conducted in
Reference 5.3 indicatedthat for stress ratios greaterthan zero there should be essentially no
effect on the J-R curve, other than from fatigue crack growth considerations. However, for
stress ratioswhere complete crack closure occurs (approachingR = -1) there is an additional
detrimentaleffect of the cyclic loading on the fracture resistance, i.e., there is some
significant compressivedamage that occurs in the cracktip region. This is illustrated in
Figure 5.2 which shows the J-R curves for three different stress ratiosfor the stainless steel
pipe experimentsfrom References 5.1 and 5.2.

As noted above, the second parameterassociated with the cyclic load history to be considered
is the incremental plastic displacementrelative to the displacementto reach crack initiation
under monotonic loading. In Reference 5.1, it was found that the fractureresistance, in terms
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Figure $.1. Effective stress ratio as s function of cycle number
for Experiment 1.1-2
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of the crack-u'p-openingangle (CTOA), varied strongly as a function of the incremental
plastic displacemem. This is illustrated in Figure 5.3 which comes from Reference 5.1.
In the inertialexperiments,the incrementalplastic displacementincreased with time. At the
beginning of the test the incremental plastic displacementis small, i.e., the potential exists for
cyclic damagebased on Figure 5.3. However, at the beginningof the inertial test, the stress
ratio is near one. Consequentlythere should not be an effect of cyclic load history. At the
endof the test, the stress ratio decreasesto nearzero, but by this time the incremental plastic
displacementis large. Nearthe end of the test, the ratio of the displacementat crack
initiationto the incrementalplastic displacementis in the rangeof 2 to 5 for the Subtask 1.1
inertial experiments. Looking at Figure 5.3, values of 2 to 5 on the x-axis show little effect
on the CTOA from cyclic loading comparedto the monotonic CTOA. Hence, the load
histories used in the Subtask1.1 inertial experimentsshould not have caused any significant
degrading effecton the fractureresistance. One point of cautionwith regard to this
discussion - Figure 5.3 is an empirical relationshipdeveloped as part of Subtask 1.2 for
stainless steel through-wall cracks. Furtherwork is needed to assess if this relationship can
be generalized for other materialsand surfacecrack geometries.

In summary, it appearsthat the cyclic load histories used in these experiments were not es
severe as the R=-I loading used in the IPIRGSubtask1.2 experimentsfrom a viewpoint of
inducing damageandreducing the fracturetoughness of the materials. Consequently, these
experiments could effectively be analyzedusing monotonic specimenJ-R curve data.
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However, dynamic strainaging of the ferrificsteel suggests that J-R curve data andtensile
test datamay need to be acquired at the appropriatestrainrate.

Another point of interest in reviewing the results from the Subtask 1.1 pipe experiments is
that the dynamic monotonic, carbonsteel, s_k experiment(1.1-9) exhibiteda higher
load-carryingcapacity than the quasi-staticmonotonic, carbonsteel, surface-crackexperiment
(1.1-7). The ratio of the experimentalstress at s_k penetrationto the predicted
stress from the various analysis methodsconsidered was higher for the dynamic experiment
than it was for the quasi-staticexperiment. This is contraryto what one would expect on the
basis of the materialproperty data. Both the strengthandC(T) specimen toughness of this
carbonsteel materialdecreased at the higher loading rates. This apparentcontradictionhas
been attributedto scatter in the experimentalresults. The effect of scatteris an especially
importantconsideration when consideringthe results from pipe tests for carbonsteels which
are knownto be susceptible to dynamic strainaging effects. As partof the "ShortCracks in
Piping andPiping Welds" Program, Ref. 5.4, it was shown that elevated temperature
hardness data for this 6-inch nominal diameterpipe varied considerably. Consequently, one
may expect significant differences in stren&qhpropertiesat different locations along the same
length of pipe. As a result, scatter in the experimentalresults for experimentsusing the same
heat of this pipe should be expected.

5.3 Technical Results from AnalvtJ_l Evaluations

The following points can be summarizedfrom the analysis aspects from Section 4 of this
report.

5.3.1 Net-Section-Collapse Analysis of Experiments

The A106 GradeB carbonsteel pipe experiments tended to fail below the Net-Section-
Collapse (NSC) analysis predictedstresses when using actualmeasuredtensile propertiesto
define the flow stress. This is to be expectedsince the toughness of this carbonsteel material
is sufficiently low that fully plastic conditionsare not being satisfied. Conversely, when the
NSC predictions are based on the ASME Section XI 2.4Smdefinitionof flow stress, then the
experimental stresses are above the NSC predictions. This is an artifactof the fact that the
actual strength of this carbonsteel (DIr2-F30)is significantlyhigher than expected on the
basis of Section II1Code values for Sm.

It is also of note that the ratios of the experimental-to-predictedNSC stresses were lower for
the through-wall-cracked-pipeexperimentsthan they were for the surface-cracked-pipe
experiments. This was expectedsince past test results showed that through-wall-crackedpipes
are more sensitive to toughness than s_ed pipe.
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S.3_ l_memlmdea Plasfie..Zan__ Criterion

The Dimensionless Plastic-Zone Parameter(DPZP) Criterion is a smni-empiricalrelationship
in which the NSC predictedstresses are adjustedto accountfor the conditions where fully
plastic conditions do not exist. For the relativelysmall diameter,high toughness, Subtask 1.1
stainless steel pipe experiments,fully plastic conditions exist. Consequently no adjustmentis
needed for the NSC predictions. As a result, the NSC andDPZP predictions are identical for
these experiments. For the low toughness, Submk 1.1 carbonsteel expm_ents, contained
plasticity conditions exist. The ratioof the calculatedplastic-zone size to the remaining
tensile ligamentwas approximately0.085. As such an adjustmentis needed for the NSC
predictions. When such an adjustmentwas made for the Subtask 1.1 carbonsteel
experiments,the predictedstresses were typically less than the experimental strmsm.

S.3.3 J-Estimtion Sdm_ Predietiom of Crack Initiation
and Maximum Strerd_s

Various dastic-plastic fractureestimationschemes were used with laboratoryspecimen datato
predict the stresses at crack initiationand maximumstress for the Subtask I. 1 cracked-pipe
experiments. For the through-wall-cracked-pipeexperiments,predictions using the GE/EPRI
andLBB.ENG2 methods were compared with the experim_ results. For the surface-
cracked-pipeexperiments,the SC.TNP analysispredictions were compared with the
experimentalresults. These _dmlatiom were conducted using both quasi-staticanddynamic
properties,as well as using JD-RandJM-Rcurves, although for the surface-crackedpipe
analyses the choice of the J-R curve is immaterial. These results showed the following.

5.3.3.1 I_eufk- Wall-Cmcked-Pipe Alml._a

For all cases (both the GE/EPRIandLBB.ENG2 methods for both quasi-staticand dynamic
propertiesandboth JD" and JM-R curves) the predictedmesses were less than the
experimentalstresses. The GE/EPRImethod predictedlower stresses than the LBB.ENG2
method. This agreeswith trends observed in analyzingpipe experiments from the Degraded
Piping Program, Ref. 5.5, andIPIRGSubtask 1.2, Ref. 5.2. Using the JM-Rcurve gave
higher maximumstress predictions than using the JD-Rcurve. The use of dynamic material
propertydatahad a small.effect (5 to 15 percent)on the predictions. For the carbonsteel
experiments the use of dynamic materialpropertiesresulted in slightly lower predictions for
both the GE/EPRIand LBB.ENG2 methods. This is to be expected since the yield and
ultimate strengthsas well as the J-R curve were lower for this materialat dynamic loading
rates. For the stainless steel experiments,the use of dynamic materialpropertieshad almost
no effect on the GE/EPRIpredictionsof maximum stress and a very small effect (5 to 10
percent) on the I,BB.ENG2 predictionsof maximum stress. For the stainless steel, the
ultimatestrength decreasedslightly at dynamic loading rateswhile the J-R curve increased
slightly. The close agreementbetween the quasi-staticand dynamic predictions for both
materialsindicatesthat the use of standardquasi-staticmaterialpropertydata for dynamic
analyses of these experiments is probablysufficient.
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S.3.3.2 _Craet__ Am/y:a

The SC.TNP analysis was used to predictthe initiationandmaximummesses for a number of
the Subtmk 1.1 surface-crackedpipe experiments. In Reference5.6, this analysis was found
to generally predict maximumstresses within 20 percent of the experimentalvalues for pipes
subjectedto pure four-point bending. In order to analyze the Subtask 1.1 experiments, the
SC.TNP analysis methodhadto be correctedto account for the fact that the method, in its
currentform, does not include the effect of imernalpipe pressure or tension on J. The effect
of internalpressure was addressedin an approximateway by replacing the axial temion in the
uncracked ligamentaheadof the crack by an additional epplied bendingmoment.

For the IPIRGSubtask1.1 surface-cracked-pipeexpegiments,the SC.TNP predictions of
maximum stress tendedto be lower (15 to 20 percent)than the experimentallydetmnined
values. This agrees with the findings from Reference 5.6 for the case of pure bending. As a
result, it may be concludedthat the equivalent moment correctionmade for accountingfor the
effect of internalpressureis reasonablefor engineering applicatiom.

$.3A R6 Revisions Option 1 Predictions

For the R6 Option I method, messes were calculatedat both crack initiationand maximum
stress using quasi-staticmaterialpropertydata. The predictionswere compared to stresses
calculatedfrom linear elastic stress analyses instead of the extra,mentally determinedmesses.
It was found that the R6 Option 1 method consistently underpredictedthe elastically calculated
messes both at crack initiationandmaximummess. For the four inertially loaded
experiments, the R6 Option 1 methodsignificantly underpredictadthe elastically calculated
maximum stress. The ratios of elastically calculatedmaximumstress to the predicted
maximumstress for the four inertialexperiments rangedfrom 1.69 to 3.93. The highest
ratios were for the two stainless steel experiments. This is not surprisingin that the two
stainless steel experimentsexhibitedmuch more nonlinear behaviorbefore maximumload was
reachedthan did the carbonsteel experiments. Consequently,one would expect that a linear
elastic analysisof these stainless steel _ents would overpredictthe experimentalvalues.
The ratiosof the elastically calculatedstresses at crack initiationto the R6 predicted stress at
crack initiationwere much lower than the corresponding ratios at maximumstress. The
extentof nonlinearbehavior is much less at crack initiation than it is at maximum stress. The
degree of underpredictionwas much less for the two displacement-controlledexperiments.

$.3.S ASME Seetien Xl Predicfiens

Comparisonsof the maximumexperimentalstresses were made to the ASME Code Section XI
in-service flaw evaluationprocedures. These comparisonsdid not includethe ASME Code
safety factorsof 2.78 for normalandtest conditions, or the 1.39 safety factor for emergency
andfaulted conditions. Predictionsof maximum stress for the Section XI procedures were
made for two different definitionsof flow stress. In one case the flow stress was based on
actualCode values of Sm [Sm(Code)]. The flow stress was defined as either 3Smfor the
austeniticexperiments, or 2.4Smfor the ferritic experiments, where the Smvalues were taken
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directly from Section m of theCode.For theothercase, actual material propertydata were
used to define theSm values [Sm(ACtual)],andthustheflow stress. This was an attempt to
account for the fact that the pipes evaluated in this program (particularly the AI06B carbon
steel pipe) hadhigher strengthpropertiesthan what might be expefted on the basis of
Section m Sm values.

As a result of these comparisonsit was shown that the predictionsfrom the austenitic criterion
(IWB-3640) were in close agreement(within 10 percent) with the experimentalresults. Also,
the predicted stresses were typically less thanthe experimemtalvalues. One wonders if this
findingholds true for largerdiameter,possibly less tough, stainless steel pipe for which
containedplasticity conditions might exist. Also, what effect would a different,possibly more
damaging, cyclic load history have on this finding? Such questions cannotbe addressedwith
the limited database existing today.

It was found that the predictions from the ferritic critet_n 0WB-3650) were significantly
lower than the experimentallydeterminedmaximummesses. When Code values of Sm were
used to define the flow stress, the experimentalstresses were 87 to 151 percenthigher than
the predictedvalues. When actualpmpm_es were used to define the flow stress, the
experimeaudstresses were 32 to 77 percent higher than the predicted values. This finding is
consistentwith the trend of the results of the IPlRG Subtask 1.2 pipe fractureexperiments
where the experimental stresses were 35 to 78 percent higher than the Code predicted values
when Code values of Sm were used to define the flow stress. The fact that the degree of
underpredictionis somewhat greaterfor the Subtask 1.1 experimentsthan for the Subtask 1.2
experiments is to be expected in that all but one of the Subtask1.1 carbonsteel experiments
were surfaceq:racked-pipeexperiments whUe all of the Subtask1.2 experimentswere through-
wall-cracked-pipe expm-imem. It has been shown that the through-wall cracks tend to be
more sensitive to toughness effects than do the surface cracks, see Figure 4.4.

5.3.6 Calculation of .ItValues from Pipe Bx_ts

Values of J at crack initiationwere calculatedusing the _-factor methodfor one of the
Subtask1.1 through-wall-cracked-pipeexperimentsandthree of the surface-cracked-pipe
experiments. There was variable agreementbetween the pipe experimentand CtT) specimen
test Ji values which requiresa test by test assessment.

It should be noted that the pipe experimentsconducted in Subtask1.1 were on a relatively
small diameterpipe (6-inch nominal diameter). Hence, the effects of toughness variationson
loads in these experimentsis expected to be small. The reason for evaluationof the
toughness from these pipe experiments is to assess if there my be a consistent trend of
toughness from the pipe experiments with different flaw geometries, loading histories, and
materialrelative to the standardC(T) test data. The C(T) specimens are typically used for
evaluationof larger diameter pipe that would have loads more sensitive to toughness changes.
The findings from Section 4 of this reportare summarizedas follows.

The TP304 stainless steel TWC inertial test has a slightly lower than expected J-R curve that
is not explainablefrom the higher loading ratesor the magnitudeof the cyclic loading, i.e.,
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the load-ratio(It) was greaterthan zero. The decrease in the Ji value andJ-R curve was
about40 percentcomparedto the quasi-staticpipe test result, but this was close to the side-
grooved C(T) specimen J-R curve.

For the surface-crackedinertiallyloaded TP3(Mpipe experiment, the calculatedJi from the
pipe experiment was abouta factorof 4 lower thanthe C(T) specimen Ji value. In this test,
the load-ratio was -0.27. This is relativelyclose to the surface-crackedpipe system
experimentin IPIRGSubtask1.3, Ref. 5.7. The implicationfrom this result is that either:
(1) there is a sharptransitionof the changein toughness from R - 0 to R = - 0.27, or (2)
surface-crackedpipe are more susceptibleto cyclic toughness degradationthan TWC pipe.
From past quasi-staticpipe experiments,it is anticipatedthat the apparent toughness for a
surface-crackedpipe may, on average, be four times higher. This increase in the apparent
toughness is believed to be due to loss of constraintthroughthe thickness, and is a subject of
currentresearch. Hence, the cyclic effects appearto also have negatedthe beneficial effect of
the enhancedtoughness from the cotmralut loss.

Experiment 1.1-7 was a surface-cracked-pipetest under pressure anddynamic monotonic
loading on A106 GradeB pipe that was sensitive to slight toughness degradationat higher
loading rates in C(T) specimen tests. There was no cyclic loading. The pipe Ji value was
closeto whatwasexpected.Thetoughnesswaselevatedrelativeto theCCT)specimendueto
constraintloss for the surface-crackgeometry, but the increase was slightly less than expected
due to detrimentalloading-rateeffects on the A106 GradeB pipe material. The net result was
a toughness increase by a factor of 2.87.

Experiment 1.1-9 was a quasi-staticcompanion to Experiment 1.1-7. This experimenthas a
significantly lower Ji value than expected. The failure load was also lower than
Experiment 1.1-7, even when accountingfor differences in the crackdepth. Since the quasi-
static toughness should be higher, not lower, this result is unexplainableother than by the
higher than normal scatterin materialpropertiesobserved in other tests on this same length of
pipe.

In addition, the full J-R curve was calculatedfrom the moment-rotationcrack growth data
from Experiment 1.1-3. The J-P,curve for this stainless steel through-wall-crackedinertial
pipe expm_mentwas quite a bit lower than the J-R curve from the companionquasi-static,
displacement-controlledpipe experimentfrom the Degraded Piping Program (4131-5) and
slightly lower than the J-R curve from the quasi-staticC(T) specimen test. Onfirst glance, it
may appearthat the lower J-R curve for the Subtask 1.1 inertial experimentwas a result of
the cyclic load history for this experiment. However, as previously noted, the cyclic load
history for this inertial experimentwas not that severe. The value of the incrememalplastic
displacementwas relatively large andthe stress ratio was positive throughoutthe test. Thus,
it appearsthat the cyclic load history is not the explanation. The second possible explanation
is that the J-R curve is lowered as a resultof loading rate effects. However, for this stainless
steel material, it has been shown that the effect of loading rate on the strength andtoughness
is minimal. As a result, the reason for this discrepancy is unresolved at this time. However,
the toughness decrease in this case was not highly significant compared to the other increases
(from geometry)or cyclic loading on the surface-cracked-pipetests.
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S.3.7 Dynamic Anslym or Pipe Ftzcture Expa'lmmts

The nonlinearspring element representationof a crackedpipe in the AIqSYS code was
originally developed to help design the IPIRG S_ I.i inertial experimentsandthe

I Subtask 1.3 pipe system experiments. "lois analysis procedure,however, was also _oundto
provide a very closeprediction of the inertial pipe test dynamic results. The accuracy of this
method, however, depends on the accuracyof theJ-mtimat_n scheme used to predict the
moment-rotationrelationshipof the crackedpipe section. If the dynamic load history had
caused cyclic loads with highly negative stress ratiosor small increments of plastic
displacement,then the monotonicJ-R curve used in theJ-estimationscheme could cause an
overpredictionof the dynamicload-carryingcapacityof the pipe.

Another interestingaspectof these calculations from a dynamic analysis viewpoint is obtained
when the experimemallymeasuredmoments are co_ with linear elastically calculated
moments. The linear elastic momentswere calculatedusing _ked pipe with the actual
experimentaldisplacementfunction. Ratios of the momentsfrom elastic stress analyses to the
experimentalmomentsfor the four inertialexperimentsrangedfrom 1.2 to 1.9. For the two
displacement-controlledexperiments, these ratios were less. These ratios for the Subtuk 1.1
experimentsare much lower than what was found from the EPRI/NRC Piping andFitting
Dynamic Rel_ility Program(Ref. 5.8). It is anticipatedthat if the crack size evaluatedin
Subtask 1.1 had been smaller, then the ratios would increasedue to plasticity of the adjacent
untrackedpipe. 1"hisis shown schematically in Figure 5.4. Furthermore,the pipe system
geometrycould also come into play. For instance, if the high messes were concentratedat
only one location, then the discrepancyin the elastic analysis would be less than if there were
multiplepoints of high plastic stress or strain in the piping system.
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6.0 SIGNIfiCANCE OF _TS ON LIB AND
IN-SERVICE FLAW EVAIXIATION

6.1 Use of Idnmr-Eluttc Stress Amdysis
for LBB and _ee Flaw Evnluatiqm

The expahnenud and analyticalresults for the SutZuk 1.1 expahnents showed thatthe
maximumexperimentalmomentsand streues were leu than the valua calculatedusing
linesr-elastic stress analysis. However, the extentof the discrqnmcies between the elastic
stress analyses andthe correspondingexperimentalresultswere not nearly as large as those
reportedfor uncrackedpipe. For the Subtask1.1 experinMmts,with relatively largecracks,
the ratio of the calculatedlinear-elasticstress to the _ stress was less than 2.
Results from the EPRI/NRC Piping and FittingDynamic Reliability Programsuggest that this
ratio wouldbe significantlyhigher for uncrackedpiping system experiments (Re/'.6.1). It
seems certainthat the ratio of elastic to measuredstress would be larger for crackedpipe
experimentswith smallerflaws thanthose evaluatedin Subtask 1.1, i.e., LBB size through-
wall cracksor short surface cracks. An assessmentof this discrepancy for linear elastic stress
analyses of LBB size cracks would be desirable. Such an assessment would be easier in an
inertial experiment,such as those conductedin Subtaak1.1, than in a pipe system experiment,
such as those conducted in Subtask1.3 (Ref. 6.2). Furthermore,developmentof a method-
ology to define the degree of this discrepancyfor elastic stress analysis in a simple method
applicableto engineering approachesmay be a worthwhile endeavor. This would help
evaluateproposedchanges, in rules for pipe stress analysis design as a result of the EPRI/NRC
Piping andFitting Dynamic ReliabilityProgram.

6.2 Cyclic Load History Considerations for
Both LBB and In-Service Flaw Evaluations

A separateaspectof potential importanceis the effectof cyclic load histories on the
degradationof the materialtoughness duringa seismic event. Typically, LBB, or in-service
flaw evaluations,will consider the subcriticalcrackgrowth up to the time that a seismic event
will occur. The fractureanalysis will consider the peak seismic load as a staticallyapplied
load. However, the effect of the cyclic loads duringthe seismic event, either in termsof
additionalsubcriticalcrack growth, or materialdegradationis not considered.

It was foundthat if the stress ratio is negative, and the incrementalplastic displacementis
small (relativeto the monotonicdisplacementrequiredto reach the startof ductile tearing),
then the apparent toughness of the materialcan be degradedby the cyclic load history (Refs.
6.3 and6.4). However, basedon these findings from Subtask 1.2, it was concludedthat.the
inertially loaded TWC experimentsconducted in this effort had load histories that were not
severe enoughto cause the toughness degradationobserved in some of the IPIRGSubtask1.2
experiments. However, the stainless steel surfacecrack inertial pipe test did show a
significantlyreduced toughness in the pipe test compared to the C(T) test result. This is
consistentwith the IPIRGSubtssk 1.3 stainless steel pipe system test suggesting surface-
cracked pipe may be more sensitive to toughness degradation from cyclic loading than TWC
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pipe. Nevertheless, it may be desirable to detmnim if typicalseismic load histories for
typical plantpiping systems could be severe emullh to causedegradationof the material
toughness. One word of caution is in order in this regard. The empiricalrelationship
developed from the IPIRG Subtask1.2 _ datais basedon stainlms steel through-
wall-crgk pipe data. Furtherwork is neededto tam if this relationshipis valid for other
materials andsurface crack geomm-les. It may be found that for surfi_ cracks, or for
carbonsteel materials, that the cyclic load history effect on toull_ k quitediffenH.

The load historiesused in the SuMuk 1.1 inertial itlMrimmts were designed to minlmi,e the
concern of low-cycle fatigue-crackgrowth during the ex_. Other similar
expedmmtal effom, Refs. 6.5 and6.6, used either comtant amplitude"sine bursts"or
"seismic bursts" for their inertial load histories. In those experlmmls, significant low-cycle
fatigue.crackgrowth reducedthe _ failure stresses well below thatpredicted by the
Net-Section-Collapse (NSC) analysis whea the initial flaw size was used in the NSC analysis,
see Figure 6.1. The effect of this low-cycle fatigue-aa_ growth duringthe seismic eveat is
currentlynot included in LBB or the ASME flaw evaluationcriteria. This effect is especially
importantin the ASIVlEflaw evaluation criteriafor an'face crackssince a small anmunt of
low-cycle fatigue-crackgrowth will representa significantportionof the remainingligameot
for the crackedpipe section.

6.3 Shmiflcanee to In-Sa-vice Flaw Evaluation Crlmqa

In-service flaw evaluationproceduresdeal with tmrface-crackedpipe. In the ASME Code,
there are typically differant applied safety factors for Service Levels A andB which includes
normal, test, and OBE conditions and Service Levels C andD which includes emergency
(SSE) and faultedconditions. The ASME Section XI flaw evaluationprocedure, for instance,
uses a safety factor of 2.78 for Service LeveLsA and B conditions and 1.39 for Service
Levels C andD conditions. The differencein safety factor is partiallydue to the fact that
Service Levels A and B conditions includeall design transientsexpected to occur duringplant
operation so that the system is desiipml to accommodatethem while Service Levels C andD
conditions refers to a very low probabilityevent whose consequencesare such thatsubsequent
plant operation is not required andsafe system shutdown is the only consideration.

6.3.1 ASME Section XI Stainless Steel Pipe Evaluations

The resultsof this effort showed that for a stainless steel pipe thathas propertiesclose to the
ASME Section II values, using the ASME Code definition of flow stress (3Sin)in a
Section XI in-service flaw evaluationresulted in wedictions thatwere slightly less than the
experimentalvalues. This assessmentdid not include the ASME Code safety factors of 1.39
or 2.78. Consequently,the actual safety factors for these Subtask1.1 stainless steel
extents were wmewhat greaterthan the applied safety factors.
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6.3.2 ASME SeetlenXl Carbeu Stml Pipe I_nthmtlem

Contraryto the IPIRGSubtuk 1.2 results, the rmulmof this effort showed that for an AI06
GradeB pipe thathas propertiesclose to the ASMB Section m v_u. 0.o.,wh.s.
was used In the analysis), using the ASME Code approachwould still rmult In signlflumt
unde_ediodom of the expe_am_ maximum_enm. The fact that the IW'B-3650
procedurm mnststantlyuudeq_redicadthe ex.m-imm_ rmulmfor the Submk 1.1
experimentswhile tending to ov_lct the rmulmfor the Subtmk 1.2 experiments is
possibly to be expected. All but one of the Subtlk 1.1 caurbonsteel mtl_'lmemtswere
s_-pipe experimentswhile all of the Subtmk 1.2 e0qperimmtawere through-wall-
rocked-pipe ex_. Ithas been shown thatthe through-wall cracks tend to be more
sensitive to _gtmms effects thando the surfacecracks. However, if a more severe cyclic
load history were applied to similar experimentson Inerltally loaded surt_ed pipe, the
Subtask 1.1 mr_-pipe ex_ may also fail at or below the _3650
predictedlevels.

5.3.3 It6 Revision 3 Option 1 Aumnmt

As partof this effort, it was found that the R6 Revision 3 Option 1 method consistently
underpredimxlthe elastically calculatedstresses. However, for the two displacmnent-
mntmlled ex_, the degree of underprediodonwas only 25 to 45 perc_mt(compared
with 90 to 300 percentunderprediodonsfor the Inertialexperiments). The fact that the R6
predictions are so close to the eimic results for these two displ_-mntrolled experiments
does raise an Inm'uting question. Paragraph6.1.1 of the R6 documentstates that the failure
assessment diagramfor Option 1 "providesa reasonableunderestimateof the flaw tolerance
of a structure'. The questionwhich naturallyarises is, is a 25 to 45 percamtunderestimate
reasonable? "l'nisis the type of safety factorSection Xl of the ASME Code IncorporatesIn its
In-service flaw assessment criteriafor emergencyand faultedconditions, but is only about
half of the safety factor incorporatedfor normal(includIngupset andtest) renditions.
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APPENDIX A

SPECIMEN GEOMETRY DIMENSIONS FOR J-R CURVE TESTS

Table A.I. Comimet spedmem mehined from Pipe DP2-F30, A106 Grade B carbon steel
(t,-C orientation)

t lu i '"

Speekam Dimmmiom,mm {inches)
Spe:imm Test • Side "
Idmt. No. Speed_ Grooves W B BN ao

ii

e3o-zp15-st.co') Qs 20 25.4(1.00) 9.12(0.359) 7.30(0.287) 13.46(0.530)
Fr30.ZF15.6LC¢') QS 20 25.4 (1.00) 9.12 (0.359) 7.30 (0.287) 13.28 (0.523)

F_-112 QS 23 25.4 (1.00) 12.67(0.499) 9.78 (0.385) 14.10(0.$$$)
FJ0..114 QS 23 25.4(1.00) 12.70 (0.500) 9.78 (0.38.5) 14.35 (0.565")
F2O-113 QS 23 25.4 (1.00) 12.70 (0.500) 9.75 (0.384) 14.$$ (0.573)
F30-115 QS 23 25.4(1.00) 12.70 (0.500) 9.73 (0.383) 14.48(0.570)

i i i i

F30-108 Dyn 23 25.4 (1.00) 12.67 (0.499) 9.73 (0.383) 14.20 (0.559)
F30-109 Dyn 23 25.4 (1.00) 12.65 (0.498) 9.78 (0.3853 14.33 (0.564)
Fr30-110 Dyn 23 25.4 (1.00) 12.67 (0.499) 9.73 (0.383) 14.12 (0.556)
F30-111 Dyn 23 23.4 (1.00) 12.67 (0.499) 9.73 (0.383) 14.43 (0.$68)

.... ii t tttl tt! ii

(.) Qs- _,_ - dying.
Co)sfmz_ _re _ri_ _ m_ _ _ _q_a.i_ _i_.

Table A.2. Compact spedmmm mehined from Pipe DP2-A23, Type 304 stainless steel
(L-C orientation)

i iH i

• SpecimenDimemions,mm (indms)
Specimen Test % Side

No. Speed (*) Grooves W B BN ae
ii i i i i ,i

ZP17-9LCCo) QS 20 25.4(1.00) 12.70 (0.500) 10.16 (0.400) 13.62 (0.536)
ZPIV-13LCCo) QS 20 25.4 (1.00) 12.70 (0.500) 10._6 (0.400) 13.84 (0.545)

A23-113 QS 23 25.4(1.00) 12.67 (0.499) 9.65 (0.380) 15.09 (0.594)
llll iJ ,i ill

A23-108 Dyn 23 23.4 (1.00) 12.65 (0.498) 9.80 (0.386) 15.14 (0.596)
A23-109 Dyn 23 23.4 (1.00) 12.67 (0.498) 9.68 (0.381) 14.99 (0.590)
A23-110 Dyn 23 23.4 (1.00) 12.70 (0.500) 9.73 (0.383) 14.83 (0.584)
A23-111 Dyn 23 23.4 (1.00) 12.67(0.499) 9.75 (0.384) 14.94 (0.588)
A23-112 Dyn 23 23.4 (1.00) 12.70 (0.500) 9.73 (0.383) 14.96 (0.589)

!l

(-) Qs = ,p_-m_, Dyn= dying.
Co)Sl_imem werefabdcatedud treed atMateri_ IEq;imeM8Am_iatea.
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APPENDIX B

NE'r_ON-COI_AP_ ANALYSIS

The Net-Section-Collapseconceptfor predictingthe failure of a circumferentiallycrackedpipe
was developed in EPRI ProjectRP585 (Ref. B.I). One majorassumptionin the Net-Section-
Collapse analysis is that the materialtoughness is sufficiently high that failure is governed by
the strength of the material(that is, flow stress or collapse stress) and is not sensitive to the
material's toughness. Also, crack growth is not taken into account. The collapse stress is a
value between the material'syield strengthand ultimatestrengthandrepresentsan average
critical net-section stress reached throughoutthe flawed ligament of the structure (see
Figure B.I.)

For an unpressurizedpipe with a circumferentialthrough-wallcrack subjectedto pure
bending, an idealized bendingstress was assumed in the plane of the crack (as shown in
Figure B.2). A free-body analysis shows that the point of stress inversion (0 in Figure B.2)
is

= w - 0 . (B-l)
2

The bending moment predictedby the Net-Section-Collapseanalysis can be determinedby
B-2.

2
M = 2el Rm t (2sin_ - sin0) (13-2)

where

M - Net-Section-Collapse analysis predictedbending moment
O'f ---- flow stress or collapse stress
Rm - mean radiusof the pipe
t ---wall thickness of the pipe
0 - half the initial crackangle.

Eq. B-2 was developed by integratingthe forces aroundthe pipe circumferenceand assuming
the pipe retains a circular cross section.

From the bendingmoment in Eq. B-2, the bending stress (Mc/l) predictedby the Net-Section-
Collapse analysis can be calculatedusing Eq. 13-3, _-

B-I



aNsc = (2af/_-)(2sin_- sine) . (8-3)

For an unpressurized pipe with a circumferentialsurface crack subjectedto bending, that is,
pure bending, an idealized bendingstress was assumed in the planeof the crack as shown in
Figure B.3. A free-body analysis shows that the point of stress inversion is

_e- f - (d/t) o 03-4)
2

This assumes that the circumferentialcracklength, 20, is less than 0; that is, the surface crack
does not extend into the compressively stressed side of the pipe. The bending moment is then
determinedfrom Eq. B-5.

M = 2of t 2 t (2sin_- (d/t)sine) 03-5)

where
d = depth of the surfacecrack.

From the bendingmoment in Eq. B-5 one can calculatethe bendingstress predicted by the
Net-Section-Collapse analysis using Eq. B-6,

2
ome = _ of [2 sin 0 - (d/t) sin 0] . (B-6)

For a pressurizedpipe with a circumferentialpart-throughsurfacecrack subjectedto bending,
that is, combined pressure andbending, an idealized bendingstress was assumed in the plane
of the crack as shown in Figure B.4. A free-body analysis shows that the point of stress
inversion in this case is

2
w - (d/t)0 wRi p (B-7)

2 4Rmt of

B-2



where

Ri = inside radiusof the pipe
p = internalpipe pressure.

Again this assumesthat the cir_mnferentialcracklength, 20, is less than 0.

Knowing 0, the predictedstress using the Net-Section-_llapse analysis can be calculatedas
above using Eq. 13-6. Thus, the only differencebetween surface crack Net-Section-C_llapse
formulationsfor the pure bending case and the combinedpressure and bendingcase is in the
determinationof the stress inversionangle 0. The pressure term shifts the neutral axis down
away from the crack, thus lowering the predictedmoment from the Net-Section-Collapse
analysis.

For the case of a pipe section with a surfar_ cracksubjectedonly to pressure loads, that is,
pure pressure, the formulation for Net-Section-C,ollapse stress can be developedby
rearrangingEq. B-5. Specifically, for the case of pure pressure, the applied bending moment
is zero. For that to be the case Eq. B-5 indicatesthat

2 sin# ---(d/t)sins . (S-S)

Substituting Eq. B-7 into Eq. 13-8andsolving for the axial stress, the predictedpure tension
failure stress predictedby the Net-Section-Collapseanalysis is

e 2 d sin6)] (13-9)am --af [l - ¥ (d/t)- ¥ arcsin(_

Referenees to Auuendix B
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Figure B.I. Net-Se_on-CoUapse criteria
T-4574-F2. I
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FigureB-_. Nomenclatureand loadingsystemfor the application
of the Ne/-Section-Coilaimecriterionto a pipewitha
circumferential_umugh-wallcrack

T-4574-F2.2
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FigureB_3. Nomenclatureand loadingfor theapplicationof the
Net-Section-Collapsecriterionto a pipewith a clrcum-
fermtiaisurfaeecracksubjectedto purebending

SA-6/86-FA.3
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figure B.4. Nomenclature and loading for the application or the Net-
Section-Collapse criterion to a pipe with a circuml'erentiai
surface crack subjected to combined pressure and bending

SA-45/86=FA.4
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